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ZnCdSe/ZnSe quantum wells of different thicknesses are grown by molecular-beam epitaxy on
ZnSe~001! substrates. The latter are cut from ZnSe ingots obtained by gas transport in
hydrogen. The substrate surface is prepared by colloid-chemical polishing followed by annealing
in atomic hydrogen and deposition of a protective selenium film. The surface topography is
monitored during epitaxial growth by reflection high-energy electron diffraction~RHEED!. The
surface microrelief of the samples is examined by atomic force microscopy, and the
cathodoluminescence of the quantum-well structures is studied at 40 and 300 K. The relatively
low microroughness of the surface, the high-contrast elongated reflections in the diffraction
pattern, and the dependence of the spectral position of the quantum-well luminescence line on the
well width attest to the high structural quality of the structures grown. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00106-3#
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A laser electron-beam tube~LEBT!, which can be used
to create high-clarity televisions and large displays for m
viewing, offers some unique possibilities.1 However, one of
the disadvantages of an LEBT is the relatively high las
threshold~of the laser screen! at room temperature. The las
ing threshold can be lowered significantly if a structure w
many quantum wells serves as the active layer of the scre2

The first positive effect was achieved using a perio
ZnCdSe/ZnSe quantum-well structure grown by molecu
beam epitaxy~MBE! on GaAs substrates.3 In that work the
GaAs substrate was removed after the laser screen
formed, and the structure was cemented to a heat-condu
sapphire substrate. However, the adhesive layer degrade
der the action of the electron beam and thus restricts
service life of the LEBT. The problem can be solved
employing ZnSe as the substrate for carrying out
growth.2

The interest in ZnSe homoepitaxy has increased con
erably in the last few years,4–8 primarily because of the pos
sibility of lowering the growth-defect density and increasi
the service life of blue laser diodes. Despite the first posit
results in fabricating light-emitting diodes and laser diod
on ZnSe substrates,6–8 many unelucidated points associat
with optimization of the technology for preparing the su
strate, with the requirements imposed on the structural q
ity of the bulk ZnSe, and with optimization of the regimes
epitaxial growth remain. In this paper we present the fi
results from an examination of these features in the cas
ZnCdSe/ZnSe epitaxial quantum-well structures with sev
ZnCdSe quantum wells~QW’s! of different width.
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The ZnSe substrates were cut in the form of rectangu
plates with the~001! orientation and a thickness of 1–2 m
from an ingot grown from the vapor phase in sealed qua
cells by chemical transport in hydrogen.9 The crystals were
distinguished by the absence of intervening twin planes,
the dislocation density evaluated from etch pits on a~111! Se
surface was 0.821.03105 cm22. The maximum area of the
plates was 50320 mm2. After being cut, the plates wer
ground and polished mechanically with step-by-step red
tion of the grain size of the polishing powder t
1 mm. The final treatment was carried out by colloi
chemical polishing using a polish of the polivel type and
stabilized mixture of modified colloidal silica containing
20% CrO3 solution.10 After the colloid-chemical polishing
was completed~a 10 to 20-mm layer was removed!, the sub-
strate surface was washed with deionized water and s
jected to a special chemical treatment by surfactant solut
to remove any traces of SiO2 and ionic impurities. The sur-
face microrelief determined on an atomic force microsco
~AFM! was characterized by a root-mean-square devia
equal to 20225 Å. However, a high-quality reflection high
energy electron diffraction~RHEED! pattern could not be
obtained due to the presence of an oxide layer, which co
not be evaporated in a vacuum even when it was heate
T5600 °C.

A preliminary anneal in atomic hydrogen a
T54002450 °C and a pressure equal to 0.1 Torr for 30 m
was employed to remove the oxide layer. The atomic hyd
gen was generated by a microwave discharge in a strea
purified H2, which was passed through a quartz reactor.
diagram of the setup is shown in Fig. 1. To prevent inten
etching the ZnSe sample was placed outside

54545-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the setup for removing oxides from the surface of a ZnSe substrate:1— gas cylinder with H2, 2— quartz cell,3—
electric resistance furnace,4 — microwave generator,5 — H plasma,6 — container with Se,7 — ZnSe substrate,8 — quartz support,9 — inlet with a
thermocouple,10— liquid-nitrogen vacuum trap,11— forepump,12— vacuum valves.
the hydrogen plasma along the path of the hydrogen flow
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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from the gas cylinder to the pumping system. To avoid o
dation of the surface when the substrate is transferred f
the annealing chamber to the MBE system, a protective
lenium film was applied to the surface after the anneal
rectly in the annealing chamber. For this purpose, after
ZnSe sample was cooled, the flow of hydrogen was stop
the microwave discharge was switched off, and the furn
was moved to the upper position to evaporate Se. The s
nium film could be removed by heating toT5250 °C.

The epitaxial growth was carried out in a TsNA-18 sy
tem ~Russia! using separate sources with the pure Zn,
and Cd as starting materials and a substrate tempera
equal to 2702300 °C.11 The ratio between the fluxes of th
elemental metals and selenium was approximately 1:1 w
a small excess of selenium. The growth rate was about 1
The surface quality was monitored during growth by refle
tion high-energy electron diffraction. Several ZnCdSe/Zn
structures consisting of a ZnSe buffer layer of thickness
mm, several Zn0.8Cd0.2Se quantum wells with thicknesse
equal to about 10, 20, 40, and 80 Å separated by ZnSe la
of thickness 300 Å, and a ZnSe overlayer also of thickn
300 Å were grown.

The cathodoluminescence atT540 and 300 K and the
surface topography of the structures obtained were inve
gated. The cathodoluminescence spectra were recorded
an irradiated surface with electron energiesEe53, 10, and
30 keV, a currentI e51210 mA, and an electron beam di
ameterde50.123 mm. A PGS-2 spectrograph with a di
persion equal to 7 Å/mm and a photometric attachment c
taining an FE´U-100 photomultiplier was used. Topogram
were obtained on an AFM in the contact mode with a re
lution along theZ axis equal to 5 Å. Soft cantilevers with
force constant equal to 0.5 H/m and a radius of curvature
the tip equal to 500 Å were used in the AFM.
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Figure 2 presents topograms of the surface of a Zn
substrate after colloid-chemical polishing~Fig. 2a! and after
an anneal in atomic hydrogen~Fig. 2b! and of the surface of
the epitaxial structure grown on that substrate~Fig. 2c!. As
can be seen from the figure, the maximum difference in
evation on the relief after polishing does not exceed 70
Annealing in hydrogen lowers this difference to;40 Å.
During the growth of the epitaxial films, the roughness of t
surface layer increases into the range 70280 Å. If the sub-
strate is prepared by mechanical polishing followed by tre
ment in a polishing etchant based on a solution of CrO3 in
concentrated HCl~such preparation is often used in the fa
rication of laser screens from bulk ZnSe!, the surface~see
Fig. 2d! has a highly developed relief in theXY plane with a
characteristic deviation along theZ axis of about 120 Å. In
the case of epitaxial growth on substrates, whose surfac
prepared by this method, the characteristic height of
bumps reaches 200 Å.

Figures 3a and 3b present the RHEED patterns in
@110# direction before and after growing an epitaxial stru
ture on a substrate treated in atomic hydrogen. The fa
narrow, high-contrast, elongated reflections attest to the g
quality of the surfaces of the substrate and the struc
grown. If the anneal in atomic hydrogen is not carried o
the oxide cannot be removed from the substrate even wh
is heated to 600 °C in an ultrahigh vacuum. In this cas
diffraction pattern consisting of a highly diffuse backgrou
from the oxide film and weak elongated reflections from t
surface layer of the substrate is generally observed~Fig. 3c!.
During growth on such substrates, the contrast of the diffr
tion pattern increases; however, instead of line-like refl
tions, point reflections, which are characteristic of bu
growth, and~or! concentric arcs, which are characteristics
polycrystalline growth, are observed~Fig. 3d!. In this case
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e
FIG. 2. Topograms of the surface of a ZnSe substrate after colloid-chemical polishing and before~a! and after~b! annealing in atomic hydrogen and of th
surface of the epitaxial ZnCdSe/ZnSe structure grown on that substrate~c!. d — topogram of the surface of a chemically polished substrate.
quantum wells do not form, as is evidenced by the data from

uc

tures atT540 K for Ee53 keV and approximately the same
e
the cathodoluminescence analysis of the samples.

The cathodoluminescence spectra of four different str
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-
current densityj e51023 A/cm2 are presented in Fig. 4. Th
spectrum of structure 100~three QW’s of widths 10, 20, and
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a
40 Å! consists of weak emission at 4432448 nm and a broad istic of exciton~FX! emission and emission associated with

FIG. 2. ~continued!.
- ity
band with a maximum at 4852490 nm, which is character

548 Semiconductors 31 (6), June 1997
complex consisting of an intrinsic defect and an impur
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FIG. 3. Reflection high-energy electron diffraction pattern before~a, c! and after~b, d! the growth of an epitaxial structure on ZnSe substrates anneale~a,
b! and not annealed~c, d! in atomic hydrogen.
atom, presumably of oxygen~O, VZn), in ZnSe. Therefore,
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FIG. 4. Cathodoluminescence spectra. Structures:1 — 92 ~two QW’s of
widths 20 and 80 Å!, 2— 94 ~two QW’s of widths 20 and 40 Å!, 3— 98
~three QW of widths 10, 20, and 40 Å!, and4— 100 ~three QW’s of widths
10, 20, and 40 Å!. T540 K andEe53 keV.

549 Semiconductors 31 (6), June 1997
we assigned the observed emission to the buffer and in
mediate ZnSe layers. WhenEe53 keV, the penetration
depthz0 of the electrons into the structure amounts to le
than 0.1mm, and the probability of excitation of the ZnS
substrate is small. Thus, the spectrum of this structure d
not contain any sign of the formation of a QW. The reas
for this was the bulk growth, which was indicated by th
electron diffraction pattern.

The spectra of three other structures, viz., 92~two QW’s
of widths 20 and 80 Å!, 94 ~two QW’s of widths 20 and 40
Å!, and 98~three QW’S of widths 10, 20, and 40 Å! consist
of several lines, which we assign to QW luminescence. T
full-width at half-maximum ~FWHM! of the line with a
maximum atlm5450 nm~spectrum3, QW-10 — a QW of
width 10 Å in sample 98! and of the line with a maximum a
lm5457 nm~spectra1 and2, QW-20 — a QW ofwidth 20
Å in samples 92 and 94! was approximately 1.5 meV. Thes
widths are comparable to the widths of the luminesce
lines of similar QW’s grown on GaAs substrates.12 The spec-
tral positions of these lines also coincide with those in
case of growth on GaAs. We assign this luminescence to

549Kozlovski  et al.
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emission of free excitons or excitons localized on fluctu
tions of the QW width. The line withlm5458 nm for
sample 98~spectrum3, QW-20! and the line withlm5463
nm for sample 94~spectrum2, QW-40! can also be inter-
preted as the emission of localized QW’s with widths equ
to 20 and 40 Å, respectively. Their FWHM’s are somewha
greater than those of the lines discussed above. An ev
larger FWHM ~approximately 60 meV! is exhibited by the
line with lm5468 nm in sample 98~spectrum3, QW-40!
and the line withlm5470 nm in sample 92~spectrum1,
QW-90!, which are apparently associated with QW’s o
widths 40 and 80 Å, respectively; however, we believe th
they are produced by the recombination of an electron and
hole that are localized separately~like a donor-acceptor tran-
sition!. It is noteworthy that the width of the emission line in
each of the structures presented increases as the width of
QW increases. The reason for this law is not yet clear.

Figure 5 compares the cathodoluminescence spectra
sample 98 for three different values ofEe : 3, 10, and 30
keV. The values ofz0 for 10 and 30 keV are estimated as
0.25 and 2.5mm, respectively.13 In the case of surface exci-
tation~3 eV!, the spectrum contains a broad long-waveleng
band withlm5555 nm along with the QW luminescence
This band is not observed in the case of deep excitation~30
keV!, in which the spectrum actually corresponds to th
emission spectrum of the ZnSe substrate. It should be
signed to emission via deep centers caused by defects in
epitaxial layers.

Quantum-well luminescence is also observed in th
emission spectrum at room temperature. However, the em
sion lines for different QW’s are poorly resolved, and the
intensity is still significantly smaller than the intensity of the
emission lines of similar QW’s grown on a GaAs substrat
which have approximately the same dislocation dens
(0.83105 cm22). Therefore, it can be assumed that the ma
cause of the low intensity of the QW luminescence is
higher degree of contamination by an uncontrollable imp
rity ~for example, oxygen! and the presence of a high con
centration of intrinsic point defects~especially zinc vacan-

FIG. 5. Cathodoluminescence spectra of structure 98~three QW’s of widths
10, 20, and 40 Å!. T540 K. Ee , keV: 1 — 3, 2 — 10, 3 — 30. The
emission lines of the QW’s are marked by arrows.
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substrate. Following Ref. 5, we assume that vacancies of
VZn type bound in complexes in the substrate are relea
from those complexes during epitaxial growth and diffu
into the epitaxial layer, forming nonradiative recombinati
centers in it. Nevertheless, this question requires the per
mance of additional investigations.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Quantum-size Zn0.8Cd0.2Se/ZnSe structures with solitar
quantum wells grown by molecular-beam epitaxy on tw
free ZnSe~001! substrates have been obtained and inve
gated in this work.

A technology for preparing the surface for epitaxi
growth, including colloid-chemical polishing followed b
annealing in a stream of atomic hydrogen at 4002450 °C
with protection of the surface by a layer of selenium, h
been found.

In the cathodoluminescence spectrum of the structu
the emission of the quantum wells greatly predominates o
the emission of the background and the intermediate Z
layers, and the spectral position varies with the well width
accordance with a quantum-size effect similar to what occ
in QW’s grown on GaAs substrates. However, the intens
of the QW luminescence on the ZnSe substrates, espec
at room temperature, remains insufficiently high because
the large number of point defects.

This work was performed with the financial support
the Russian Foundation for Fundamental Research~Grants
Nos. 95-02-05646 and 96-02-17688!.
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Mesoscopic effects in the hopping conductivity region of macroscopic quasi-two-

f
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Mesoscopic effects are discovered in the conductivity of macroscopic (503150mm! metal-oxide-
semiconductor~MOS! structures based on Si layers with a high boron content (1018 cm23)
in the classical field-effect configuration. These effects are manifested as the gate voltage is varied
in the form of stationary quasiperiodic fluctuations of the transverse voltage between
potential probes located on opposite lateral faces of the sample. The fluctuations are observed at
relatively high temperatures~<30 K! and are associated with restructuring of the percolation
cluster, which determines the quasi-two-dimensional hopping conductivity at the intersection of the
bulk impurity band with the Fermi level. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!00206-8#

Mesoscopic effects are inherent to systems whose di-witha pair of current-carryingp1 electrodes and two pairs o
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mensions are commensurate with the characteristic scale
their electric inhomogeneity. In the case of hopping cond
tivity, these dimensions are limited by the correlation rad
Lc of the percolation cluster.1,2 The principal experiments
that have been devised to study the incoherent mesosc
phenomena in hopping conductivity were carried out
short-channel (L!Lc , where L is the channel length!
structures.3,4 In this case the conductivity is determined b
isolated one-dimensional chains of impurity atoms with
exponentially small resistance. These atoms, however, do
form an infinite cluster and, therefore, do not make a sign
cant contribution to the conductivity whenL@Lc .

5 Such ef-
fects are usually observed in the region of conduction wit
variable hopping distance and are manifested as regular
tuations of the conductivity, which intensify as the dime
sions of the sample are diminished and the temperatur
lowered.3,4

In the present work mesoscopic fluctuations of the tra
verse voltage between Hall probes were discovered in m
roscopic~with dimensions much greater thanLc) quasi-two-
dimensional systems based on layers of doped Si when
gate voltageVg was varied. These fluctuations are observ
at relatively high temperatures in the region for conduct
with a constant hopping distance even when the contribu
of the free charge carriers to the conductivity of the system
significant.

The p-Channel metal-oxide-semiconductor~MOS!
structures based on ion-implanted Si:B layers of thickn
0.5 mm with a boron densityNa51018 cm23 were investi-
gated; the density of the compensating donors was 115

cm23 ~Ref. 6!. The samples~Fig. 1!, which were equipped
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potential ~Hall! probes, were fashioned in the form of
double cross. The channel length and width were 150 and
mm, respectively, the dimensions of the tips on the poten
probes were 1535 mm, and the thickness of the subga
oxide was 620 Å. The conductivityG5I x /Vx (Vx is the
longitudinal voltage, andI x is the current! of thep-layer and
the voltageVy between the potential probes on oppos
faces of the sample~see Fig. 1! were measured in a longitu
dinal electric fieldEx<10 V/cm as a function of the gat
voltageVg in the temperature rangeT510230 K in a mag-
netic field <1 T and in the absence of such a field. T
experiments were performed using a low-current (.0.1 nA!
electromechanical preamplifier and a voltage repeater w
an input resistance greater than 1012 V.

One significant feature of the structures investigated
the presence of a layer ofp-Si with a very high doping level.
As a result, at positive values ofVg a quasi-two-dimensiona
hopping-conductivity channel forms in the region of inte
section of the acceptor states with the Fermi level~Fig. 1!.7

The activation energy for quasi-two-dimensional hoppi
conductivity is determined by the electric field in the spac
charge region, and the thickness of the channel is of the o
of the mean interimpurity distancer d .

7

Under conditions conducive for the formation of such
quasi-two-dimensional channel, theVy(Vg) curve exhibits
highly reproducible fluctuations, which intensify as the te
perature is lowered, but the positions of the maxima a
minima ofVy on theVg axis scarcely vary with the tempera
ture ~see Fig. 2!. Conversely, in a regime with strong enrich
ment of the Si surface with holes (Vg,22 V! no fluctua-
tions are observed. In this caseVy has a value of the order o
531024 Vx , which attests to an insignificant original asym

55151-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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metry of the geometric configuration of the potential prob
of the order of 531024 relative to the sample length.

At relatively high temperatures~20–30 K! application of
a magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of the chan
leads to displacement of theVy(Vg) curve along the vertica
axis by the value of the Hall voltageVH ~Fig. 2a, curve
18). Figure 2b presents plots of the Hall voltag
VH(Vg)5(Vy

↑2Vy
↓)/2 and the fluctuating componen

Vf5(Vy
↑1Vy

↓)/2 of the signalVy , whereVy
↑ andVy

↓ are the
values ofVy for different polarities of the magnetic field. Th
figure also presents theVy

0(Vg) curve obtained in the absenc
of a magnetic field. It becomes clear from Fig. 2b that
Hall voltage and the fluctuating component are additive a
separable and thatVH does not undergo fluctuations, whi
Vf scarcely depends on the magnetic fieldB in the range of
values investigated@compare theVy

0(Vg) andVf(Vg) curves
in Fig. 2b#. The latter is not surprising, since atB,1 T the
magnetic length (hc/eB)1/2.200 Å significantly exceeds th
localization radius of holes on the boron atomsaB>23 Å
and the mean interimpurity distancer d>60 Å; therefore, the
variation ofLc in a magnetic field is negligible ('1024).1

At T.20 K the increase inVH with increasing temperatur
in the depletion regime indicates that the Hall voltage
determined primarily by free holes. However, the value
VH is underestimated because of the shunting effect of
hopping conductivity. When the Si surface is enriched w
holes (Vg,0), the contribution of the hopping conductivit
to G(Vg) becomes increasingly less significant, andVH in-
creases sharply~Fig. 2b!.

We note that the possibility for the formation of tw
types of surface channels, viz., a classical hole channe
metallic conduction in the enrichment regime (Vg,0) and a
quasi-two-dimensional hopping-conductivity channel wh
Vg.0, leads to several special features in the behavio
G(Vg). In particular, upon passage from the enrichment

FIG. 1. Band diagram of the space-charge region of Si:B under condit
conducive to the formation of a quasi-two-dimensional hoppin
conductivity channel. The arrow schematically depicts a hop of an elec
from an ionized boron atom to a neutral atom:«V , «F , and «A are the
energy positions of the top of the valence band, the Fermi level, and
acceptor level, respectively. The configuration of the sample is shown in
inset.
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lowed by an increase and achievement of a plateau at a
voltageVg>2 V, which corresponds to the condition for th
formation of the quasi-two-dimensional channel~Fig. 3!. The
value ofG(Vg) in the vicinity of the minimum is determined
by the bulk flat-band conductivityGfb of the structure, while
in the region of the plateau (Vg>2 V! the difference
Gc5G(Vg)2Gfb gives the value of the quasi-two
dimensional hopping conductivity, which varies only slight
as the channel deepens with increasingVg .

7 Finally, the pas-
sage to two-dimensional hole conduction in the enrichm
regime, which is accompanied by filling of the states of t
A1 band of the boron atoms, occurs at relatively low valu
of the gate voltageVg<22 V.8 TheG(Vg) curves at differ-
ent T undergo a smooth discontinuity in this region a
merge when degeneracy is achieved (Vg<23 V! ~Fig. 3!.

Thus, comparing the results presented in Figs. 2 an
we conclude that the fluctuations ofVy appear upon passag
from the transport of free holes in the valence andA1 im-
purity bands in the enrichment regime (Vg,0) to the quasi-
two-dimensional hopping conductivity of electrons v
ground acceptor states atVg.0. The characteristic ampli
tude of the fluctuations is maximal in the region of the min
mum on theG(Vg) curves, i.e., under flat-band condition
Then, asVg increases, it decreases sharply, and, finally
practically ceases to vary withVg in the region of the
G(Vg) plateau.

We associate the detected fluctuations ofVy with the
mesoscopic effects, i.e., with manifestations of the elec
inhomogeneity of the microscopic scales under the con
tions of electron transport via localized impurity states.
our opinion, the basis for this is the reproducibility of th
Vy fluctuations, the constancy of their positions on theVg

axis in a broad temperature range, and the qualitative co
lation of the dependence of the fluctuation amplitude onVg

as the characteristic spatial scale of the electric inhomoge
ity varies. In the hopping-conductivity regime the latter
determined by the density of states at the Fermi level:1 the
density of states is smallest under flat-band conditions, wh
the Fermi level is located in the Mott-Hubbard gap,9 and is
constant in the strong-depletion regime, where the Fe
level intersects the acceptor levels near the Si surface.8

The physical picture of the phenomenon observed is
follows. At positive values ofVg ~Fig. 1! the low-
temperature conduction of the macroscopic system inve
gated is mediated predominantly along a quasi-tw
dimensional channel by hops of the charge carriers betw
nearby acceptors,7,8 which form an infinite percolation clus
ter, i.e., a quasi-two-dimensional random net.1,2 The mean
dimension of the cells in such a net, which characterizes
spatial scale of the electric inhomogeneity of the system
determined by the correlation lengthLc5Rc(2Rc/3aB)

n,
whereRc50.865/Na

1/3 is the percolation radius, andn is the
critical index from percolation theory; in the 2D case w
have1,2 n51.33. Under experimental condition
(Na51018 cm23) Lc>300 Å. In the presence of a wea
longitudinal electric fieldEx the mean voltage drop across o
a cell isExLc . Therefore, the potential of an arbitrarily se
lected point in a quasi-two-dimensional channel differs fro
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-
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FIG. 2. Dependence of the interprob
potential differenceVy on the gate
voltage Vg for Vx50.125 V. a! At
various temperatures, K:1, 18 — 23.6;
2 — 20.5; 3 — 18.1. Curve18 was
obtained in a 0.7-T magnetic field per
pendicular to the plane of the structure
and the remaining curves were ob
tained in the absence of a magnet
field. b! At T522.6 K withB50.9 T:
1 — VH5(Vy

↑2Vy
↓)/2, 2 —

Vf5(Vy
↑1Vy

↓)/2, 3 — Vy
0 . Here Vy

↑

andVy
↓ are the values ofVy for differ-

ent polarities of the magnetic field.
its potential in the homogeneous case by an amount on the
co
a

a
la
i

al
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Turning now to the real configuration of the objects of

ated
nel
tri-
e.
ur-

tial
ap-

he
order ofExLc because of the chaotic structure of the per
lation cluster. AsVg is increased, the quasi-two-dimension
hopping-conductivity channel moves into thep-Si layer
along a normal to the surface. This process, in turn, is
companied by alteration of the configuration of the perco
tion net, because different groups of impurity atoms form
at different values ofVg . Accordingly, asVg varies, the
concrete distribution of the potential will vary, and its loc
value at a fixed point will vary within;2ExLc , reflecting
the restructuring of the percolation cluster. It would app
that the dimensions of the potential probes must be sma
thanLc to observe such effects.
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investigation~see the inset in Fig. 1!, we note that the met-
allized contact areas of the potential probes are separ
from the lateral boundary of the electron-transport chan
by the tips on them and, therefore, weakly disturb the dis
bution of the longitudinal electric field in the channel plan
In fact, even in the absence of metallization the contact s
face~the end surface of the tip! is nearly equipotential. In an
electrically homogeneous sample the longitudinal poten
difference between the extreme points of this surface is
proximately equal toEx3w3exp(2ph/w),10 where h and
w are, respectively, the length and width of the tip. In t
samples investigated (h/w53; see Fig. 1! the dimension of
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the region on the lateral faces of the channel correspondin
to this potential difference is, in order of magnitude,
w8;w3exp(2ph/w)>5 Å. In other words, the potential of
the contact surface of a tip is equivalent to the potential of a
‘‘effective probe’’ measuring;5 Å that is located on the
lateral boundary of the channel near the tip axis. In the ins
in Fig. 1 the positions of the ‘‘effective probe’’ are marked
by points. Since the inhomogeneity scaleLc is significantly
smaller than the dimensions of the tips, the picture just con
sidered remains valid as a whole in the hopping-conductivit
regime, i.e., as in a homogeneous sample, the dimension
the effective probe should be assumed to be of the order
w8,Lc . However, in the hopping-transport regime, as soo
as the potential of an arbitrarily selected point in the chann
differs from its value in the homogeneous case by;ExLc ,
the effective probe is displaced over a distance of orderLc
relative to the tip axis. AsVg varies, the position of the
effective probe fluctuates within6Lc , causing fluctuations
of Vy with an amplitude;2ExLc .

Let us examine the experimental data presented in Fig.
on the basis of these arguments. As indicated, asVg varies,
the local value of the potential of each probe varies within
2LcEx52I x(Lc /L)G

21; therefore, the characteristic ampli-
tude of the fluctuations of the interprobe voltagedVy should
be of the same order of magnitude. Within percolation
theory1,2 Lc has virtually no temperature dependence unde
the conditions of hopping conductivity via nearest neighbors
For this reason, it should be expected that the ratio of th
currentI x to the mean amplitudedVy of the fluctuations of
the interprobe voltage,S5I x /dVy5G3L/2Lc , will vary
with the temperature in proportion toG(T) with the propor-
tionality factorL/2Lc . In practice~Fig. 4, curve1! the de-
pendence ofS on G constructed from the data in Figs. 2a
and 3 is not linear, in apparent contradiction to the argumen
presented above. However, we should take into account t
finite conductivity of thep-type Si layerGfb ~see Fig. 3!,
which is caused by the hopping of electrons between impu
rity atoms in the bulk, as well as the presence of free holes

FIG. 3. Conductivity of thep-type Si layer as a function ofVg at various
temperatures, K:1— 23.6,2— 20.5,3— 18.1,4— 15.7.
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T.20 K, as is evidenced by the appreciable value of the Hall
componentVy in a magnetic field~Fig. 2b!. In the bulk of the
p-Si layer the configuration of the percolation paths scarcely
varies withVg ; therefore, the existence of bulk conduction
does not lead to additional fluctuations ofVy . Nevertheless,
in cases in whichGfb is commensurate with the conductivity
of the quasi-two-dimensional channelGc , it has a shunting
effect on the fluctuations ofVy . When this circumstance is
taken into account, the normalized value ofS corresponding
to the absence of bulk conduction,Sc5S3Gc /(Gc1Cfb),
is a linear function ofG ~Fig. 4, curve2!, in accordance with
the proposed picture of the phenomenon. The scale of the
electric inhomogeneity determined from the slope of the
Sc(G) curve, 390 Å, is consistent with the theoretical esti-
mateLc>300 Å determined above.

It is also noteworthy that the experimental curves in Fig.
2 exhibit a clearly expressed ‘‘period’’dVg>1 V for the
fluctuating componentVy(Vg), if it is construed as the mean
distance between the maxima of this function. Calculations
show that an increase inVg by dVg leads to displacement of
the position of the quasi-two-dimensional hopping-
conductivity channel into thep-type Si layer over a distance
l5«ddVg /(4pedNA)>40 Å, i.e., by an amount of the order
of the mean interimpurity distancer d>60 Å (« is the dielec-
tric constant of the insulator, andd is its thickness!. This
displacement corresponds to significant alteration of the spa-
tial configuration of the percolation paths forming the quasi-
two-dimensional percolation cluster~with a thickness
;r d), since the positions of the acceptors in planes separated
by more thanr d are uncorrelated. Therefore, the variation of
the position of the quasi-two-dimensional channel relative to
the Si surface, which can be monitored under the conditions
of the experiment and is unavoidably accompanied by re-
structuring of the percolation cluster, leads to the appearance
of quasiperiodic fluctuations of the transverse interprobe
voltage.

Thus, the data presented comprise a direct experimenta
observation of the characteristic scale of the electric inhomo-
geneity of macroscopic systems, which is determined in the
case of hopping conductivity by the correlation radius of the

FIG. 4. Dependence of the ratioS5I /dVy ~1! and the normalized value
Sc5(I /dVy)3Gc /(Ge1Cfb) ~2! onG for Vg>2 V.
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percolation cluster. This essentially opens up a new possibil-
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Sulfide passivation of GaSb/GaInAsSb/GaAlAsSb photodiode heterostructures

f

I. A. Andreev, E. V. Kunitsyna, V. M. Lantratov, T. V. L’vova, M. P. Mikha lova,
and Yu. P. Yakovlev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted August 5, 1996; accepted for publication September 10, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 653–657~June 1997!

Gallium antimonide and its solid solutions are widely used to create optoelectronic devices for
the spectral range 2–5mm. However, the high chemical activity of their surfaces leads to
a high growth rate of the native oxide and to degradation of the characteristics of devices based
on these materials. The passivation of GaSb and the quaternary compounds GaInAsSb and
GaAlAsSb based on it in aqueous solutions of Na2S and~NH4)2S is investigated. It was found that
an etching phase is present when such semiconductor materials are treated in aqueous
sulfide solutions. The effect of the treatment process~the type and molarity of the solution and
the treatment time! on the etch rate of the test materials was investigated. The optimum
technological conditions for passivating GaSb/GaInAsSb/GaAlAsSb mesa photodiode structures
are determined on the basis of the results obtained, and a significant decrease~5–10 fold!
in the value of the reverse dark current is obtained. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!00306-2#

The passivation of a surface is an important problemfor GaSb: 22831012 cm22
•eV21. However, the results o
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in the technology of structures based on semiconduc
III–V compounds, since this group of semiconductors
characterized by a high density of states, rigid pinning of
Fermi level, high chemical activity, and, consequently, ra
oxide growth. Passivation is one of the ways to control
electronic properties of a surface by altering its chemi
structure.

Various treatment techniques and different chemi
compounds, particularly H2S and sulfide solutions of Na2S
39H2O and ~NH4)2S, have been proposed to solve th
problem. Already the first investigations showed that
treatment of III–V semiconductors in sulfide solutions r
moves the oxides and forms an adsorbed coating on
semiconductor surface consisting of sulfur atoms covale
bonded to the semiconductor.1 The changes in the chemica
structure of the surface cause changes in its electronic c
acteristics, viz., displacement of the surface Fermi level2 and
a decrease in the rate of surface recombination,3 which, in
turn, lead to improvement of the electric4 and photoelectric
characteristics of the semiconductor devices.5

Until now, the phenomena caused by sulfide treatm
have been investigated most thoroughly for binary semic
ductors, such as InP, GaP, InAs, and especially GaAs.6–9 At
the same time, the passivation of GaSb and its solid solut
has not been thoroughly investigated.5,10 Nevertheless, the
interest in these materials is attributable to their promis
nature from the standpoint of creating optoelectronic devi
~light sources and high-speed photodetectors! for the spectral
range 225 mm.11–14Unfortunately, the high chemical activ
ity of the surfaces of these semiconductors leads to degr
tion of the characteristics of devices based on them.

It was recently shown in Refs. 5 and 10 that the tre
ment of a GaSb surface in sulfide solutions during the fa
cation of Schottky diodes made it possible to reduce
reverse dark current by an order of magnitude. In additi
the density of surface states reached the lowest known v
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investigations on the influence of sulfide treatment for t
nary and quaternary compounds based on GaSb
inconclusive.10

In the present paper we report the results of an exp
mental study of the influence of the treatment of sulfide
lutions of Na2S and~NH4)2S on the electrical properties o
the semiconductor compounds GaSb, GaInAsSb,
GaAlAsSb and structures based on them, which are use
fabricate photodiode heterostructures for the spectral ra
1.522.5mm.

OBJECT OF INVESTIGATION

The photodiode structures investigated were crea
by liquid-phase epitaxy. Isoperiodic layers of the so
solutions n-type Ga0.78In0.22As0.18Sb0.82 and p-type
Ga0.66Al0.34As0.025Sb0.975 were grown successively on~100!
n-type GaSb substrates, which were doped with Te to a c
centration equal to 1.831017 cm23. The mismatch between
the lattice periods of the layers and the substratesDa/a de-
termined by x-ray diffractometry did not exceed 631024.
The chemical composition of each solid solution was de
mined on a JXA-5 Comebax x-ray microanalyzer. The co
position indicated for the narrow-gap GaInAsSb solid so
tion ~its gap width isEg50.52 eV! determines the long-
wavelength sensitivity boundary of the photodiode at
10% level:l52.4 mm. The GaAlAsSb layer (Eg51.2 eV!
serves as a broad-band ‘‘window’’ and is used to allo
the effective entry of radiation into the structure. Mesa ph
todiodes with a diameter of the sensitive area equal
300 mm were created by conventional plate photolith
graphy.

EXPERIMENT

It was shown in Refs. 15 and 16 that not only removal
the oxides from the surface, but also etching of the crys
take place during the sulfide treatment of the surfaces

55656-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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semiconductors like GaAs. These data indicate that an e
ing phase~with different dynamics for each of the layers! can
exist during the sulfide passivation of the multilayer stru
tures investigated and that the etching can result in distor
of the profile of the mesa structure and, as a consequenc
degradation of the electrical characteristics of the devic
Therefore, in the initial stage of this research we had to
termine the nature of the physicochemical processes ta
place on the~100! GaSb surface and each epitaxial lay
individually. For this purpose, experiments were perform
on n-type GaSb~100! substrates doped with Te to a dens
n51.831017 cm23 and on p-type GaSb~100! substrates,
which were not intentionally doped, with a densi
p51.021.431017 cm23, as well as on solitary layers o
GaInAsSb solid solutions with the densitie
n,p5521031016 cm23 or GaAlAsSb solid solutions with
p5531018 cm23 specially grown on GaSb~100! substrates.

To detect etching phenomena in the materials inve
gated and to determine the etch rate during the sulfide tr
ment, part of the original surface was covered by a S2
layer, which protected it from contact with the solution. T
etch rate of the materials was determined from the dep
dence of the etch depth on the holding time of the crystal
the solution. After the samples were held in the solution,
crystals were washed with deionized water and dried i
stream of nitrogen. Then the SiO2 film was dissolved, and
the etch depth was measured by a profilometer relative to
original surface. The treatment was performed using 0.6
and 2.4-M solutions of Na2S and 3.0-M solutions of
(NH4)2S. The measured pH values were 13.6 and 13.9,
spectively, for the sodium solutions and 9.2 for the amm
nium solutions.

Figure 1 presents the results obtained whenn- and
p-type GaSb were treated in the 0.6-M and 2.4-M Na2S so-

FIG. 1. Dependence of the etch depthd of GaSb on the treatment timet in
0.6-M ~1, 3! and 2.4-M ~2, 4! Na2S solutions:1, 3 — n-GaSb;2, 4 —
p-type GaSb.
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lutions. It was found that the etching process is nonunifo
in both solutions. The etch rate decreases with time. The e
rates for n-GaSb in both solutions are approximately th
same in the initial stage of the treatment. However, the et
ing process ends very quickly in the saturated~2.4 M! solu-
tion. It should be noted that an etching effect is observed
p-type GaSb only under illumination by an incandesce
lamp. At the same time, the dynamics of the etching
p-type GaSb are highly nonuniform in the 0.6-M solutio
and the 2.4-M solution.

The character of the etching of the surfaces ofn- and
p-type GaSb and the multicomponent compounds based
them in ~NH4)2S differs significantly from that observed in
the Na2S solutions~see Fig. 2!. The dependence of the etc
depth on the time for all the crystals is linear. However, t
etch rates for each of the compounds investigated are dif
ent, the slowest etch rate being observed for the sample
p-type GaInAsSb. The etching of thep-type GaInAsSb and
p-type GaAlAsSb samples in the ammonium solutions a
depends on illumination. As the temperature rises, the e
rates increase severalfold.

The results obtained on the etching dynamics during
sulfide treatment served as a starting point for selecting
regimes for passivating the lateral surfaces of then-GaSb/
n-GaInAsSb/p-GaAlAsSb photodiode heterostructures.

One of the problems arising in working with photo
diodes based on narrow-gap materials is associated with
high level of the reverse dark current. The sensitivity and t
transmission band of photodiodes are known to increase c
siderably when they operate under a reverse bias. The lim
ing sensitivity of a photodiode is determined by its nois
whose level depends on the magnitude of the reverse d
current. Lowering the reverse current by an order of mag
tude can be regarded as a significant achievement.

Our preliminary investigations on decreasing the da

FIG. 2. Dependence of the etch depthd of GaSb on the treatment timet
in~NH4)2S solutions:1 — p-type GaAlAsSb,2 — n-type GaSb,3 —
p-type GaSb,4— p-type GaInAsSb.
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current by lowering the concentration in the active reg
and growing more perfect layers in GaSb/GaInAsS
GaAlAsSb photodiode structures made it possible to at
values of the reverse dark current equal to 121031026

A.12,14We previously employed protection of the lateral su
faces by the anodic oxide. Such protection made it poss
to avoid the influence of the external medium on the surfa
of the photodiodes, but did not lead to significant improv
ment in their parameters.

Further progress in this direction can be achieved
diminishing the component of the dark current caused by
presence of surface leaks when the lateral surfaces of
mesa are passivated. The surface component of the dark
rent makes an appreciable contribution to the total leak
current of a photodiode structure. For example, a study of
dependence of the dark current on the diameter (D) of the
mesa diode showed~see Fig. 3! that asD decreases from 1 to
0.220.3 mm, the value of the dark current decreases in p
portion toD2 ~in proportion to the area of the mesa!, and
then the dark current decreases in proportion to the diam
~the perimeter of the mesa!; i.e., the contribution of the sur
face component of the current becomes significant.

An array of a hundred photodiodes of diameter 3
mm was arranged on semiconductor plates that had un
gone photolithography. We investigated each of these ph
diodes using a point-probe apparatus. The current-volt
characteristics of the diodes were measured. Figures 4a
4b ~curves1! present the results of the measurements of ty
cal current-voltage characteristics of the photodiodes for
different plates which had undergone photolithograp
~K399 and K405!. After the measurements were performe
each plate was split into parts, each of which contained
least 20230 devices. Then each of these parts of a plate
subjected to a separate treatment in sulfide solutions u
different conditions. The current-voltage characteristics

FIG. 3. Dependence of the reverse dark currentI d on the mesa diamete
D of n-type GaSb/n-type GaInAsSb/p-type GaAlAsSb photodiode struc
tures for a reverse biasU50.5 V.
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the already passivated devices were measured again o
probe apparatus. Figure 4~curves2! shows typical current-
voltage characteristics for devices subjected to treatmen
an aqueous solution of~NH4)2S. We note that these figure
present the data from the investigation of the plates wh
provided the best results with respect to the dark current

As can be seen from the plots, after treatment in a sul
solution of ~NH4)2S, the dark current decreases 225 fold
~up to 10 fold in individual samples!. When the diameter of
the mesa is 300mm, the dark current is less than 1mA in the
range of reverse biases 021 V. It can be concluded, there
fore, that our proposed treatment in ammonium sulfide so
tions altered the state of the surface in such a way tha
caused a decrease in the surface component of the curr

FIG. 4. Dark current-voltage characteristics ofn-GaSb/n-GaInAsSb/
p-GaAlAsSb mesa photodiodes before~1! and after~2! treatment in an
aqueous sulfide solution of~NH4)2S: a — epitaxial plate K399, b — epi-
taxial plate K405.
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DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
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The experimental data obtained indicate that an etch
phase is observed during the treatment of gallium antimon
and its multicomponent compounds in sulfide solutions.

1. When they are treated in either the unsaturated~0.6
M! and or the saturated~2.4 M! Na2S solution, the etch rate
of the crystals is nonuniform and decreases with time u
the etching process stops. This points out the occurrence
competing process, viz., adsorption, i.e, the formation o
passivating coating on the surface that protects the la
from further etching.

In the saturated~2.4 M! solution the etching stops in th
first minutes of contact of the crystal surface with the so
tion; the difference between the etch depths of then- and
p-type semiconductors is significantly smaller than in t
case of dilute Na2S solutions.

2. In the~NH4)2S solutions the character of the etchin
of surfaces of gallium antimonide and its solid solutions d
fers significantly from that observed in the Na2S solutions.
The etching ofn- and p-type crystals is uniform, withou
slowing, and the values of the etch rates are approxima
identical.

The treatment of materials based on GaSb in sodium
ammonium sulfide solutions is characterized not only by d
ferent etching dynamics, but also, as was shown in Ref. 1
the case of GaAs, by different surface compositions a
structures.

In ~NH4)2S solutions the~100! surface of the crystal is
formed in a stationary etching regime by Ga atoms with
groups adsorbed on them, while in the case of treatmen
Na2S solutions the~100! surface is occupied predominant
by As atoms, which initially adsorb SH groups. Subs
quently, the SH groups are replaced by sulfur atoms a
result of the adsorption of a S22 anion with the formation of
a S–As–S bridging bond. We suggest that qualitatively id
tical processes take place in the case of GaSb. Howe
because of the smaller energy of the S–Sb–S bond comp
with the S–As–S bond, the rate of the replacement of
groups by sulfur adatoms is appreciably higher, as is c
firmed by the etching dynamics in the saturated soluti
~Fig. 1!. It should be noted that the etch depth of the Ga
crystals is smaller than that of GaAs. This is evidence t
the etching process takes place only in the first momen
contact between the surface of a GaSb crystal and a N2S
solution and is then suppressed very rapidly due to the
mation of a passivating coating.

At the same time, the attempts to treat multilay
GaInAsSb/GaAlAsSb mesa structures in Na2S solutions did
not lead to a decrease in the reverse currents, possibly
cause of the appearance of an energy level in the band ga
GaSb due to an Sb–S bond, which can serve as a chann
surface currents.

We note that the treatment of multilayer mesa structu
559 Semiconductors 31 (6), June 1997
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since the rate-limiting step in the etching of GaSb
the dissolution of gallium hydroxide, which passes into s
lution only by interacting with ~NH4)OH to form the
@Ga~NH3)6#

23 cationic complex. In the case of GaInAsS
solid solutions the dissolution rate decreases significantly
cause of the low solubility of indium hydroxide In~OH!3 in
alkaline ammonium solutions.

Ignoring the difference between the etch rates of the
ferent solid solutions can lead to the appearance of
crosteps on the lateral surfaces of the mesa photodiodes
ing passivation, which can have an unfavorable effect on
current-voltage characteristics of the devices.

In conclusion, we wish to note that the first results th
we obtained on the passivation of the surfaces of multila
n-type GaSb/n-GaInAsSb/p-type GaAlAsSb mesa photodi
ode structures attest to the prospects of using this met
The first experiments demonstrated a nearly 10-fold decre
in the reverse dark current. However, the problem of
stability of such coatings, their durability, and degradation
the characteristics of the passivated devices calls for a s
rate investigation.

We thank Dr. T. Piotrowski from the Institute of Elec
tronic Engineering~Warsaw, Poland! for taking an interest in
this work and for several useful discussions.
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Radiative recombination on the interface in a p -GaInAsSb/ p -InAs type-II (broken-gap)

the
heterostructure upon pulsed excitation
N. L. Bazhenov, G. G. Zegrya, M. P. Mikha lova, K. D. Moiseev, V. A. Smirnov,
O. Yu. Solov’eva, and Yu. P. Yakovlev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted March 13, 1996; accepted for publication September 10, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 658–661~June 1997!

The electroluminescence appearing upon pulsed excitation in a solitaryp-GaInAsSb/p-InAs type-
II ~broken-gap! heterostructure is investigated atT577 K. It is shown that just as in the
case of excitation by a constant current, two emission bands with maxima corresponding to 384
and 311 meV, respectively, are observed in the spectra. The half-widths of the emission
bands equal 18–19 meV. Time-resolved spectroscopy is used to evaluate the relaxation time of
the nonequilibrium carriers, which amounts to 6–7ms. The emission spectrum is calculated
on the basis of the Kane model, and the radiative recombination time is estimated. The theoretical
estimates are in reasonable agreement with experiment. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00406-7#
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Electroluminescence~EL! was recently discovered an
investigated in a solitaryp-GaInAsSb/p-InAs type-II
~broken-gap! heterojunction upon excitation by a consta
current.1,2 As was shown, the electroluminescence mec
nism in thisp2p heterostructure is based on the recombi
tion of electrons and holes located in self-consistent quan
wells on opposite sides of the interface.1

In the present work the electroluminescence appea
upon pulsed excitation in ap-GaInAsSb/p-InAs heterostruc-
ture was investigated further to refine the shape and pos
of the spectral lines, as well as to evaluate the character
relaxation times and to refine the mechanism of recomb
tion on a type-II interface. A theoretical analysis of the ra
of radiative and Auger recombination was performed, a
the emission line shape was investigated.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND SAMPLES

Solitary GaInAsSb/InAs heterostructures were obtain
by using liquid-phase epitaxy~LPE! to grow layers of the
solid solution on ap-InAs~100! substrate doped with zin
(531016 cm23). The epitaxial wide-gap layer of the soli
solution Ga12xInxAsySb12y (x50.17,y50.22) of thickness
2 mm was isoperiodic to the substrate to with
Da/a5231024. The solid-solution layer was also dope
with Zn to a concentrationp51018 cm3. According to the
photoluminescence data, the gap width of the solid solu
at T577 wasEg50.630 eV.1

The measurements were performed in a pulsed regim
T577 K. The current pulses had a rectangular form, th
duration was between 0.1 and 100ms, and the repetition rate
was 1022103 Hz. A negative potential was applied to th
narrow-gap semiconductorp-type InAs, which is positive
toward wide-gapp-GaInAsSb. The current pulses passi
through the sample and the voltage applied to the struc
were recorded separately. The radiation was directed b
special optical system into an MDR-23 monochromator w
a 150 line/mm grating and recorded by an InSb photoresi
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gate length could be varied from 10 ns to 10ms.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 presents the EL spectra for a solitaryp-type
GaInAsSb/p-type InAs heterostructure recorded at 77 a
100 K with a pulse duration of 10ms and a repetition rate o
1 kHz. The current through the sample during a pulse w
equal to 0.25 A. As is seen from Fig. 1, the EL spectru
contains two well separated emission bands, the energy
tance between the maxima amounting to;70 meV. At 77 K
the energy positions of the band maxima arehn15311 meV
and hn25384 meV, and the full width at half-maximum
~FWHM! equals 18–19 meV. The intensity of the sho
wavelength emission band is approximately four tim
greater than the intensity of the long-wavelength band. W
the temperature is increased from 77 to 100 K, both max
are shifted 2–3 meV toward longer wavelengths, and sli
broadening of the spectral lines occurs. In addition, when
temperature is increased, a relative increase in the inten
of the long-wavelength emission band is observed.

When the duration of the current pulses is decrea
from 10 to 0.1ms, no significant change in the shape
position of the lines is observed in the electroluminesce
spectrum. Therefore, the filling time of the quantum lev
cannot exceed 0.1ms.

Figure 2 presents plots of the dependence of the ene
position of the maxima of the two emission bands on
duration of the current pulse passing through the heterost
ture. The measurements were performed in the follow
manner: as the pulse duration was varied, the emission
recorded using a gating pulse with a duration of 1ms, which
was positioned at the end of the current pulse. The shif
both maxima of the emission bands toward longer wa
lengths attests to heating of the sample during passage o
current. The luminescence line shape was subsequently

56060-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Time-resolved spectroscopy was used to experiment

evaluate the recombination time of the nonequilibriu
charge carriers. Figure 3 presents the dependence of th
tensity of the short-wavelength emission band on the t
that has elapsed since the current through the heterojun
was switched off. As is seen from Fig. 3, the intensity
reduced by a factor ofe approximately 6ms after the current
is interrupted. This value corresponds to the recombina
time.

Our interpretation of the experimental data was based
the mechanism for electroluminescence in a type-II~broken-
gap! p2p heterostructure proposed in Ref. 1. Figure 4 p

FIG. 1. Electroluminescence spectra atT577 K ~solid line! andT5100 K
~dashed line!.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the energy position of the emission band maxim
the duration of the current pulse passing through the heterostructure.
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sents an energy diagram of a heterojunction for the cas
which a negative potential is applied to the narrow-gap se
conductorp-InAs and a positive potential is applied to th
wide-gap componentp-GaInAsSb ~a reverse-biased struc
ture!. Under the action of the applied electric bias, electro
can tunnel from the narrow-gap semiconductor to levels
calized in the quantum well and then effectively recomb
with holes from the wide-gap semiconductor.

We calculated the energy spectrum for t
p-GaInAsSb/p-InAs heterostructure in a quasiclassical a
proximation. The quantum well for the electrons on t
p-InAs side of the interface was deep and narrow, and
shape is described by the potentialu(x)5(bx)1/4, where
b58.331023 eV4/cm. An estimate of the position of th
electron levels in the quantum well gaveE1'247 meV and
E2'315 meV. The quantum well for the holes is wider, a
the energy of the corresponding local level isEh'50 meV.

on

FIG. 3. Dependence of the intensity of the short-wavelength emission b
on the time elapsed after the current through the heterojunction
switched off.

FIG. 4. Energy diagram of a reverse-biased heterojunction.
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optical matrix element is made by a narrow region near
interface. The matrix element is therefore virtually indepe
dent of the shape of the potential wells for the electrons
holes and depends only on the heights of the potential b
ersDEc andDEn . Therefore, to estimate the rate of radiati
recombination we adopted a model of rectangular wells
the electrons and holes. The wave functions of the carr
were calculated in a simple multiple-band approximatio
viz., the Kane model with a vanishingly small spin-orbit i
teraction. In this case for the rate of radiative recombinat
we have3

R5
p«`

Ax0

e2

c
Eg*

Eg*

mcc
2

np

mcDEc

T

DEc

mh

mc
, ~1!

whereEg* is the effective gap width~the distance betwee
the quantum levels of the electrons and holes!, DEc is the
height of the interface barrier for electrons, andn andp are
the two-dimensional densities of the electrons and hole
the quantum wells. The remaining notation is convention

The following parameters of the structure were used
estimate the rate of radiative recombination atT577:
n5p5331011 cm22, mc50.023m0, mh50.41m0,
«`511.6, andx0514.5. The height of the interface barrie
for electrons isDEc50.38eV, and the effective gap width fo
the second electron level isEg*5380 meV. Then, according
to ~1!, for the radiative recombination rate we obtain t
valueR5231018 cm2

•s21.
We also theoretically estimated the radiative recombi

tion time for electrons at the interface. According to~1!, the
reciprocal radiative recombination time for electrons has
form

1

tR
5
R

n
. ~2!

Therefore, the radiative recombination time for electro
from the second levelE2 is tR251.831027 s. For the first
levelEg*5310 meV, andtR152.031027 s. Thus, the radia-
tive recombination time increases as the effective gap w
Eg* decreases.

The Auger recombination rate behaves in a totally d
ferent way. According to Ref. 3, the Auger recombinati
rate in type-II heterostructures can be represented in the f

G532A2p2
EB

h

T2

EcEg*

mh
2

mc
2n

2p
xlg

9

a2b
cos4

ka

2 S 3Ec2En

4Ec
D 2,

~3!

wherea andb are the quantum-well widths for electrons a
holes, respectively,EB5mce

4/(2h2x0
2) is the Bohr electron

energy,k252mcEgr /h
2, x25$2mc(Ec2Egr)/h

2%, Egr is the
energy of the electron size-quantized ground-state level,
lg5h/(2mcEg* )

1/2. Thus, the Auger recombination rate is
function of the gap widthEg* , i.e., G;Eg*

211/2, and the
radiative recombination rate is an increasing function
Eg* , i.e., R;Eg*

2 . The Auger recombination rate from th
second level is smaller than the rate from the first. In fac
calculation according to~3! gives tA251.431027 s and
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tA154.531028 s. Therefore, the carrier lifetime is con
trolled by two recombination processes, viz., radiative a
Auger recombination: 1/tS51/tR11/tA .

We theoretically analyzed the EL line shape. It w
found that the shape of the short-wavelength luminesce
line closely conforms to the Gaussian line shape~Fig. 5!.
However, it is noteworthy that, while the short-waveleng
edge of the EL line is steeper in the experiment, the lo
wavelength edge on the calculated curve obtained within
model described is steeper. Therefore, elucidation of the
line broadening mechanism is a separate problem. Additio
investigations, both theoretical and experimental, are nee
to resolve it.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this study we have investigated the EL spectra o
solitary p-GaInAsSb/p-InAs heterostructure in pulsed elec
tric fields. The experimental data obtained can be explai
using a model of the radiative recombination of electro
localized in a self-consistent quantum well on thep-InAs
side of the interface. The experimentally obtained EL rela
ation times (t;6310262731026 s! do not contradict the
tunneling mechanism for filling the quantum-well levels wi
electrons. The theoretical evaluations of the radiative a
Auger recombination times performed are in reasona
agreement with the experimental data.

We wish to thank Prof. V. I. Ivanov-Omski� for partici-
pating in the discussion of the results and for offering so
valuable comments.
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FIG. 5. Short-wavelength luminescence line: solid line – calculati
dashed line – experiment.
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Influence of charge carriers on tuning in InAsSb lasers

T. N. Danilova, O. I. Evseenko, A. N. Imenkov, N. M. Kolchanova, M. V. Stepanov,
V. V. Sherstnev, and Yu. P. Yakovlev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted August 13, 1996; accepted for publication September 10, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 662–665~June 1997!

Tuning of the output wavelength of 3.2 to 3.4-mm lasers with an InAsSb active layer and
separate electron and optical InAsSbP confining layers is investigated. Displacement of the
dominant mode toward shorter wavelengths by 3–5 Å during a current pulse is achieved
at 78–100 K. This blue shift is attributed to a decrease in the refractive index due to an increase
in the carrier concentration and lowering of the radiated intensity during the pulse. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00506-1#

1. Semiconductor lasers operating at 3.2–3.4mm are of a hole density of 131018 cm23. The optical confining layers
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interest for diode laser spectroscopy, since they should m
it possible to distinguish the fundamental absorption lines
many hydrocarbons, viz., methane, propane, acetone, e
ene, ether, benzene, methanol, etc. The required smooth
ing of the output wavelength has been discovered in dou
heterostructure lasers with a narrow-gap InAsSb layer
InAsSbP confining layers.1–4 The observed increase in th
wavelength during a current pulse was attributed in Refs
and 2 to heating of the active region. When the current w
increased continuously at a rate greater than the therma
laxation rate,4 the wavelength decreased at first. This beh
ior was attributed to an increase in the concentration of n
equilibrium charge carriers. Then the wavelength began
increase. In Ref. 4 the increase in the wavelength was at
uted to self-focusing of the radiation due to an increase in
refractive index as the amplitude of the electromagnetic
diation increases.

In lasers with separate electron and optical confinem
~separate-confinement lasers! the concentration of nonequ
librium carriers in the narrow-gap layer is greater than
double heterostructure lasers.1 Therefore, a stronger influ
ence of the concentration of nonequilibrium charge carr
on the tuning of the output wavelength would be expected
separate-confinement lasers.

In the present work we studied the tuning of the outp
wavelength of separate-confinement lasers during a cur
pulse.

2. Five-layer structures n-InAs12x2ySbxPy /
n-InAs12x2ySbxPy /n-InAs12xSbx/ p-InAs12x2ySbxPy / p-
InAs12x2ySbxPy, with separate optical and electron confin
ment, were investigated~Fig. 1!. In the narrow-gap layerx
was between 0.035 and 0.06. In the electron confining lay
x50.06, andy50.1. All the heterojunctions were of type
and had a valance-band offset;1.5 times larger than the
conduction-band offset~Fig. 1c!. The structures were grow
by liquid-phase epitaxy on InAs substrates oriented in
~100! crystallographic plane. The narrow-band layer was
doped and had a thickness of about 1mm. The density of the
equilibrium electrons in it was 1016 cm23. The electron con-
fining layers also had a thickness of about 1mm. The
n-type layers were doped with Sn to an electron density
231017 cm23, and thep-type layers were doped with Zn t
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of thickness 2–3m were doped 4–5 times more strongly tha
were the electron confining layers. The lasers had a m
stripe design with a stripe width equal to 20mm. The cavity
length was 270–350mm.

3. Let us examine the measurement results. When a r
angular current pulse above the threshold value is supplie
the laser~Fig. 2a!, the output intensity decreases during t
pulse ~Fig. 2b, dashed curves!. When an external cavity is
introduced, the output intensity is modulated sinusoida
~Fig. 2b, solid curves!. The sinusoids appear because of t
variation of the output wavelength, under which its val
runs through the resonance values of a Fabry–Perot inte
ometer. During a time corresponding to one sinusoidal
riod, the wavelengthl varies byDl, which is specified by
the expression

Dl5
l2

2ln
, ~1!

where l is the length of the external cavity, andn is its
refractive index. If the optical length of the interferometer
increased, the sinusoidal waves shift to the right on
screen~toward longer times! whenl increases and to the lef
whenl decreases. Increasing the optical length of the ex
nal cavity by turning it displaces the sinusoidal waves for
lasers investigated to shorter times. Therefore, the ou
wavelength decreases during the pulse. The sinusoidal pe
increases during the pulse and decreases with increasing
rent at a fixed time~Fig. 2b!. Accordingly, the decrease in
the output wavelength slows during the pulse~Fig. 3a!.

The investigations at 80–100 K showed that the thre
old currentI th increases rapidly with increasing temperatu
T according to a power law,I th;Tg, whereg53.524. At
77–90 K single-mode lasing is usually observed in the ra
of currents fromI th to 2I th . When the temperature rise
above 90 K, the range for single-mode lasing narro
sharply, its width tending to zero at 100 K. The predom
nance of a single mode is maintained in the tempera
range 4–5 K. As the temperature rises, a longer-wavelen
mode at a distance of one, two, or three intermodal distan

56363-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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becomes dominant. The mean rate of displacement is;20
Å/K. When the temperature increases, the working curr
increases in the single-mode regime due to the increase in
threshold currentI th . The variation of the wavelength durin
the pulse accelerates accordingly~Fig. 3b!. The total change
in the wavelength during the pulse amounts to 3–5 Å~0.3–
0.5 cm21).

The half-width of the radiation pattern in the plane of t
p2n junction decreases slightly from 13 to 10 deg asI /I th
increases from 1 to 2~Fig. 4!. The half-width of the radiation
pattern in the plane perpendicular to the plane of thep2n
junction and to the plane of the mirror in the range of valu
of I /I th from 1 to 1.4 equals 40 deg and then decreases to
deg asI /I th increases to 2.

4. Let us analyze the experimental results. The drop
the radiated intensityP during the current pulse~Fig. 2!
attests to heating of the active region of the laser. If
dependence of the threshold currentI th on the temperature
T is represented by the power lawI th;Tg and the differen-
tial quantum efficiency is assumed to be independent of
temperature, the increment of the laser temperatureDT can
be expressed in terms of the change in the radiated inten
P by the formula

DT52
DP

Pg S II th21DT. ~2!

As a calculation forg54 using Eq.~2! shows~Fig. 2c!, the
active region of the laser is heated during the pulse by;2 K.
The heating rate decreases during the pulse. Therefore
rate of variation of the wavelength also decreases~Fig. 3!.

Since the coefficient of linear thermal expansion
III–V compounds and their solid solutions is extreme

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the layers in the laser structure~a!,
layer-by-layer distribution of the band-gap width~b!, and energy diagram o
the laser in the working regime.
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small at temperatures near 78 K, the change in wavelen
Dl is naturally related to the change in the refractive ind
Dn upon heating:

Dl5
l

n
Dn. ~3!

The susceptibility of the lattice and the valence electr
produces an increase in the refractive indexnr with increas-
ing temperature,

dnr
dT

>2
n

4Eg

dEg
dT

. ~4!

Therefore, it cannot express the decrease in the wavele
during a current pulse.

However, the threshold carrier densityNth and the depth
of the Fermi level in the conduction bandF th increase with
increasing temperature. The decrease in the interband
sorption due to the increase inF th lowers the refractive index
in accordance with the Kramers–Kronig relation and ma
a contribution to the decrease in the output wavelength
somewhat smaller contribution of the same sign, which
governed by the increase inNth , is made by the susceptibil

FIG. 2. Oscillograms of current pulses~a! and the radiated intensityP ~b!
with ~solid curves! and without~dashed curves! an external cavity at various
currents, mA:1 — 90, 2 — 110. The temperature is 79 K. The thresho
current is 82 mA. The length of the external Si cavity is 11 mm. Calcula
variation of the laser temperature during the current pulses~c!.
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ity of the electron-hole plasma. The contributions of t
other phenomena are estimated to be considerably sma
An increase in the radiated intensity, as well as an increas
the carrier concentration, should lower the refractive inde

For systematic quantitative evaluations we integrate
Kramers–Kronig relation without allowance for the erosi
of the Fermi function after expressing the dependence of
absorption coefficient of the unexcited semiconductor on
difference between the photon energy\v and the band-gap
width Eg by the formulaa5A(\v2Eg)

1/2. When the coef-
ficient A is independent of\v, we obtain the change in th
refractive indexna :

FIG. 3. Variation of the wavelength of the dominant laser mode durin
current pulse. a – At a fixed temperature (T579 K, I th582 mA! and various
currents, mA:1— 90,2— 110,3— 130,4— 140,5— 150,6— 160. b
— At a fixed ratio ofI to I th (I /I th51.3) and various temperatures, K:1—
78, 2— 88, 3— 92, 4— 100.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the half-width of the radiation pattern in the plan
thep2n junction ~1! and in the plane perpendicular to it and to the plane
the mirror ~2! on the current.T579 K.
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er.
in
.
e

e
e

na52
pvL

3S 12A2DEg2EL

F th*1DEg
arctanA F th*1DEg

2DEg2EL
D ,

~5!

where c is the velocity of light,F th*5F th(11me /mp), me

andmp are the effective electron and hole masses, resp
tively, DEg is the change in the band-gap width due to e
citation,EL5\v &2 Eg , vL is the frequency of the lase
emission, andEL,uDEgu,F th . In accordance with Ref. 5
we have

DEg52
2Ape3A2Nth

n3~F th1kT!1/2
, ~6!

wheree is the electron charge, andk is the Boltzmann con-
stant. Differentiating~6! with respect to the temperatureT
and disregarding the weak dependence ofDEg on T, we
obtain

dna

dT
52

cAAF th*1DEg

2pvLT
S 12

EL

F th*
D 21

. ~7!

We express the contribution of the susceptibility of t
plasma in accordance with Ref. 6 by the formula

dnp
cT

52
2pe2

nvL
2 S 1

me
1

1

mp
DdNth

dT
. ~8!

Within the ideas in Ref. 6 we can obtain an express
for the change in the refractive indexDn during a current
pulse

Dn5DTH dnrdT
1S dna

dT
1
dnp
dT D

3F11
g

r SNth

N0
21D S II th2

N0

Nth
D 21G J , ~9!

whereN0 is the carrier density at the population-inversio
threshold, andr is the exponent in the expression describi
the temperature dependence of the threshold den
(Nth;Tr). The second term in the square brackets in expr
sion ~9! is related to the decrease in the radiated inten
during the pulse. When radiative recombination dominate
equals unity, if the currentI is close toI th , and decreases
rapidly with increasing current. In the case of predomina
impact recombinationg.r ; this term attains the value
g/r53 when the current slightly exceeds the threshold,
it decreases with increasing current, becoming equal to un
when the current exceeds the threshold by 5–10%. It sho
be noted that in a real laser the dependence of the magn
of this term on the current is smooth, since the photon d
sity in it varies across the width of the stripe.

Experimentally, when the current exceeds the thresh
by a small amount~Fig. 3a, curves1 and2!, the slowing of
the decrease in the wavelength during the pulse as the cu
is increased is appreciable. When the amount by which
threshold is exceeded is increased, the slowing gives wa
acceleration due to the increase in the scattering power.

a

f
f
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the influence of the radiated intensity on the refractive ind
is not as strong as would be expected according to Eq.~9!. In
addition, masking of this dependence as a result of the d
cusing of the radiation in the plane of thep2n junction~Fig.
4! and the focusing in the perpendicular planes is possib

The quantitative evaluations show that without the infl
ence of the radiated intensity on the refractive index,
output wavelength should have only increased during
pulse. A decrease in the carrier concentration in the narr
gap layer, for example, in the case of deepening of the in
face potential wells, would have produced the same effe

Thus, the blue shift of the laser modes during a curr
pulse in lasers with separate optical and electron confinem
is caused by the high concentration of nonequilibrium cha
carriers in the narrow-gap layer and the influence of
charge carriers and the radiated intensity on the refrac
index of the active medium.

This work was supported by Copernicus contract N
CIPA-CT 94-158, as well as by a grant from the Ministry
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Depolarization and photoionization effects in quantum wells

e

A. G. Petrov and A. Ya. Shik

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted August 15, 1996; accepted for publication September 16, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 666–669~June 1997!

The influence of depolarization effects on the intersubband optical absorption spectra of quantum
wells is investigated theoretically. In general, the matrix elements of the corresponding
transitions are determined from the solution of a system of integral equations. For wells containing
a bound or quasibound state with a small energy, the problem is simplified significantly and
reduces to a system of algebraic equations that permit finding the matrix elements in an explicit
form. It is shown that the absorption spectrum coincides with the spectrum obtained
without consideration of the depolarization for a quantum well of small depth or width. In
particular, for wells with a shallow bound state the absorption peak caused by transitions to that
state reaches the photoionization threshold as the doping level is increased. It then vanishes.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00606-6#
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The effects of intraband optical absorption in quantu
wells ~QW’s! due to transitions of carriers from localize
levels to continuum states above the QW’s have been
object of fairly vigorous experimental research in rece
years, mainly because of the utilization of these effects
create a new type of detector of infrared radiation.1 Numer-
ous studies have been devoted to the theoretical investiga
of the photoionization of QW’s~see, for example, Refs
2–6!. At the same time, the important question of the infl
ence of the depolarization effects at significant carrier c
centrations in QW’s on the photoionization kinetics a
spectra has scarcely been studied. The situation here is
siderably more complicated than in the case of a transi
between two discrete levels, which was discussed, in part
lar, in Ref. 7. The character of the dependence of the abs
tion spectra on the carrier concentration in QW’s was d
cussed in Refs. 8–10, but the approach employed ther
highly approximate and the results obtained differ from
real picture not only quantitatively, but sometimes ev
qualitatively. In particular, one of the most serious omissio
in the papers just cited is the disregard of the nonlocal ch
acter of the relation between the electric field and the po
ization.

In the present study we attempt to more rigorously tr
the photoionization spectra of QW’s and some other clos
related effects, which are associated with the depolariza
phenomena in structures with a two-dimensional elect
gas. The preliminary results of this study were published
Ref. 11.

2. BASIC EQUATIONS

Let us consider a quantum well of an arbitrary sha
U(z), assuming, in order to be specific, th
U(2`)5U(`)50 and that the approach ofU(z) to zero as
z→6` is fairly rapid, i.e., at least exponential.1! Let there
be N bound states with the energiesEn,0 and the wave
functionscn(z) (n50,1, . . . ,N21) in the QW. The con-
tinuum states above the QW are characterized by a con
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delocalized wave functionscE(z) with the normalization
condition*cE* (z)cE8(z)dz5d(E2E8).

We shall restrict the discussion to the case of a not
cessively high carrier densityns , at which the carriers fill
only the ground subband of the QW. We shall examine
intraband optical properties of the system that are cause
electronic transitions from then50 level to higher-lying
states under the influence of light with a frequencyv, which
is polarized along thez axis ~a TM mode!. The main char-
acteristic which determines these properties and is subje
calculation is the optical matrix elementPn0

5 ( ie/v)* j n0* (z)F(z)dz, wheren is the quantum number o
the final state (n or E, respectively, for localized and delo
calized states!, F is the intensity of the high-frequency elec
tric field, and j n05( i\/2m)@c0(dcn* /dz)2(dc0 /dz)cn* # is
the current of the respective transition.

The calculation ofPn0 in the presence of depolarizatio
is complex, because the true distribution of the electric fi
of light F(z) is unknown and must be found sel
consistently. OnlyF0, i.e., the field strength at a sufficien
distance from the layer of electrons, where they have
screening influence, can be considered assigned. At the s
time, for z-polarized light the electric inductionD is not
dependent onz and equals«`F0, where «` is the lattice
dielectric constant. As for the field strengthF(z), in the
quantum layers that we considered it is related toD in a
nonlocal manner:D(z)5*2`

` «zz(z,z8)F(z8)dz8.
According to the expressions obtained in Ref. 12, fo

two-dimensional quantum system the component of the n
local dielectric constant of interest to us can be written in
random-phase approximation in the form

«zz~z,z8!5«`~z2z8!28pnse
2\3

3H (
n51

N21 j n0~z! j n0* ~z8!

~En2E0!@\2v22~En2E0!
2#

1E
0

` j E0~z! j E0* ~z8!dE

~E2E0!@\2v22~E2E0!
2# J . ~1!

56767-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



We multiply Eq.~1! by F(z8) j E0* (z) and integrate overz and
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z8 in infinite limits. The result has the form

PE0
0 5PE02

8pnse
2\3

«`

3H (
n51

N21 Pn0*2`
` j n0~z! j E0* ~z8!dz

~En2E0!@\2v22~En2E0!
2#

1E
0

` PE80*2`
` j E80~z! j E0* ~z8!dz

~E82E0!@\2v22~E82E0!
2#
dE8J . ~2!

HerePE0
0 5( ie/v)* j E0(z)F0dz is a standard matrix elemen

in a uniform field, which is proportional to the momentu
matrix element. Similarly, multiplication byF(z8) j n0* (z) fol-
lowed by integration gives

Pn0
0 5Pn02

8pnse
2\3

«`

3H (
m51

N21 Pm0*2`
` j m0~z! j n0* ~z8!dz

~Em2E0!@\2v22~Em2E0!
2#

1E
0

` PE0*2`
` j E0~z! j n0* ~z!dzdE

~E2E0!@\2v22~E2E0!
2# J . ~3!

Eliminating Pn0 from the system consisting of~2! and ~3!,
we obtain an integral equation for the matrix elementPE0

describing the photoionization of the QW. When the eq
tion is solved andPE0 is found, the matrix elements of th
transitions between the discrete levelsPn0 are already easily
found from the system of linear equations~3!. The problem
just described is very complicated, but it can be handled
one particular, but important case, which is described be
in Sec. 3.

As will be shown below, the depolarization effects pl
the most important role in a QW with near-resonant para
eters, i.e., when there is a bound or virtual state with a n
zero energy in the QW. Therefore, we shall focus our att
tion on this case, especially since just such QW’s are use
create photodetectors.

3. NEAR-RESONANT QUANTUM WELLS

The expression ‘‘the near-resonant potential w
U(z)’’ means that it can be made resonant by slightly va
ing its depth and~or! width. In other words, the numbersb
andg, which differ slightly from unity and are such that th
well U res(z)5bU(gz) will be resonant, can be found. W
introduce the auxiliary functionx(z), the zero-energy wave
function for the resonant wellU res(z), which obeys the con-
dition uxu51 asz→ 6 `. We use it to define the paramet
r, which is a numerical measure of the proximity of a QW
the resonant well,

r5~2g2b21!m/\2E
2`

`

dzux~z!u2U res~z! ~4!

~the multiplier following 2g2b21 is of the order of the
reciprocal characteristic width of the QW!. It can be shown
that the choice ofb andg is not unique~resonance can b
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QW or by varying both in different proportions!, but the
value of r does not depend on this choice. It is a uniq
characteristic of the particular potential well, which has t
meaning of the wave vector of a shallow bound state~when
r,0, it is a virtual state!.

For near-resonant QW’s, i.e., for smalluru, the basic
equations of the problem consisting of~2! and ~3! can be
simplified appreciably by utilizing the fact that in a finit
region of space of dimensionL!ur21u the wave function of
a state with a near-zero energy is proportional tox(z):
cE(z)5CE(r)x(z) if E.0, andcN(z)5Arx(z) if E,0,
where

CE~r!5
A4 mE/2

Ap\~E1\2r2/2m!
. ~5!

Now, in the wave functions which determine the transiti
matrix elements the dependence on the coordinatez and the
energyE is separated. Hence it follows that

E
2`

`

j E80~z! j E0* ~z!dz5\2/m2CE~r!CE8~r!J, ~6!

J5E
2`

` Uc0

dx*

dz
2
dc0

dz
x* Udz.

As a result, the integral equation~2! is factored, and the
system consisting of~2! and~3! reduces to a system of alge
braic equations. Of course, approximate Eq.~6! is valid only
for small values ofuEu. However, for optical frequencie
close to the photoionization threshold of the QW just the
values make the decisive contribution to the integral, justi
ing our approximate approach.

4. ABSORPTION SPECTRUM

To be specific in the further calculations we assume t
in the QW there is only one deep bound state, i.e., that
energy of the first excited level is close to zero. Wh
r,0, this means that the system contains only the grou
state levelc0 and continuum states. There are no interle
transitions with the matrix elementsPn0 in the system, and
we have a single integral equation~2! with a degenerate ker
nel for determiningPE0. This easily solvable equation give

PE05PE0
0 r2 iA2mE/\

r2 ñ2 iA2mE/\
, ~7!

where the parameterñ is proportional to the two-
dimensional carrier densityns :

ñ5
nspe

2\2

E0
2«`m

J. ~8!

Whenr.0, there is another shallow level in the QW wit
the wave functionc15Arx, and there is a second equatio
~3! associated with it for determiningP10. However, the
calculations show that Eq.~7! maintains its validity at not
excessively large values ofr.
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As an example, let us consider two concrete types of
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QW’s: a modified Poschl–Teller potential we
U(z)52\2a2l(l11)/@2mcosh2(az)# and a rectangula
QW of width b and depthU0. In the former case the intege
valuesl5N and x(z)5PN@ tanh(az)#, wherePN is a Leg-
endre polynomial, correspond to resonant QW’s. Let us c
sider the situation forl.1. As can easily be shown, in thi
case

r5~3/2!a~l21!, ~9!

ñ5
4ns

a2aB
. ~10!

Here aB5«`\2/me2. For a rectangular QW with
A2mU0b.p\

r5
p2

4bS 12
p2\2

2mU0b
2D , ~11!

ñ5
pnsb

2

aBj4 F2p226j21~p2/222j2!j

11j/2 G , ~12!

j5A2muE0ub/\.

As follows from Eq.~5!, the one-electron matrix elemen
PE0
0 has a pole atE52\2r2/2m, which determines its am

plitude at small positive values ofE. However, it cancels ou
in Eq. ~7!, and we find that the expressions forPE0

0 and
PE0 differ only by the replacementr→r2 ñ .

We proceed directly to an analysis of the dependenc
the absorption coefficienta on the frequency of the ligh
v. We, first of all, recall that in the absence of depolarizat
effects there is an absorption edge with a red bound
v05uE0u/\, which corresponds to transitions to continuu
states above the QW, and whenr.0 and there are two
bound states in the QW, there is also a discrete pea
\v5uE0u2\2r2/2m, which corresponds to transitions b
tween these states.

As has already been noted, consideration of the depo
ization effects reduces essentially to the replacem
r→r2 ñ in the matrix elements and the absorption spec
This is a key factor for understanding the role of depolari
tion. As was already noted in Ref. 8, the position of t
absorption edgev0 does not depend on the doping level.
all other respects, an increase in the carrier concentration
QW has the same influence on the absorption spectra
decrease in its depth or width. Ifr.0, as the concentration
increases, the position of the discrete peak shifts accordin
the law\v5uE0u2\2(r2 ñ)2/2m and vanishes atñ5r af-
ter reaching the absorption edge~see Fig. 1!. Formally, this
is because the pole of the matrix element moves over to
nonphysical surface of the complex plane. Thus, for we
with a power 0,r, ñ the shallow electron bound state
not manifested in the intersubband optical absorption sp
tra.

The absorption edge, which corresponds to transition
the continuum, is given by the formula

a~v!}
A\v1E0

\2~r2 ñ !2/2m1\v1E0

. ~13!
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With the exception of the case of an exact equality betw
r and ñ , this expression has a maximum at a quantum
ergy\vmax5uE0u1\2(r2ñ)2/2m that exceedsuE0u. Figure 1
shows the position of the maximum as a function of t
parameters of the QW. We note that the expression just
sented is an even function ofr2 ñ . Therefore, either an in-
crease or a decrease in the width or depth of the QW
comparison with the critical value transforms the shape
the absorption curve in an identical manner~to within the
shift of its edge!. The cases of positive and negative valu
of r2 ñ are distinguished only by the presence of an ad
tional discrete absorption line in the former case~see Fig. 2!.

It can easily be seen that at large values ofuru, i.e., far
from resonance, the depolarization effects influence the
sorption spectra only at very high values ofns . This justifies
our focusing on a ‘‘near-resonant’’ QW, in which, as w
previously noted~then, without substantiation!, the depolar-
ization effects are most significant.

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the dependence of the position o
discrete line of the 0→1 transition~solid curve! and the maximum in the
photoionization spectrum of a QW~dashed line! on the parameters of the
QW without regard for the depolarization~1! and with allowance for the
depolarization~2!.

FIG. 2. Evolution of the absorption spectrum in a QW withr.0 as the

doping level is increased: a —ñ,r; b — n5r; c — n.r. a — The arrow
marks the position of the absorption line for transitions between bo
states.
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A resonant QW, in which the energy of one of the ex-
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cited levels after the first one is close to zero, can be trea
in a similar manner. The actual calculation is complicat
since the system consisting of~2! and ~3! reduces to an al-
gebraic equation of an order higher than second.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The influence of depolarization effects on the intersu
band absorption in QW’s has been considered in this wo
A system of equations for determining the correspond
matrix elements has been obtained. An analytic expres
for the absorption spectrum has been obtained for the cas
a near-resonant QW, which is of greatest interest and pra
cal importance. When there is a shallow bound state in
QW, the absorption line caused by the transition to that s
shifts toward higher frequencies as the carrier concentra
increases and ultimately vanishes after reaching the op
ionization threshold of the QW. The threshold value does
depend on the carrier concentration. As for the shape of
photoionization spectrum, the delocalization effects have
same influence on the spectrum as a decrease in its dep
width. From the practical standpoint, this means that, if
wish to create a photodetector with the highest possible
sorption coefficient based on a QW, the latter should
deeper or wider~by an amount determined by the dopin
level! than indicated by a calculation in the one-electr
model.

It should be stressed once again that intraband op
transitions to the shallow excited state are not observed
570 Semiconductors 31 (6), June 1997
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detected in other experiments, for example, by measuring
Raman scattering or the interband optical absorption.

This work was performed with support from the Russi
Fund for Fundamental Research~Project 96-02-17961! and
the Ministry of Science of the Russian Federation as par
the Physics of Solid-State Nanostructures Program~Project
1-081/4!.

1!When necessary, it is not difficult to generalize the results to the asym
ric caseU(2`) Þ U(`).
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Optical properties of vertically coupled InGaAs quantum dots in a GaAs matrix
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It is shown that the self-organization effects appearing during theN-cycle deposition of
In0.5Ga0.5As~12 Å!/GaAs~50 Å! lead to the formation of ordered arrays of vertically coupled
quantum dots~VCQD’s!. The optical properties are investigated as a function of the number of
deposition cycles (N51–10!. In cases of injection heterostructure lasers with an active
region based on VCQD’s it is shown that increasing the numberN of deposition cycles from 1
to 10 makes it possible to lower the threshold current density at 300 K from 950 to 97
A/cm2 and to achieve a continuous lasing regime at room temperature with an output power of
160 mW per mirror. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00706-0#

A dramatic increase in the interest in the investigation ofGaAs layers with a thickness of 50 Å. Each of theN InGaAs
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heterostructures with spatial confinement of the carriers
two or three dimensions, i.e., in quantum wires and quan
dots, has recently been observed around the world.1 Such
structures are of considerable interest from the standpoin
their fundamental properties and are very promising for e
ployment in micro- and optoelectronic devices. Injection h
erostructure lasers with an active region based on~In, Ga!As/
GaAs quantum dots exhibit ultrahigh temperature stability
the threshold current densityJth with a characteristic tem
peratureT0 of order 350–400 K over a broad temperatu
range ~80–150 K!.2 As a result of the thermal ejection o
carriers from quantum dots at higher temperatures,Jth in-
creases,T0 decreases (T0560 K!, and the wavelength of the
laser output undergoes a blue shift~i.e., a shift toward ener-
gies close to the energy of the optical transition in the tw
dimensional wetting layer!.2 The use of arrays of vertically
coupled InAs quantum dots in a GaAs matrix has mad
possible to significantly improve the working characterist
of such lasers and to achieve laser emission via the gro
state at 300 K~at a wavelength of 1.03mm!.3–5 At the same
time, the threshold current density remained fairly high~700
A/cm2 at 300 K!.

In the present work we used photoluminescence, cal
metric absorption, and electroluminescence to investigate
optical and laser properties of vertically coupled quant
dots ~VCQD’s! with different numbers (N) of InGaAs lay-
ers. Information on the structural perfection and geometry
the VCQD’s was obtained using transmission electron
croscopy~TEM!.

The structures were grown on GaAs~100! substrates. The
active region, which has the form of an array of VCQD
was located in the middle GaAs layer with a thickness of
mm, which was bound on both sides by short-peri
AlAs~20 Å!/GaAs~20 Å!310 superlattices. The array of VC
QD’s was formed as a result of theN-cycle deposition of
InGaAs with a thickness of 12 Å separated by interven
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layers was grown in a submonolayer regim
(1ÅGaAs11Å InAs110s interruption)36.6 When the ac-
tive layer and the GaAs cladding layer with a thickness
100 Å were deposited, the substrate temperature was equ
485 °C, while it was equal to 600 °C during growth of th
remainder of the structure. The laser structures were gro
in the standard geometry for a separate-confinement do
heterostructure~an SC DHS laser! with a graded-index
waveguide. The geometry of the laser structure was sim
to that described in Ref. 3. The active region was an arra
VCQD’s. The substrate temperature was 485 °C dur
growth of the active region and the 100 Å GaAs claddi
layer, 630 °C for the waveguides, and 600 °C for the rema
der of the structure.

For the photoluminescence investigations of the sam
an upper contact layer was removed on the laser struct
by chemical etching. The photoluminescence was excited
an Ar1 laser, and a cooled germanium photodetector w
employed to detect it. The calorimetric absorption spec
~CAS! were recorded at 500 mK. The minimum detectab
value ofad was 1025.7 To minimize the output losses an
attain the minimum threshold current density, lasers w
four cleaved faces were selected for the electroluminesce
investigations. The working characteristics were measu
under pulsed pumping~the pulse duration was 100 ns, an
the repetition rate was 5 kHz! in the temperature range 80
300 K. Stripe laser diodes were used to measure the po
current characteristics in a continuous regime. The las
were soldered by an indium strip on the inner wall of
copper heat dissipator. No reflecting or transmitting coatin
were deposited on the cavity faces.

Figure 1 presents photomicrographs of a sample with
layers of InGaAs VCQD’s, which were obtained by tran
mission electron microscopy.

We investigated elsewhere8 the formation of the InAs–
GaAs VCQD’s. We showed that the VCQD’s form becau

57171-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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of self-organization involving the transfer of In~Ga, As! from
lower dots to upper dots and its replacement by GaAs.8 As
can be seen from Fig. 1, the lateral dimension of the low
island in an InGaAs VCQD is about 140 Å. The lateral d
mensions of the islands in each successive row gradu
increase, reaching 260 Å for the upper island. The densit
the dots is about 52631010 cm22. The dots are locally
ordered in the lateral plane along the@001# and@011# direc-
tions ~Fig. 1a!. As can be seen from Fig. 1b, each vertica
coupled quantum dot consists of six InGaAs islands se
rated by narrow intervening GaAs layers. Thus, the wa
functions of the upper and lower islands overlap sign
cantly, i.e., from the standpoint of their electronic properti
the VCQD’s comprise a single system.8

Figure 2 shows the photoluminescence~PL! and calori-
metric absorption spectra of a structure withN53. At low
excitation densities the spectrum exhibits an intense l
which is caused by the ground exciton state of the VCQD
At higher excitation densities the spectrum displays an a
tional peak caused by the excited exciton state in a quan

FIG. 1. Photomicrographs of a sample with six layers of InGaAs quan
dots obtained by transmission electron microscopy: a — view from above,
b — cross section.
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dot.9 At high observation temperatures it is also possible
identify a PL line from the wetting layer. As the temperatu
rises, these lines shift to longer wavelengths in accorda
with the temperature shift of the GaAs gap width. The pea
from the ground state and the excited state in the PL sp
trum coincide with the analogous peaks in the calorime
absorption spectrum, attesting to the presence of a high
sity of well- formed quantum dots of uniform size, in agre
ment with the data from electron microscopy.

Figure 3 presents the PL spectra of structures with
ferent values ofN at a high excitation density. It is seen from
the figure that for the sample withN51 considerable satu
ration of the luminescence associated with the principal tr
sition in the VCQD’s occurs at such excitation densities a
that the spectrum contains an intense line associated
transitions involving ground-state holes in a dot and el
trons localized in the wetting layer. The emission of the w
ting layer is observed on the short-wavelength edge of
PL line of the quantum dots. For the sample withN53 the
saturation of the luminescence via the ground state is
pronounced, and, finally, in the case ofN56 virtually no
saturation is observed. This finding is consistent with
decrease in the radiative lifetime for InAs/GaAs VCQD’s
N increases.8

Increasing the number of layers in growing the VCQD

FIG. 2. PL spectra of structures with InGaAs VCQD’s (N53) at 300~a!
and 8 K~c! ~in Fig. 2a the energy axis has been displaced by the magni
of the temperature shift of the GaAs gap width for the sake of clarity! and
calorimetric absorption spectrum of the same structure at 500 mK~b!.
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FIG. 4. Dependence of the threshold current density on the numbe
deposition cyclesN in VCQD laser diodes with four cleaved faces.

FIG. 3. PL spectra of structures with InGaAs VCQD for various values
the number of deposition cyclesN ~high pump density!.
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to N510 permits a sharp decrease in the threshold cur
densityJth at 300 K ~from 950 A/cm2 for N51 to 97 A/
cm2 for N510) as a result of the increase in the overl
factor of the light wave with the active region of the las
~Fig. 4!. The sharp decrease in the threshold current den
permitted the achievement of a continuous operating reg
for a VCQD stripe laser (N510) at room temperature. Fig
ure 5a presents the power-current characteristic of a l
with a stripe width equal to 60mm and a cavity length equa
to 1200mm at 300 K. The differential efficiency was 23%
The maximum power level obtained per laser mirror w
equal to 160 mW. The emission spectra in the spontane
and stimulated emission regimes are shown in Fig. 5b.
can be seen from Fig. 5b, an increase in the pump cur
from 400 mA to a maximum value of 1500 mA leads only
weak broadening of the laser output spectrum and a sl
shift of its maximum toward shorter wavelengths. The sp
trum does not contain additional lines associated with las
involving states of the wetting layer. Thus, up to the ma
mum pump current corresponding to an output power of 1
mW per mirror, the generation of the laser emission involv
the ground state of the quantum dots, and gain saturatio
not observed.

Thus, the optical properties of VCQD’s have been inve
tigated in the present work, and it has been shown that
use of VCQD’s in laser structures permits the achievem
of laser emission via the ground state of the quantum dot
room temperature in a continuous regime with an out
power of 160 mW per mirror.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
damental Research, the Volkswagen Foundation, the S
Foundation, and INTAS Grant No. 94-1028.
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Formation of carrier generation centers in pure Si upon interaction with fast ions

gral
A. M. Ivanov and N. B. Strokan

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted September 2, 1996; accepted for publicationSeptember 10, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 674–679~June 1997!

The radiation defects inp12n2n1 structures based on puren-type Si irradiated bya particles
and fission fragments from natural-decay sources are studied by deep-level transient
spectroscopy~DLTS!. The nature of the components of the reverse current in the structures
caused by carrier generation via deep levels is investigated. The systems of deep centers for light
and heavy ions are found to be identical. A correlation between the generation component
of the current and the concentration of theEn10.33 eV centers bound to interstitial carbon is
observed after a low-temperature anneal. In the case of heavy ions the DLTS spectra do
not have the expected peak positions and shapes associated with the pileup of local defects. An
estimate of the generation rate in a model of localp2n junctions shows that clusters of
defects create a significantly smaller current than does an equivalent number of defects with deep
levels located in then-type host of the structure. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!00806-5#
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on the behavior of pure Si exposed to hard nuclear radiat
The appearance of electrically active centers in neutron fi
has aroused special interest. This process is associated
the possible utilization of siliconp12n2n1 detectors in
supercollider systems. One of the problematic points is
increase in the reverse current ofp12n2n1 structures with
the neutron dose, i.e., the appearance of generation cen

The formation of defects under neutron bombardm
occurs as a result of the formation of Si recoil atoms; the
fore, the process is essentially determined by the interac
of the Si lattice with ions of ‘‘medium’’ mass. We previousl
observed a number of special features in the behavior of
generation current when diode structures w
ion-irradiated.1,2 In the present work a comparative analys
of the Si radiation defects from light and heavy ions is p
formed, and conclusions regarding their nature and the g
eration activity are drawn.

EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLES AND METHOD

The investigation was performed onp12n2n1 struc-
tures prepared according to a planar technology from pur
with a resistivity (r) greater than 500V•cm. In addition, Si
with r560V•cm, on which a rectifying barrier was create
by sputtering gold, was used for a precision determination
the concentration of the centers upon irradiation by ions w
a short mean free path.

Radioactive238Pu and244Cm were employed as source
of light ions (a particles!. The heavy ions were252Cf fission
fragments. Data on deuteron irradiation in an electrost
accelerator were also used. Ion irradiation was generally
ried out in small doses, at which the ion tracks in Si did n
overlap one another.

The principal investigations were performed using de
level transient spectroscopy~DLTS!. The spectrum of the
levels of the radiation centers and their concentrations w
determined by this method. The increment of the reve
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radiation-center generation activity. Simulation of the a
pearance of vacancies when ions are stopped using the T
program3 was also employed.

The methods indicated are well known and do not ne
further explanations, with the exception of the observation
the current in a reverse-biasedp12n2n1 structure, which
is a form of an ‘‘ionization chamber.’’ The value of th
reverse current clearly corresponds to the rate of the gen
tion of carriers in the region of the field, including the
thermal generation, via centers introduced by the hard ra
tion. However, not all the types of radiation defects a
manifested in the current. As will be shown below, extend
defects, which create a potential well, can make a van
ingly small contribution to the current.

GENERATION BY POINT CENTERS

We previously observed4 that the increment of the gen
eration component of the current of ap12n structure per
ion for a particles and fission fragments does not corresp
to the number of primary Frenkel pairs formed. For examp
when the ratio between the numbers of pairs was 300:1
favor of the fission fragments, the currents per ion we
equal to 4.531025 nA and 531028 nA, i.e., they differed
by a factor of 900. It is significant that the DLTS spectra h
a similar structure. The difference between the currents
attributed to the less favorable conditions for charge
change involving the primary Frenkel pairs in the fragme
tracks, since the regions of intense carrier generation and
formation of atomic displacements~in contrast to the track of
an a particle! are spatially separated. Accordingly, a sm
fraction of the defects that were created recombine. A
result, the emission of vacancies and interstitials from
track of an ion~followed by the formation of complexes in
the Si bulk! is more effective for fission fragments.

Let us see whether it is possible to relate the curr

57575-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Values ofK for ions of different mass.
increment to the content of a specific level in the DLT
spectrum. Figure 1a presents the spectrum of a sample
diated by 252Cf fragments. The structure of the spectru
mimics the system of levels fora particle ~Fig. 1b!. The
E1 peak (Ec20.18 eV; sn52310214cm22) @sn,p is the
electron ~hole! capture cross section# characterizes the
vacancy-oxygen complexes (A centers!, as well as the com-
plexes formed by an interstitial carbon atom and a car
atom at a lattice site~a Ci–Cs center!. The E2 peak
(Ec20.22 eV;sn52310216 cm2) is assigned to a doubly
charged negative divacancy state, and theE4 peak

FIG. 1. DLTS spectra for bombardment by fission fragments~a! and a
particles~b, c!. Measurement regimes: a, b — without injection, c — with
injection of minority carriers for determining the levels in the lower half
the band gap. Similarity between the positions and shape of the peaks
spectra is observed.
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ra-

n

(Ec20.4 eV; sn52310216 cm2) is produced by at leas
two centers: a divacancy~a singly charged negative state!
and a vacancy-donor complex~anE center!. After exposure
to a particles, theE3 peak (Ec20.29 eV; sn52310217

cm2), which is assigned to a phosphorus-interstitial carb
complex, was also observed.

The lower half of the band gap was investigated in t
hole injection regime. Here the following carbon cente
were observed both in the case ofa particles and in the cas
of fission fragments~Fig. 1c!: Ci (H15En10.33 eV;
sp59310214 cm2) and Ci2Cs (H25En10.4 eV;
sp53310214 cm2) ~see also Ref. 4!.

In the system of levels just described theE center is
most active in generation. This center, which is located n
the middle of the band gap, has large carrier capture c
sections5 (sn55310215 cm2, sp52.7310213 cm2). Let us
see how the current and the number of centers forming
E4 peak are related in our case. To compare ions of differ
mass we introduce the quantityK5DI /VN(E4), i.e., we
normalize the current increment to the concentrat
N(E4) of these centers and the volumeV in the region of
radiation damage.

The values ofK for Si samples irradiated by252Cf frag-
ments,a particles, and deuterons from the data in Ref. 2
presented in Table I. Instead of the expected constanc
K, we observe an increase in it with increasing mass of
ion, which makes it difficult to unequivocally relate the n
ture of the current to the levels of theE4 peak. It is also
indicative that low-temperature treatments, during which
E centers~and possibly the divacancies1!! usually anneal out,
do not eliminate the difference between the values ofK for
bombardment by fission fragments anda particles.

To visualize the significance of the data in Table I wi
respect to the variation of the amplitude of theE4 peak upon
annealing in the case ofa particles, the concentration of th
centers was compared with the value of the current~Fig. 2!.
According to Ref. 8, the annealing time constantta of the
E centers in seconds at the temperatureTa is described as

ta51.431029 exp~Ea /kTa!. ~1!

The value of the activation energyEa50.95 eV was
obtained for a neutralE center. This value corresponds
large irradiation doses, at which the Fermi level is displac
toward the middle of the band gap. If theE center is located
below the Fermi level~is negatively charged!, Ea increases,
and it is annealed out at higher temperatures. According
Eq. ~1!, only a very small percentage of the centers are
nealed out during 1 h atTa550 and 75 °C~1.0 and 3.5%,
respectively!, and the bulk of the centers are annealed ou

the

K, nA

Treatment regime 252Cf fragments a-particles deuterons

After irradiation 20.131028 7.931028 6.431028

Annealing for 1 h, 180 °C 6.731028

Annealing for 2 h, 77 °C 3.331028

11 h, 150 °C
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Ta5150 °C.9 However, in the experiment~Fig. 2! the ampli-
tude of theE4 peak scarcely decreased during annealing
the temperature range 50–150 °C~1 h!. The remaining pa-
rameters determined from this peak, viz., the ionization e
ergy of the center and the carrier capture cross section, a
remained essentially the same. Conversely, the current
creased significantly after annealing atTa550, 75, and
150 °C.

The results with respect to theE4 peak can be explained
by taking into account the small concentration of dono
;331012 cm23. The irradiation dose ofa particles in the
experiment,;23199 cm22, corresponds to a concentratio
of primarily created vacancies of;631013 cm23. Under
these conditions the role of theE centers in theE4 peak is
insignificant, and the divacancies, which anneal out main
at ;300°, predominate.

However ~even without allowance for the absence of
correlation with the current upon annealing!, for the concrete
values of the parameters of the level it is difficult to attribu
the increase in the generation current following irradiation
the appearance of divacancies, as in Refs. 10 and 11.
example, substituting the valuesp54310216 cm2 and the
divacancy concentrationNt5131012 cm23 into the formula
of the generation rate according to Shockley–Read statis
~see, for example, Ref. 12!

ni
teff

5ni
snspn thNt

snexp@~Et2Ei !/kT#1spexp@~Ei2Et!/kT#
~2!

(ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration,Ei andEt are the
energies corresponding to the middle of the band gap and
position of the generation center!, for the lifetime we obtain
teff540 ms. Such a value cannot account for the observ
current densities of;231027 A/cm2, which correspond to

FIG. 2. Variation of the reverse current~1! and the concentration of the
H1 ~2! andE4 ~3! centers after bombardment bya particles. The numbers
along the horizontal axis correspond to the situations:1 — before irradia-
tion; 2 — after irradiation by a doseF.23109 cm22; 3–6 — after irra-
diation followed by annealing over the course of 1 h atTa550 °C~3!, 50 °C
~4!, 75 °C ~5!, and 150 °C~6!. A correlation between the behavior of the
current and the concentration of the carbon-containingH1 centers is ob-
served.
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teff520 ms. Therefore, it should be concluded that the cu
rent drop in the temperature range in Fig. 2 is not caused
the centers responsible for theE4 peak.

TheH1 center, which is bound to an interstitial carbo
atom~Ci), can be responsible for the generation current to
large degree. An estimate~with consideration of the me-
thodical details of the measurement of Ci according to Ref.
13! givesteff590ms, which is significantly closer to experi-
ment than is the value for the case of divacancies conside
Additional confirmation is provided by the low-temperatur
annealing data~Fig. 2!, where a clear correspondence be
tween the decreases in the concentration of theH1 centers
and the current is observed. These results allow us to c
clude that the nature of the generation current is large
traceable to the interstitial carbon.

GENERATION OF EXTENDED DEFECTS

Above we considered the manifestations of simp
~single! centers. However, it is generally known that region
of lattice defects with dimensions greater than the inte
atomic distances form when the energy of the recoil atoms
large. The type of conduction in regions with dimension
,200 Å is generally altered. Let us see how such formatio
can be manifested in our case for irradiation by heavy io
~fission fragments!.

First, the presence of defect clusters has an influence
the position of the peaks in DLTS spectra, because the
rameters of the point defects in a cluster and at its periph
differ from those in the matrix of a crystal.14 In our experi-
ments we did not observe any differences between the po
tions of the peaks after bombardment bya particles and
252Cf fragments~Fig. 1!.

In addition, an important role is played by the field cre
ated by the contact potential difference between each clus
and the host. In the region of the field, the position of th
point defect centers relative to the Fermi level varies over t
radius of the cluster. This gives rise to a characteristic d
pendence of the amplitude of the peak on the temperatu

FIG. 3. Dependence of the amplitude of the peaks in the DLTS spectra
theE1 ~a! andE4 ~b! centers on the temperature. The characteristic drop
the amplitude of the DLTS peaks with the temperature for defect cluster
not displayed.
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which can be revealed by varying the velocity window whe
the spectra are recorded.15 Under these conditions the ampli-
tude of the peaks at high temperatures drops.16 Figure 3
shows the dependence of the amplitude of the DLTS pea
on the temperature for bombardment by fission fragmen
The reverse effect, i.e., an increase in amplitude with th
temperature, is observed. Thus, changes in the DLTS spec
that are characteristic of defect clusters were not observe

This raises the question of how clusters can influence t
value of the generation current. In this context, we note th
when point centers are introduced into a certain volumeV,
only the mean concentration in the volume is important fo
generation. The actual distribution ofM centers~for ex-
ample, in the form of clusters! has no effect on the resultant
value of the lifetime. In fact, the total number of center
actually appears in the expression for the current:

I c5
eni
2

sn thM .

Here, for clarity, we have presented a simplified version o
Eq. ~2!. This situation is maintained as long as the presen
of the clusters does not produce a potential well. Let us e
amine the case in which alteration of the type of conductio
occurs and, of course, a localp-type region forms. This cor-
responds to the model in Ref. 7~see also the monograph by
Konopleva and Ostroumov18!, where the presence of local
p12n junctions was postulated in the case of Ge. For Si th
situation regarding the conductivity of a region of defec
clusters is less clear. However, the accumulation of a cons
erable charge of acceptors in the base region was establis
when p12n2n1 structures were irradiated by large dose
of neutrons (<1015 cm22).19 Therefore, our estimate of the
generation activity of the defects is based on the model
Ref. 17.2! The potential well appearing for the minority car-
riers, i.e., the holes, is surrounded by a host withn-type
conduction, and it has a floating potential~see the inset in
Fig. 4!.

FIG. 4. Ratio between the generation currents (g5I p2n /I c) for the forma-
tion of a localp-region by defects and for dispersal of the same number
defects in then-type host as a function of the radius of the neutral core o
the p-region r . r 05100 Å. Number of defects:1 — 10; 2 — 102; 3 —
103. Inset – variation of the potential near ap-type inclusion for a linear
geometry. The valuesg.1 are realized for ‘‘loose’’ formations.
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places the regions of section1 ~see the inset in Fig. 4! for-
ward and thereby creates the conditions for the injection
holes from thep-region. However, because of the neutral
condition, the currents through sections1 and 2 should be
equal. The escape of holes from the well can be compens
for by an outflow of electrons through section2. As a result,
the stationary current through the structure initiated by
presence of the localp-region is determined by its minority
carriers, i.e., the electrons. The electron current from a he
sphere of radiusr ~providedr>L) is written as

I p2n52pr 2
enL

t
52peni

2AD/t
r 2

p
.

Here the diffusivityD, the lifetime t, and the diffusion
lengthL5(Dt)1/2 refer to electrons. The hole (p) and elec-
tron (n) concentrations are related to one another through
value ofni aspn5ni

2 .
For simplicity, we assume thatt is determined by the

deep centers of thep-region with a concentrationM5p.
This means that defects in thep-region make an equal con
tribution to the formation of the deep and shallow cent
which are responsible for recombination and conduction,
spectively. Sincet5(Msnn th)

21, we have

I p2n52peni
2ADsnn th

r 2

Ap
54peni

2A2p

3

Dsnn th
Nd

r 7/2.

HereNd is the number of defects~single defects! that par-
ticipate in the formation of thep-region. On the other hand
if the same number of defects, which act as point cent
generate carriers in the host, the current, according to Eq.~2!,
is I c5eni /teff .

The ratio between the currents for the two possibilit
for the manifestation of defects in carrier generation d
scribed above is

g5
I p2n

I c
54pA2p

3
niA D

snn th
r 7/2Nd

23/2

3Fsn

sp
expSEt2Ei

kT D1expSEi2Et

kT D G .
The dependence ofg on the cluster dimensions for dif

ferent values of the number of defects in a clusterNd is
presented in Fig. 4. It follows from the figure that the valu
g.1 are realized when the geometric dimensions of the
fect clusters exceed the normalized valuer 05100 Å. This
means that regions ofp-type conduction with a high concen
tration of defects@for example, classical ‘‘disordered re
gions’’ with p.1019 cm23 and r.200 Å ~see Refs. 17 and
18! are virtually not seen in the generation current.

It should also be stressed thatg >1 simultaneously cor-
responds to a hole concentration<1014 cm23. The assump-
tion that there is a neutral core in thep-region can be vio-
lated at these values. If there is no screening of the elec
field by the shell of ionized acceptors, the deep levels of
p-region perform generation like centers in then-type host.

In general, from the standpoint of lowering the gene
tion current it is advantageous that the defects appea

f
f
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2!In a recent paper20 Bruzziet al., proposed considering a more complicated
barrier structure, in which thep1 region does not have an electrically
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tions’’ generate to a significantly weaker extent than does
same number of centers dispersed in the matrix o
p12n2n1 structure.

CONCLUSIONS

The application of penetrating radiation unquestiona
increases the reverse currents of siliconp12n structures.
However, the traditional ideas that the deepest radiation
fect ~the E center in our case! determines the thermal gen
eration of carriers have not been confirmed experimenta
We stress that high-resistivity puren-Si was used in the ex
periments with light ions and that the irradiation was carr
out in doses at which phosphorus depletion could occur.
der these conditions theE center is weakly manifested, an
annealing of the excess current occurs on a backgroun
restructuring of the carbon defects.

The larger current increments in the case of heavy io
i.e., fission fragments, suggest that the decisive contribu
to the generation current is made by spatial defects, wh
create a potential well in the silicon band gap. Howev
manifestations of such formations could not be detected
capacitance spectroscopy. The evaluation of the genera
rate by clusters of primary defects has established their
significant role in the appearance of the generation curr
This property is most clearly manifested in the case of c
sical ‘‘disordered regions’’ with a high density of structur
defects.

The experimentally observed decrease in the reverse
rent of the irradiated structures at room temperature is at
uted to the establishment of equilibrium in the system
radiation defects. The restructuring of the radiation defe
associated with carbon can be regarded as a characte
manifestation of the latter. The deepH1 level ~interstitial
carbon! is one of the levels responsible for the generation
carriers in a system of deep centers of radiation origin.

We express our sincerest thanks to V. V. Emtsev
discussing some aspects of the dynamics of Frenkel pai
a Si lattice, and to E. M. Verbitskaya for a useful discussi

1!In the literature there are indications~see Refs. 6 and 7! that divacancies
also have an annealing step at temperatures,200 °C.
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Influence of hydrostatic pressure on the electron mobility and the correlation properties

Fe
of a mixed-valence system of iron impurity ions in HgSe:Fe crystals
I. G. Kuleev and G. L. Shtrapenin

Institute of the Physics of Metals, Russian Academy of Sciences, Ural Branch, 620219 Ekaterinburg, Russia
~Submitted April 3, 1996; accepted for publication September 16, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 680–685~June 1997!

The influence of hydrostatic pressure on the mobility of the electrons in HgSe:Fe crystals in the
low-temperature region is investigated theoretically. The pressure dependences of the
contributions of the scattering on the correlated system of Fe31 ions, the alloy potential, and the
randomly distributed ions to the electron mobility are analyzed. The variation of the degree
of spatial ordering of the Fe31 ions as the pressure increases is considered. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00906-X#
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The unusual character of the physical properties
HgSe:Fe crystals is attributed to the formation of
Fe21–Fe31 mixed-valence state at the Fermi level when t
concentration of iron impurity ions1 NFe.NFe* .4.531018

cm23. The presence of mixed-valence iron ions at the Fe
level, which have the same energy, allows thed holes~posi-
tive charges in the iron ions! to redistribute themselve
among the crystal-lattice sites occupied by Fe21 ions. There-
fore, the Coulomb repulsion between thed holes under
mixed-valence conditions leads to their spatial ordering.
the concentration of iron impurity ions increases
NFe.NFe* , the concentration of lattice-neutral Fe21 centers
(N0'NFe2NFe* ), which are available sites for the redistrib
tion of d holes, increases. The degree of spatial ordering
the Fe31 ions increases, and the scattering of electrons
them weakens. This leads to an anomalous increase in
electron mobilitym in HgSe:Fe crystals at low temperatur
as the content of iron impurity ions increases.2,3

Hydrostatic pressure applied to HgSe crystals leads
decrease in the effective mass and the density of states i
conduction band.4 When these crystals are doped by don
impurities, for example, Ga, or whenNFe,NFe* , the concen-
tration of the conduction electronsne remains constant, an
the Fermi level rises as the pressure increases. We shal
this the donor-impurity regime. For the mixed-valence st
the Fermi level is fixed at the irond level («F5«a50.21
eV!, and an increase in hydrostatic pressure leads to a
crease in the electron number densityne . Therefore, mea-
surements of the Hall effect and the Schubnikov-de H
oscillations under the conditions of hydrostatic pressure p
mit fairly reliable identification of the presence of the mixe
valence state in HgSe:Fe crystals when they are doped
donor impurities. It is noteworthy that pressure allows us
vary the ratio between the concentrations of charged i
NFe315N1 and lattice-neutral iron ionsNFe215N0 and
thereby to alter the degree of spatial ordering of the co
lated system of Fe31 ions. Therefore, investigations of th
dependence of the electron mobility on the pressure can
vide new information on the ordering of Fe31 ions in
HgSe:Fe crystals.

The influence of pressure on the Hall effect and the e
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crystals in Ref. 5 and in HgSe:Fe,Ga crystals in Ref. 6. It w
established that under the mixed-valence conditions the e
tron concentration decreases with increasing pressure
that in the HgSe:Fe samples the electron mobility is an
creasing function of the pressure,5 while in HgSe:Fe, Ga
samples withNFe5231019 cm23 andNGa>231018 cm23

the electron mobility decreases with increasing pressu6

The interpretation of the experimental data in those stud
was based on a modified version of the model of short-ra
correlations proposed in Refs. 7 and 8. As was shown in
such a version of the model of short-range correlations
valid only in the case of Coulomb correlations and can
used to qualitatively account for the behavior of the mobil
in HgSe:Fe crystals with a small content of iron impuri
ionsN0 /N1!1. Therefore, the conclusions in Refs. 5 and
regarding the influence of pressure on the electron mob
cannot be considered fully substantiated. Moreover, the c
tribution of the scattering of electrons on the correlated s
tem of Fe31 ions was separated in Refs. 5 and 6, and thu
became possible to extract information on the influence
pressure on the degree ordering of the iron ions.

Here we shall base our discussion on the version of
model of short-range correlations proposed in Ref. 3. T
version is valid for weak and strong Coulomb correlations
the correlated system of Fe31 ions. In Ref. 3 this made it
possible to quantitatively account for the dependence of
electron mobilitym onNFe over a broad range of concentra
tions of iron impurity ions. In the present work, in contrast
Refs. 5 and 6, we shall analyze the influence of pressure
the scattering mechanisms that determine the electron m
ity in HgSe:Fe crystals at low temperatures, as well as on
degree of spatial ordering of the correlated system of F31

ions.

2. INFLUENCE OF PRESSURE ON THE SCATTERING OF
ELECTRONS IN HgSe:Fe CRYSTALS AT LOW
TEMPERATURES

It was established in Ref. 3 that the main mechanis
for the scattering of electrons in HgSe:Fe crystals un
mixed-valence conditions at low temperatures (T'4 K! are
scattering by the correlated system of Fe31 ions and alloy

58080-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



scattering. According to the model proposed in Ref. 3, the
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system of Fe and Fe ions in these compounds can b
regarded as a binary alloy consisting of charged~Fe31) and
lattice-neutral~Fe21) ions. Relaxation of the electron mo
mentum occurs as a result of interactions with these cen
The expression for the electron mobility can be written in
form3

m~NFe!5mBHFBHH Fc~kF!1L~kF!

3F2S N0

N1
D 1/2F10~kF!1

1

2
L~kF!

N0

N1
G J 21

, ~1!

mBH53phe/~m~«F!EB~«F!FBH~kF!!,

FBH5 ln~11bs
21!2~11bs

21!. ~2!

HeremBH is the Brooks–Herring electron mobility caused
scattering by randomly distributed ions with a concentrat
Ni5ne ; m(«F) is the electron effective mass at the Fer
level; EB(«F) is the Bohr energy;bs5(2kFr s)

2; r s is the
screening radius;L(kF)5(kF

2¸V0)/(pe
2) is the ratio be-

tween the interaction constants of electrons with the neu
(V0) and charged iron ions;̧ is the dielectric constant; ac
cording to the estimate in Ref. 3,L(kF)'0.1, and
V0'9310223 cm, which is consistent with the data in Ref.
regarding the scattering of electrons by neutral centers
gapless semiconductors;N1 andN0 are the concentrations o
the charged and lattice-neutral iron ions;

Fc~kF!52E
0

1x3S~2xkF!

~x21bs
21!

dx,

F10~kF!512bsln~11bs!. ~3!

The structure factorSq , which characterizes the degre
of spatial ordering of the correlated system of Fe31 ions, was
defined in Ref. 3, and for randomly distributed ionsSq51
andFc5FBH . In the case of interimpurity Coulomb corre
lations of arbitrary strength, the structure factor is calcula
in the Percus–Yevich approximation10 for a model system of
solid phases. The use of this approximation is justified by
fact that, as was shown by one of us, the most closely
rangedd holes in a correlated system of Fe31 ions move
away from one another first due to Coulomb repulsion wh
such a system is ordered. This guarantees a maximum
energy gain and leads to the formation of correlation sphe
of radius r c around each Fe31 ion, where there are nod
holes. As the concentration of iron impurity ions increas
the number of empty sitesN0 for redistributing thed holes
increases. The degree of spatial ordering of the correla
system of Fe31 ions andr c increase. This allows us to ap
proximate a correlated system of Fe31 ions by a system of
solid spheres with a diameterd5r c .

3 The degree of ordering
in such a system is characterized by the packing param
h5pd3N1/6, which is equal to the ratio of the volume o
cupied by the solid spheres to the total volume of the syst
For a system of solid spheres the integral equation for
direct correlation function of the distribution can be solv
exactly,10 and the structure factor appearing in~3! is deter-
mined according to Refs. 10 and 11 without the use of p
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lowing equation, which specifies the dependence of
packing parameterh on NFe, was derived in Ref. 3:

h~NFe!5hL@12exp~2hNFe/hLN1!#. ~4!

This equation makes it possible to calculate the contribut
of the scattering on the correlated system of Fe31 ions to the
electron mobilitymc .

Let us now consider the influence of pressure individ
ally on each of the electron scattering mechanisms
HgSe:Fe crystals at low temperatures in the donor-impu
regime and in the mixed-valence state. The main effec
hydrostatic pressure is a decrease in the energy gap«g be-
tween theG6 andG8 bands. Its influence on the other ban
structure parameters is significantly smaller and can th
fore be ignored.4 The influence of pressure on the electr
density and the kinetic characteristics of HgSe:Fe crys
can be analyzed using the two-band Kane model:4

«~k!5
«g
2 F S 11

2

«g

\2k2

m0*
21D G ,

m0*5
4

3

p2

\2«g
S D13/2•«g

D1«g
D . ~5!

For HgSe crystals D50.45 eV, «g50.22 eV, and
m0*'0.024me , whereme is the free electron mass. The ma
nitude of the energy gap between thep and s bands,
«g5u«(p)2«(s)u, decreases linearly with increasing pre
sure:

«g~P!5«g2bP5«g2D«g~P!, ~6!

whereb is the pressure coefficient, and, according to Re
5–7,b'661 meV/kbar.

For the mixed-valence state the Fermi level is fixed
the iron donor level, i.e.,«F'«d5const; therefore, as the
pressure increases, the effective mass at the Fermi l
mF , the electron densityne , and the Fermi momentumkF
will vary:

mF~P!.mF~0!H 12
D«g~P!

«g12«F
J ,

mF~0!5m0* @112«F /«g#,

ne~P!.ne~0!H 12
D«g~P!

«g12«F
J 3/2,

kF~P!.kF@ne~P!/ne~0!#1/3. ~7!

In the donor-impurity regime in HgSe:Fe crysta
(NFe,NFe* ) the concentration of conduction electrons and
Fermi momentum do not vary, but the Fermi energy
creases and the electron effective mass decreases wit
creasing pressure:

«F~P!5«F1D«g~P!
«g~P!

«g12«F
,

mF~P!5mF~0!F12
D«g~P!«g
~«g12«F!2G . ~8!
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Equations~7! and~8! enable us to determine the depen-
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dence of the contributions and the mobility for the vario
electron scattering mechanisms in HgFe:Se crystals in
low-temperature region in the donor-impurity regime and
the mixed-valence state. In the donor-impurity regime in H
Fe:Se~whenNFe,NFe* ) or in HgSe:Ga when scattering take
place on randomly distributed ions with a concentrat
Ni5ne we have

mBH~P!5@mF~0!/mF~P!#2mBH~0!. ~9!

The electron mobility increases with increasing pressure
result of the decrease in the electron effective mass at
Fermi level.

In the region of the mixed-valence state the concen
tion of Fe31 ions N1(P)5N1(0)2Dn decreases and th
concentration of lattice-neutral centersN0(P)5N0(0)
1Dn, whereDn5ne(P)2ne(0), increases with increasin
pressure. Therefore, for the mixed-valence state the elec
mobility varies with increasing pressure not only because
the decrease in the effective mass, but also as a result o
variation of the spatial correlations of the correlated syst
of Fe31 ions. For the contribution to the mobility due t
scattering on the correlated system of Fe31 ions we obtain

mc~P!5mBH~0!@mF~0!/mF~P!#2

3FBH~kF!/Fc~kF~P!,h~P!!. ~10!

To calculateh(P,NFe), from Eq. ~4! we must take into ac-
count the dependence ofN1(P) andN0(P) on the pressure
For the contribution of the alloy scattering we obtain

mal5mBH~0!@mF~0!/mF~P!#2FBH~kF!@L~P!#21

3H 2@N0~P!/N1~P!#F10~kF~P!!

1
1

2
L~P!N0~P!/N1~P!J 21

. ~11!

HereL(P)5@ne(P)/ne(0)#
2/3L(0), andL(0)'0.1. Thus,

the dependence of the total mobility on the pressure is sp
fied by the expression

m~P!5@1/mc~P!11/mal~P!#21.

Figures 1 and 2, respectively, present the dependenc
the total electron mobility and the partial contributions of t
alloy scattering and the scattering on Fe31 ions to the mo-
bility on the concentration of impurity iron ions for thre
pressure values,P50, 5, and 10 kbar. Them(NFe) curve for
zero pressure coincides with the dependence calculate
Ref. 3. It is seen from the figures that the total mobility a
the partial contributions increase with increasing press
The maximum variation of the mobility with the pressure
observed at a relatively small concentration of iron impur
ions, whereN0(0)/N1(0)!1. An increase in the concentra
tion of lattice-neutral Fe21 ions leads to an increase in th
degree of spatial correlations in the correlated system o
31 ions and, accordingly, to a significant increase in the e
tron mobility.
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3. COMPARISON OF THE THEORY WITH EXPERIMENT

In comparing the results of the calculation of them(P)
curves with the experimental data in Ref. 5 it must be tak
into account that HgSe:Fe crystals, like HgSe crystals,
ways contain uncontrolled intrinsic defects~interstitial at-
oms, mercury vacancies, etc.! with a concentrationNd of the
order of 131018 cm23 or more.1 These defects lead to a
appreciable spread~up to 25%! of values for the electron
mobility at liquid-helium temperatures in HgSe:Fe samp
with the same content of iron impurity ions~Fig. 1!. A com-
parison of the values of the electron mobilitym(0) calcu-
lated from Eqs.~10!–~12! with the experimental data in Ref
5 also shows that the scattering of electrons on the rando
distributed intrinsic defects must be included in the tre
ment. Under the assumption that Matthiessen’s rule holds
the relaxation mechanisms of the electron momentum c
sidered, the expression for the total mobility with consid
ation of the scattering at the intrinsic defects can be p
sented in the form

m~P!5~1/me~P!11/mal~P!11/md~P!!21, ~13!

FIG. 1. Dependence of the electron mobility on the concentration of i
impurity ions at various pressuresP, kbar: 1 — 0, 2 — 5, 3 — 10. The
points denote experimental data taken from the review in Ref. 1 forP50.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the contributions of the scattering on Fe31 ions ~1a,
2a, and3a!, and the scattering on the alloy potential~1, 2, and3! to the
electron mobility on the concentration of the iron impurity ions at vario
pressuresP, kbar: I , 1, 1a — 0;2, 2a — 5;3, 3a — 10.
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wheremd(P)5mBH(P)N1 /Nd , Nd is the concentration o
intrinsic defects, andN15NFe

311Nd is the total concentra
tion of charged impurity atoms. In the region of the mixe
valence stateN1'NFe* . Thus, the concentration of intrinsi
defects in the samples can be calculated from a compar
of the values of the mobilitym(0) calculated from Eqs.~10!,
~11!, and ~13! with the experimental values. We obtaine
values ofNd equal to 1.131018 and 0.3531018 cm23 for
samples with concentrations of iron impurity ions equal
831018 and 2031018 cm23, respectively.

Figures 3 and 4 present calculatedne(P) and m(P)
curves for samples with different concentrations of iron i
purity ions. The good agreement between the calculated
measured values ofne(P) is evidence that the two-ban
Kane model defined by~5! and~6! can be used to analyze th
influence of pressure on the electron density and kin
characteristics of HgSe:Fe crystals. As is seen from Fig
disregarding the scattering at the intrinsic defects, the ca
lated values of the mobility are appreciably greater than
experimentally measured values. When the scattering a
intrinsic defects is taken into account, the theory that

FIG. 3. Dependence of the electron density on the pressure for samples
various concentrations of iron impurity ionsNFe, 10

18 cm23: 1, — 2, 2—
4, 3— 8. The points denote experimental data from Ref. 5.

FIG. 4. Pressure dependence of the electron mobility for samples with
ous concentrations of impurity ionsNFe, 10

18 cm23: 1— 2, 2— 8, 3— 20.
Curves2a and3a were calculated for the respective concentrations of i
without allowance for the scattering by intrinsic defects. The points den
experimental data from Ref. 5.
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the experimental data from Ref. 5. It is noteworthy that t
method based on Matthiessen’s rule for taking into acco
the contribution to the mobilitym(P) from the scattering of
electrons on intrinsic defects~13! can provide only a rough
estimate ofNd . Actually, when the scattering of electrons o
the correlated system of Fe31 ions and at the randomly dis
tributed intrinsic defects is considered, the effects of the m
tual influence of the electron momentum relaxation proces
must be taken into account. In fact, under mixed-valen
conditions thed holes, in contrast with the intrinsic defect
can be redistributed among the crystal lattice sites occup
by iron ions. Therefore, thed holes effectively ‘‘screen’’ the
interaction of electrons with intrinsic defects, which leads
weakening of the scattering of electrons by the latter. T
screening effect of thed holes depends not only on the
concentration, but also on the number of free sites, to wh
the d holes can pass. As the pressure increases, the con
tration of lattice-neutral Fe21 centers and, thus, the degree
spatial ordering of the Fe31 ions increase. The screenin
effect of thed holes also increases. As can be seen from F
4, the experimental values ofm(P) for the sample with
NFe5831018 cm23 increases more rapidly than would fo
low from the results of a calculation without allowance f
the influence of the mixed-valence iron impurity ions on t
scattering of electrons by the intrinsic defects. A more d
tailed discussion of the mutual influence of the electron
laxation processes on the correlated system of ions and
randomly distributed ions is beyond the scope of this stu
and calls for a separate treatment.

Equations~10!–~13! enable us to isolate the contributio
to the mobility caused by scattering on the correlated sys
of Fe31 ions from the experimentally obtainedmexp(P)
curves:

mc
exp~P!5@1mexp~P!21/mal~P!51/md#

21. ~14!

We note that the degree of spatial order of the correla
system of Fe31 ions in our theory is described by the pac
ing parameterh, which appears in the expression for th
structure factor3 and determinesFc(kF ,h). Therefore, we
first find the values ofNFe, N0(P1), N1(P1), kF(P1), etc.
appearing in~14! for assigned values ofP1 andNFe. Then
we calculatemc

theor(P1 ,h) as a function ofh, and from the
expression

mc
exp~P1!5mc

theor~P1 ,h! ~15!

we find theh(P) curves for different concentrations of iro
impurity ions, which are presented in Fig. 5. It can be se
from the figure that the packing parameter is a function
the pressure in the range considered whenNFe5831018 cm
23, while the degree of spatial ordering of the Fe31 ions
scarcely varies with increasing pressure whenNFe5231019

cm23. We note that the calculation ofh(P) was performed
without regard for the influence of the mixed-valence ir
impurity ions on the scattering of electrons by the intrins
defects, which led to overestimated values of the pack
parameter.

Thus, at a large concentration of iron impurity ion
(N0 /N1@1) the increase in electron mobility with the pre

ith

ri-
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te
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sure is caused mainly by the decrease in the electron e
tive mass at the Fermi level and the constantL(P), which
determines the contribution of the alloy scattering. When
concentration of the impurity iron ions is sma
(N0 /N1<1), the main contribution to the mobility is mad
by the scattering of electrons on the correlated system
Fe31 ions. An increase in the pressure in this case leads t
appreciable increase in the degree of ordering of the co
lated system of Fe31 ions ~Fig. 5! and, accordingly, in the
electron mobility.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the influence of hydrostatic pr
sure on the parameters of the band structure and the ele
mobility in HgFe:Se crystals in the low-temperature regio
A donor-impurity regime and a mixed-valence state ha
been considered, and the pressure dependences of the c
butions of the scattering on the correlated system
Fe31 ions, the scattering by the randomly distributed io
and the alloy scattering to the electron mobility have be
isolated and analyzed. It is shown that at a relatively sm
concentration of iron impurity ions in the region of th
mixed-valence state the increase in the electron mob
with the pressure is caused mainly by the increase in
degree of spatial ordering in the correlated system of F31

ions. WhenN0@N1 , the increase in the mobility with the

FIG. 5. Pressure dependence of the packing parameterh for samples with
various concentrations of iron impurity ionsNFe, cm10

18 cm23: 1— 8, 2—
20. The points denote the values ofh obtained from Eqs.~14! and ~15!.
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tron effective mass and the contribution of the alloy scatt
ing. The variation of the degree of spatial ordering of t
Fe31 ions as the pressure is increased has been analyze

Unfortunately, the experimental material at our dispo
from investigations of the influence of hydrostatic press
on the kinetic characteristics of gapless semiconductor
quite sparse. In our opinion, this is due not only to the co
plexity of such investigations, but also to the lack of a theo
which would permit extracting information regarding the i
fluence of pressure on the correlation properties of the s
tem of iron ions. It would be desirable to perform more d
tailed experimental investigations of the influence
pressure on the properties of HgFe:Se crystals over a b
range of concentrations of the iron impurity ions. In partic
lar, it would be of interest to investigate samples w
NFe.531019 cm23, in which alloy scattering makes th
dominant contribution to the electron momentum relaxati
This would permit experimental verification of the pressu
dependence of the alloy scattering contribution. We wo
like to hope that our work will serve as an stimulus for su
research.

This work was performed with the support of the Ru
sian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project No. 95-02-
03847! and INTAS ~Grant No. 93-3657-EXT!.
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Drift-induced production of concentration gratings in an electron-hole plasma in a high-

ore
frequency electric field
V. L. Borblik

Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences, 252650 Kiev, Ukraine
~Submitted April 12, 1996; accepted for publication September 16, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 686–691~June 1997!

The role of the frequency of the alternating current used for the drift-induced production of
dynamic plasma gratings from seed electron-hole mobility ratio gratings created by an optical
interference pattern is investigated. It is shown that the phase mismatch appearing between
it and the concentration grating supported by it when the frequency of the alternating current is
increased leads to a significant increase in the proportion of the stationary component and
the component varying with the fundamental frequency of the plasma gratings produced in
comparison with the previously considered low-frequency case. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01006-5#

1. Transient holography1 is faced with the problem of field. The greater is the amplitude of the current, the m
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increasing the recording efficiency of holograms in a non
ear recording medium. In photorefractive crystals, in parti
lar, this problem is solved by going over to nonstationa
recording regimes.1,2

Considerably less attention has been focused in this
spect on dynamic free-carrier gratings. These gratings, w
are recorded as a result of the one- or two-photon interb
absorption of light at the maxima of an interference patte
are destroyed fairly rapidly as a result of the diffusion and
recombination of the nonequilibrium carriers, and their
vestigation has been directed for the most part at determi
the kinetic parameters of the recording media and the c
acteristics of the laser radiation recording the grating fr
the rate of this destruction process.3–6

The ways in which the recording efficiency of plasm
gratings could be increased were discussed in Refs. 7–
those studies7–8 the utilization of the drift of a bipolar plasm
in a longitudinal electric field was proposed for enhanc
the contrast of gratings recorded in semiconductors. This
fect is due to the nonuniformity of the ratiob between the
mobilities of the electrons and holes, which are heated
ferently by the field of the interference pattern. It is observ
even for intraband optical absorption and is essentially n
local. This is important for ensuring energy conversion wh
such gratings are used for a two-wave interaction. On
other hand, the experimental studies of the influence of
heating of free charge carriers by an electric field on
self-diffraction of light in Refs. 10–13 revealed enhancem
of the diffraction efficiency of light-induced gratings whe
both constant and variable longitudinal electric fields w
applied to the semiconductor.1! The theory of longitudinal
bipolar drift under the conditions of weak nonuniformity
b was recently extended14,15 to the case of an alternatin
current, and it was shown that the conversion of a weak s
b grating into a more highly contrasted concentration grat
of the same spatial frequency also takes place in a vari
electric field. Although drift occurs alternately in opposi
directions under these conditions, there are always reg
for both directions of the current. A stationary concentrat
grating is created in just these regions in a time-varia
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appreciable is the constant component of the nonequilibr
concentration distribution. In the limit of asymptoticall
large current amplitudes, the nonequilibrium distribution b
comes completely stationary.

Several limiting cases were considered in Refs. 14 a
15. They included, in particular, gratings of arbitrary contra
at quasistationary electric field frequencies and low-cont
gratings at arbitrary frequencies. In the former case the c
centration distribution contained~for finite values of the cur-
rent amplitude! a large set of transient harmonics of the fu
damental frequency. In the latter case an increase in
frequency of the working current led to an increase in
phase shift between the concentration grating with the f
damental frequency and the current and, as a consequen
frequency dispersion of the effect, but the higher harmon
were disregarded. In our study we evaluated the hi
frequency case without imposing the specified restrictio
We showed that a time lag in establishing a concentra
grating leads to a significant decrease in the proportion
higher transient harmonics in it.

2. The continuity equation which specifies the spat
distribution of the concentration of a quasineutral electro
hole plasma (p.n@N[n2p) has the form

]p

]t
5D

]2p

]x2
1
bJcosvt

~11b!2
]

]xS g~x!1
N

p D2
p

tp
1G, ~1!

whereG is the rate of generation of the plasma,tp is its
lifetime, J is the amplitude of the density of the variab
current~in flux units!, D52DpDn /(Dp1Dn) is the ambipo-
lar diffusivity, which is assumed to be constant he
g(x)5gm@11cos(2px/l)#, andl is the spatial period of the
interference pattern.

We first show that outside the asymptotic limit Eq.~1!
cannot be solved correctly without allowance for the tra
sient harmonics in the distributionp(x,t). In fact, let us as-
sume that

p~x,t !5p0~x!1p1c~x!cosvt

1p1s~x!sinvt1a~2v,3v, . . . !, ~2!

58585-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Distribution of the concentra-
tion of electron-hole pairs in one cel
of a plasma grating after equal time in
tervals during one time period of varia
tion of the current forL520 and
tp /T51 ~a! and 103 ~b!.
where all the higher harmonics of the fundamental fre-
ity

hi

1 2

quency, which are described by the quant
a(2v,3v, . . . ), aresmall. The function 1/p that appears in
~1! can then be represented in the form

1

p~x,t !
5

1

p01p1ccosvt1p1ssinvt

2
a~2v,3v, . . . !

~p01p1ccosvt1p1ssinvt !
2 . ~3!

Calculating the coefficients in the Fourier expansion of t
function, we obtain
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FIG. 2. Time dependence of the peak va
ues of the plasma concentration in a gra
ing for L520 andtp /T51 ~1!, 10 ~2!,
and 103 ~3! and forL5100 andtp /T51
~4! and 103 ~5!; dashed curve – corre-
sponding variation of the current.
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2 Ap022p1
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,

S 1pD
2s

52
p1cp1s
p1
2

1

Ap022p1
2
,

etc., wherep1
25p1c

2 1p1s
2 . We see from these expressio

that when the contribution of the higher harmonics
p(x,t) is small ~when p1 is close top0), all the Fourier
coefficients of the function 1/p(x,t) increase without bound
precluding confinement to a finite Fourier representati
Therefore, direct numerical integration of Eq.~1! was under-
taken here to study high-contrast plasma gratings at arbit
frequencies.

3. In dimensionless variables

j5
x

l
, t5

t

T
, z5

p

Gtp
,

whereT is the period of variation of the current, Eq.~1!
takes the form

l2

L2
tp
T

]2z

]j2
5

]2z

]j2
Lcos~2pt!

3S psin~2pj!2
G

z2
]z

]j D2
l2

L2
~z21!, ~4!

where

L5
Jlgm

~Dn1Dp!Gtp
, G5

N

2gmGtp
, L25Dtp .

In the ranges of values oft andj from 21/2 to 1/2 we
found the solution of Eq.~4! which satisfies the spatial an
temporal periodicity conditions

z~21/2,t!5z~1/2,t!, z~j,21/2!5z~j,1/2! ~5!
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1
2 z~j,t!dj51. ~6!

Such temporal families of solutions for the dimensio
less current amplitudeL520 are presented in Fig. 1 for tw
values of the frequency, which is measured here in term
the ratiotp /T: 1 in Fig. 1a and 103 in Fig. 1b. The calcula-
tion was performed for the case of a high contra
(G50.1) and a weak influence of recombinatio
(l2/L251022). A comparison of these two families revea
that there is no solution in the form of an unperturbed co
centration distribution corresponding to passage of the wo
ing current through zero at the higher frequency, while su
a solution exists at the lower frequency.

The influence of the frequency and the amplitude of
working current on the shaping of a plasma grating is c
veniently traced by plotting the time dependence of the p
value of the plasma concentration. Such plots are prese
in Fig. 2, together with the time dependence of the altern
ing current~the dashed curve!. The figure reveals how the
phase mismatch between the peak value of the concentra
and the peak value of the current increases with increa
frequency at a fixed current amplitude~curves1–3 or 4 and
5!. The contrast of the grating, which is characterized by
spread of the fluctuations of the peak value of the concen
tion, also drops. All of these phenomena are typical manif
tations of the frequency dispersion of the effect.

As the current amplitude increases, the phase mism
naturally decreases~curves4 and5!. However, even a smal
lag of the concentration distribution behind the current lea
to a significant nonequilibrium concentration even at tim
close to the passage of the working current through zero
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FIG. 3. Spatial profile of the first five co-
efficients in the Fourier expansion o
p(x,t) for L520 and tp /T51 ~a! and
103 ~b!. The curves are labeled by th
numbers of the harmonics.
a result, the constant component of the plasma grating in-
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the results of the preliminary analysis!. We note that the
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creases at high frequencies.
Fourier analysis of the exact solutions obtained co

pletely confirms this conclusion and shows that the fract
of the component of the plasma grating which oscillates w
the fundamental frequency also increases significantly
high frequencies~Fig. 3!, since the amplitudes of the highe
harmonics drop sharply@as was presumed in the expansi
~2!#. For just this reason, the amplitudes of the first fo
Fourier components of the function 1/p(x,t) corresponding
to the numerically determined solution are of the same or
here, as is demonstrated by Fig. 4~this is also consistent with
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amplitudes of the harmonics@both p(x,t) and 1/p(x,t)# ex-
hibit a significant spatial dependence. In particular, the g
ing lines which oscillate with the fundamental frequency u
dergo shifts relative to the lines of the constant compone
which can be of additional interest for applications.

4. Thus, an increase in the frequency of the alternat
current used for the drift-induced production of plasma gr
ings leads~because of the time-lag effects! to significant
depletion of their nonstationary components from the f
quency spectrum. However, this cannot be utilized to obt
an approximate solution of the problem that would be a ba
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FIG. 4. Spatial profile of the first five
coefficients in the Fourier expansion o
1/p(x,t) for D520 andtp /T5103. The
curves are labeled by the numbers of th
harmonics.
for neglecting all the transient harmonics of the fundamental
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Thermal-gradient concentration in a bipolar semiconductor with phonon drag of charge

carriers

A. M. Konin

Institute of Semiconductor Physics, 2600 Vilnius, Lithuania
~Submitted June 3, 1996; accepted for publicationSeptember 16, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 692–694~June 1997!

The influence of the ‘‘hot-phonon drag’’ of electron-hole pairs on the concentration distribution
of the charge carriers in a semiconductor sample with a transverse lattice-temperature
gradient is investigated theoretically. The most interesting case of maximum asymmetry of the
boundary conditions and a sample thickness that is close to the diffusion length is
considered. It is shown that the occurrence of drag leads to alteration of the dependence of the
total concentration on the coordinate from an increasing function to a decreasing function
and, on the other hand, to a dependence on the direction of the temperature gradient, as well as
to considerable quantitative redistribution of the concentration along a cross section of the
sample. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01106-X#
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an intrinsic semiconductor was investigated theoretically
experimentally in Ref. 1. The distribution of the nonequili
rium concentration of electron-hole pairs was calculated w
allowance for the thermopower fields formed according
the scheme in Ref. 2, and good agreement between the
oretical and experimental results was obtained, provid
definite support for the theoretical model proposed in Ref

However, the case which ignores the influence of
anisotropic part of the phonon distribution function on t
anisotropy of the electron and hole distribution function
i.e., the ‘‘hot-phonon drag’’ of electron-hole pairs,3 was con-
sidered in Refs. 1 and 2. This assumption is valid for wid
gap semiconductors at relatively high temperatures.3 In
narrow-gap semiconductors at relatively low temperatu
with weak phonon scattering on the defects, considerable
drag of electron-hole pairs is perfectly realistic.3 This drag
leads to a significant increase in the electron and hole t
mopowers and can, therefore~see Ref. 2!, significantly alter
the spatial distribution of the electron-hole pairs in the cr
tal.

In this study we extended the model proposed in Re
to the case of the hot-phonon drag of electron-hole pairs
we calculated the carrier concentration distribution in a se
conductor with a transverse lattice-temperature gradient.

Below we shall consider the temperature range in wh
the condition nph-ph@nph-e holds.

3 Here nph-ph is the fre-
quency of phonon-phonon collisions, andnph-e is the fre-
quency of collisions between phonons and charge carr
On the one hand, this allows us to consider nondegene
semiconductors with intrinsic conductivity, in which the co
centration effects are strongest. On the other hand, in
case the phonons comprise a bulk energy reservoir, s
their thermal conductivity is considerably greater than
electronic thermal conductivity, and their mean free path
considerably smaller than the thickness of t
semiconductor.3

According to Ref. 3, hot drag occurs under the condit
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whereKn(p) is the electron~hole! drag factor,mn(p) is the
electron ~hole! mobility, s is the velocity of sound in the
semiconductor,e is the charge of a hole,T is the lattice
temperature, andnph-d is the frequency of collisions betwee
phonons and defects.

After calculating the kinetic coefficients3 in the general
case and separating, according to Ref. 2, the thermopow
into two components, one of which is stipulated by the g
dient of the chemical potential, while the other is the ‘‘e
ternal’’ thermodynamic force, we find

jn5enmnSE1
T

en
¹n2an

0¹T2S an
12

1

e
KnD¹TD ,

jp5epmpSE2
T

ep
¹p2ap

0¹T2S ap
11

1

e
KpD¹TD , ~2!

wheren(p) is the electron~hole! density, E is the total elec
tric field,

an
052

1

eS Fn

T
2
3

2D , an
152

1

eS qn1 5

2
2
Fn

T D ,
ap
05

1

eS Fp

T
2
3

2D , ap
15

1

eS qp1 5

2
2
Fp

T D , ~3!

Fn andFp are the electron and hole quasi-Fermi levels, a
qn andqp are parameters which characterize the electron
hole momentum relaxation mechanisms.4

As is seen from Eqs.~2!, the occurrence of the hot
phonon drag of electron-hole pairs leads to a considera
increase in the external thermodynamic force, which crea
nonequilibrium charge carriers. On the other hand, the n
uniform equilibrium distribution of the electron-hole pai
does not depend at all on the drag factorsKn,p , i.e., it re-
mains unchanged.1

Let us consider a semiconductor slab, whose surf
x5a is in thermal contact with a thermostat at a temperat
T1 and whose surfacex52a is in contact with a thermosta

59090-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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at a temperatureT2 . We assume that the thickness of th
sample is considerably greater than the electron~hole! cool-
ing distance.4 The temperatures of all the quasiparticles w
then coincide5, and

T~x!5T01
DT

2

x

a
, ~4!

whereT05
1
2(T11T2), DT5T12T2 , and 2a is the thick-

ness of the sample.
Performing an iterative procedure for an intrinsic sem

conductor according to the scheme proposed in Ref. 2 a
taking into account the condition6 j n

x1 j p
x50, we obtain

j n
x5

eDN0
l

Fd ñ

dj
12w ñ 1b•eajG , ~5!

where

j5
x

l
, u5

a

l
, a5

EgDT

4uT0
2 ,

w5~qn1qp1K12!
DT

8uT0
,

ñ 5
Dn

N0
, K5Kn1Kp , b52w1a1

3

4

DT

uT0
,

D 5 2mnmp/mn 1 mp T0/e is the ambipolar diffusivity,Dn is
the concentration of nonequilibrium electron-hole pairs,l is
the diffusion length,t is the lifetime of an electron-hole pair
andN0 is the equilibrium carrier concentration atx50. The
dependence of the equilibrium concentration on the coor
nate is described by the expression

n0~j!5N0e
aj. ~6!

After solving the diffusion equation6

1

e

d jn
x

dx
2

Dn

t
50, ~7!

for the total concentrationn5
n0(j)1Dn

N0
, we obtain

FIG. 1. Distribution of the concentration of electron-hole pairs across
thickness of an InSb sample forDT510 K,T05100 K,S250,S1→`, and
various values ofK: 1— 0, 2— 100,3— 400.
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12a~2w1a!
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r1j1A2e
r2j1aeaj#1eaj, ~8!

wherer 152w1Aw211, andr 252w2Aw211.
The constantsA1 andA2 are found from the boundary

conditions

1

e
j n
xux56a57S6Dnux56a , ~9!

whereS6 denotes the surface recombination rate on the s
facesx56a of the sample.

For the most interesting case of maximum asymmetry
the boundary conditions (S250 andS1→`) A1 and A2

have the form

A152
ar 1 exp~a2r 2!u1exp~r 22a!u

r 1 exp~r 12r 2!u2r 2 exp~r 22r 1!u
,

A25
ar 2 exp~a2r 1!u1exp~r 12a!u

r 1 exp~r 12r 2!u2r 2 exp~r 22r 1!u
. ~10!

The results of a calculation of the distribution of th
concentration of electron-hole pairs in InSb samples of thi
ness 2l based on Eqs.~8! and ~10! are presented in Figs. 1
and 2.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, in the absence of drag~curve
1! carriers are not removed from the cold surfacex52l
with a low surface recombination rate under the action of
phonon heat flux or, stated differently, the external therm
dynamic force. In this case the total concentration on
cold surface increases, and its dependence onx remains, like
that of the equilibrium concentration, a monotonically i
creasing function. We note that, as follows from~8! and~10!,
in sufficiently thin samples (2a!l) the total concentration
scarcely depends on the coordinate in the absence of
and is equal to the equilibrium concentration of electron-h
pairs on the surface with a high surface recombination ra

When drag occurs~Fig. 1, curves2 and3!, the transport
of electron-hole pairs to the cold surface increases under
action of the considerable external thermodynamic force,

e
FIG. 2. Distribution of the concentration of electron-hole pairs across
thickness of an InSb sample forDT5210 K, T05100 K, S250,
S1→`, and various values ofK: 1— 0, 2— 100,3— 400.
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Thus, the phonon drag of electron-hole pairs leads to
n-
di-

dn.
x becomes a monotonically decreasing function. The elec
cal conductivity of the sample also increases significantly:
a factor of 1.9 in comparison to the equilibrium value wh
K5100 and by a factor of 4.55 whenK5400.

For the same reasons, when the sign of the tempera
gradient is reversed~Fig. 2!, electron-hole pairs are trans
ported to the surface with a high surface recombination r
where they effectively recombine. Consequently, the conc
tration of electron-hole pairs decreases both in the bulk
on the ‘‘hot’’ surfacex52l. An increase in drag leads t
alteration of the functional dependence ofn(x) from a de-
creasing function~curve1! to an increasing function~curves
2 and3! and to a considerable decrease in the electrical c
ductivity of the sample, by a factor of 1.7, whenK5100 and
by a factor of 4, whenK5400.
592 Semiconductors 31 (6), June 1997
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considerable alteration of the distribution of the carrier co
centration under the action of the lattice-temperature gra
ent.
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Light-emitting diodes based on a metal-insulator-semiconductor structure

the
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~Submitted March 20, 1996; accepted for publication October 14, 1996!
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A situation in which the rate of information transmission Gallium arsenide was selected as the material for
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is limited by the speed of the electron fluxes appearing in
elements of the information transmission system has n
arisen. Information now must be transmitted in some ot
ways, primarily by means of light. The replacement of t
electron fluxes by light fluxes raises the prospect of incre
ing the speed by many orders of magnitude, but it is acco
panied by some fundamental difficulties. These difficult
stem from the fact that in electron fluxes the informati
carriers are charged particles, which can be regulated fa
simply by electric and magnetic fields. In light fluxes th
information carriers are neutral particles, viz., photo
which are difficult to regulate. These fluxes can be regula
by varying the refractive index or, more precisely, either
real or imaginary component.

Variation of the imaginary component of the refracti
index leads to damping of the light flux. Inhomogeneo
semiconductor structures, most oftenp2n structures, are
used to regulate the damping. A light flux propagates para
to the electrodes. The application of a voltage to suc
structure alters the relationship between thei -region, where
there are no carriers, and the dopedn- andp-regions, where
additional light scattering occurs on the free carriers. Th
the light damping is regulated by applying a voltage~see
Ref. 1!.

Regulation of the real part of the refractive index is mo
often achieved by the electro-optic effect. However, the
of optoelectronic devices based on this effect has its o
shortcomings. First, fairly strong electric fields are needed
vary the refractive index, and, second, the electro-optic ef
is based on the influence of an electric field on a crys
lattice ~a fairly sluggish process!, which restricts the rate o
modulation of a light beam.

The present report focuses attention on the possibility
using the free electrons present in a solid to vary the ref
tive index. A material based on GaAs, which is widely e
ployed in micro- and optoelectronics, can serve as suc
solid. For GaAs structures it is significant that GaAs can
doped by ions to a high concentration, which, in turn, p
duce a high concentration of free carriers. Therefore, the
fractive index in such a medium depends not only on
refractive index of the crystal lattice proper, but also on
free carriers~the plasma effect! according to the relation

n5np
1/2A12~v/vp!

2, ~1!

wherenp is the refractive index of the crystal lattice,v is the
frequency of the light,vp5(Ne2/«pm)

1/2 is the plasma fre-
quency,«p5np«0 is the dielectric constant of the cryst
lattice, andm is the carrier effective mass.
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proposed purposes, because the electrons in it have a
small effective mass. Therefore, the refractive index
n-type GaAs differs byDn50.02 from the refractive index
of the lattice due to the free carriers when the electron d
sityN51019 cm23. Such a difference in the refractive inde
is sufficient for forming light-guiding layers~waveguides! in
semiconductor structures. InSb, which has an even sm
free-carrier effective mass, is an even more preferable m
rial.

The time for variation of the refractive index under th
action of an electric field that leads to variation of the co
centration of free electrons is determined by the Maxwell
relaxation time (10214210216 s!, which is considerably
smaller than the time for variation of the refractive index
the crystal lattice under the electro-optic effect.

The basis of the use of an MIS structure as a wavegu

FIG. 1. Dependence of the normalized effective refractive index b o
planar homogeneous optical waveguide on the normalized thickness~or fre-
quency! V for various mode indicesm and various values of the dimension
less voltagex: solid curves —x58, dashed curves —x53, dotted curves
— x50. The mode index increases along the seriesm51, 2, 3 for each
family of curves with the same value ofx asV increases and b remain
constant.

59393-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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ture. Such a structure then consists of three layers~light
propagates parallel to the junction! with the refractive indi-
cesn1 ~for the insulator!, n2 ~for the depleted layer!, and
n3 ~for the highly dopedn-region!.

We note that ap2 i2n structure served as the guidin
structure in Ref. 2. In our opinion, the use of such a struct
is ineffective because of the appreciable value of the h
effective mass. For this reason, the value ofDn on the
boundary with thep-region will be considerably smaller, an
this will lead to considerable degradation of the guid
propagation of light.

A calculation of the widthL of the depleted~waveguide!
layer as a function of the voltage applied to the MIS struct
does not present any difficulty.3 The relationship between th
voltageu applied to the structure in units ofkT/e andL is
defined by the expression

u5
Ld

2LD
2 1

L2

LD
2 , ~2!

where d is the width of the insulator layer, an
LD5(np«0kT/e

2N)1/2 is the Debye length. We note tha
light will propagate along a waveguide only ifL exceeds the
optical wavelength.

From the standpoint of integrated optics, an MIS stru
ture is an ordinary planar three-layer waveguide. Theref
standard expressions can be used to obtain the fundam
characteristic of such a waveguide, viz., the dependenc
the wave propagation rate on the frequency, ford,L. This
characteristic can be written in dimensionless variables
accordance with Ref. 4 for TE modes in the for
594 Semiconductors 31 (6), June 1997
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Here the frequencyV5KlLDAew/kT, wherew is the metal-
semiconductor contact potential difference; the effective
fractive index isb5@(b/Kl)

22n3
2#/(n2

22n3
2), whereb is

the dimensional value of the propagation constant;Kl is the
absolute value of the wave vector;a5(n3

22n1
2)/(n2

22n3
2);

x5U/w, where U is the applied voltage;m51,2,3,. . . .
When x50, relation ~3!, as it should, transforms into th
standard expression presented in Ref. 4, but is distinguis
from it by the factorA11x on the left-hand side. Setting
b50 andm51 in the dispersion dependence, we determ
the cutoff frequency for the fundamental mode

V5
arctanAa
A11x

. ~4!

Since, in accordance with the calculation presented in Re
b versusV characteristics depend weakly ona, we adopted
the valuea51 in the numerical calculations. The results
the calculations for the first three modes at different values
x are presented in Fig. 1.

1I. M. Vikulin and V. I. Stafeev,Physics of Semiconductor Devices@in
Russian#, Radio i Svyaz’, Moscow~1990!.

2 ‘‘Optical coupler,’’ European Patent Application No. 04 011 925, C
G02F1/015~1990!.

3E. V. Buzaneva, V. I. Strikha, and G. E. Cha�ka, Ukr. Fiz. Zh.28, 575
~1983!.

4 Integrated Optics, T. Tamir ~ed.!, Springer-Verlag, Berlin~1975! @Russ.
transl., Moscow~1978!#.
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Recombination model of the diffusion of zinc in GaAs

i-
N. N. Grigor’ev and T. A. Kudykina

Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences, 252650 Kiev, Ukraine
~Submitted April 23, 1996; accepted for publication October 14, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 697–702~June 1997!

The isothermal diffusion of Zn in GaAs is described within the Longini reaction and a proposed
recombination model: during diffusion a highly mobile zinc interstitial recombines with a
gallium vacancy and becomes a relatively immobile site defect. The concentration profile of the
total zinc concentration is determined at large times mainly by the concentration profile of
the vacancies. All the known diffusion profiles have been obtained for a constant diffusivity
without fitting parameters. A new method for measuring the diffusivities of interstitial
zinc, zinc in gallium lattice sites, and zinc in vacancies is proposed. The values of these
coefficients are determined from existing experimental data. It is shown that the apparent
dependence of the diffusivity of zinc on its background concentration previously calculated
in several studies is due to its recombination with gallium vacancies. ©1997 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01306-9#
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The investigation of the mechanisms of the diffusion
Zn in GaAs has been the subject of a large number of stu
during the past three decades.1–10 The problem is still of
great interest because of the use of Zn in the production
p2n junctions and the fabrication of high-quality, high
speed electrical and optical structures that have good n
characteristics. Anomalous concentration profiles were
covered back in the first studies of the diffusion of Zn
GaAs. The following forms of these profiles are observ
depending on the conditions under which diffusion tak
place.

1. At Zn concentrations,NZn , less than a certain limiting
value ~for example, 1019 cm23 at temperatures below
1000 °C! the concentration distribution closely conforms
the ordinary profile for diffusion from a constant source d
scribed by the complementary error functio
erfc(x)[12F(x/2ADt). HereF(x) is the probability inte-
gral, x is the coordinate, theX axis is perpendicular to the
surface of the sample,t is the diffusion time, andD is the
diffusivity. A profile described by a complementary err
function is also obtained for the diffusion of the radioacti
isotope 65Zn in heavily zinc-doped GaAs (NZn.1020

cm23) ~Fig. 1a!,7 as well as for short diffusion times.
2. A profile in the form of a step. A profile of this type i

observed for the diffusion of Zn in bothn-GaAs and
p-GaAs ~Fig. 1b! when the annealing time is sufficientl
long and the Zn concentration is high.5 Outwardly, these
profiles appear as if there were an obstacle to diffusion.

3. A rapidly descending high-concentration portion, fo
lowed by a convex-upward front and a small step, is sho
in Fig. 1c. A profile of this type was obtained in Ref.
where, before the diffusion of Zn in GaAs, the samples w
preliminarily annealed at a temperature higher than the t
perature for the subsequent diffusion of Zn and at an elev
AsH3 pressure.

4. A profile consisting of two convex-upward portion
with a kink between them is shown in Fig. 1d. This type
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insulating GaAs andn -GaAs after rapid thermal annealin
at a temperature above 850 °C.10

The four types of diffusion profiles just described a
characteristic of diffusion within a plate. The diffusion of Z
from a source located within GaAs is considerably slow
This suggests that different mass-transport processes ch
terized by different diffusivities take place in these tw
cases.

A surprising result was observed by researchers mea
ing the diffusivity of Zn: this coefficient increased sharply
the background Zn concentration increased,6,7,11,12the effect
being stronger, if the diffusion of Zn takes place in an atm
sphere without an excess of As, i.e., in the presence o
small concentration of gallium vacancies~Fig. 2, curvesc
andd!. An excess of As~a large concentration of vacancie!
leads to the absence of a dependence of the diffusivity of
on its concentration up to Zn concentrations;531018

cm23, above which a slower increase inD is observed~Fig.
2, curvesa andb!.

There are two basic models of the diffusion of Zn
GaAs. According to the first model, which was first propos
by Longini4 in 1962 and further developed by numero
researchers,5,6,9,13some of the zinc atoms migrate among v
cancies, while others migrate among interstitial sites. Wh
zinc occupies a Ga vacancy, it exists in the Zns

2 state, acts as
an acceptor, and has a very small diffusivity. In interstit
sites it exists in the Zni

1 state, acts as a donor, and has
considerably higher diffusivity. These researchers postula
that there is a continuous exchange of particles betw
these flows and that flow via interstitial sites plays the m
role in diffusion:

Zni
11VGa↔Zns

212h. ~1!

The Ga vacancies (VGa) are assumed to be either neutr
or singly ionized, depending on the position of the Fer
level.14

In Ref. 4 Longini suggested that the stepped characte
the concentration profile of Zn in GaAs is determined by t

59595-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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presence of the field of ap2n junction, which blocks the
diffusion of Zn. However, the electromigration experimen
in Ref. 5 showed that at high temperatures Zn migrates in
form of positively charged ions and that the field of ap2n
junction can only promote diffusion. In addition, it was al
shown there that a stepped profile is characteristic of
diffusion of Zn not only inn-GaAs, but also inp-GaAs,
where nop2n junction appears.

The attempts to describe the diffusion profiles of Zn
GaAs performed in several studies required the introduc
of additional conditions. For example, to describe a profile
type 4 it was theorized in Ref. 15 that the diffusivity in
creases according to a quadratic law as the concentra
increases. The existence of different charge states of the
cancies and Zn atoms was proposed in Ref. 14.

The introduction of several fitting parameters allow

FIG. 1. Concentration profiles of Zn in GaAs: a — type 1~Ref. 5!, b — type
2 ~Ref. 5!, c — type 3~Ref. 9!, d — type 4~Ref. 10!.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the ‘‘effective diffusivity’’ of zinc on its backgroun
concentration according to the data from different studies: a, b — Ref. 6,
c — Ref. 22, d — Ref. 23.
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three types of concentration profiles observed.
An alternative diffusion model~the kick-out model! pre-

sumes that interstitial Ga (IGa) has a significant influence o
the transport of Zn in GaAs.16,17 The basic reaction in this
mechanism is

Zni
1↔Zns

21IGa12h. ~2!

This model has been considered in many publications~see,
for example, the review in Ref. 18!. Profiles of types 2 and 3
are described on the basis of this model, and profiles of t
4 are attributed to the presence of voids, dislocations,
other extended defects.

An analysis of the experimental results, however, co
tradicts the kick-out model:

— an investigation of the defects by photoluminescen
methods9,13 showed that the decisive role in the diffusion
Zn in GaAs is played by gallium vacancies, but no interstit
Ga was discovered;

— the self-diffusion processes of lattice atoms are u
ally considerably slower than the diffusion of impurities, a
the self-diffusivity of an atom is several orders of magnitu
smaller than the diffusivity of an impurity atom, because
intrinsic atom is found in a deeper potential well;

— the main argument behind the kick-out model, i.
the fact that Zn causes disordering in GaAs/AlGaAs sup
lattices, actually does not contradict the Longini mod
when Zn diffuses in a GaAs/AlGaAs superlattice, Al, rath
than Ga, is transported to the surface.

The displacement of Ga from a site requires an ene
that is considerably greater than the energy needed to
place aluminum or zinc. This is also evidenced by the
periments in Ref. 8, where it was shown that the deposit
of a GaAs layer on heavily zinc-dopedp-GaAŝ Zn& leads to
the displacement of zinc onto the surface.

All of this supports the Longini model.
In this study we show that the diffusion of Zn in GaA

can be described on the basis of reaction~1! and our pro-
posed recombination model: in the diffusion process a m
bile zinc interstitial Zni recombines with a gallium vacancy
generating a relatively immobile site atom Zns . The lifetime
of the zinc interstitial can be found experimentally and us
to find the diffusivity of Zni : when the concentration of gal
lium vacancies is high (NVGa

@NZn), the zinc concentration
profile is determined not by the diffusion rate of the zi
interstitial Zni , but by the probability of its recombination
and the diffusion rate of Zns . In this case the profile of the
diffusing zinc mimics the profile of the vacancies. The lif
time of Zni was estimated, and its diffusion parameters w
determined. They are in good agreement with the result
Refs. 1 and 9. The diffusivity of Zns depends on the concen
tration of vacancies. The diffusivity of the vacancies in Ga
is much smaller than the diffusivity of the zinc atoms. T
apparent dependence of the diffusivity of zinc on its ba
ground concentration is, in fact, related to the recombinat
process. All four types of diffusion profiles of the Zn con
centration are obtained when a single constant diffusivity
Zni is introduced.
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2. SIMULATION OF THE DIFFUSION PROCESS
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The available experimental data show that a zinc in
stitial is highly mobile and has a considerable probability
recombine with Ga vacancies and to thereby form a re
tively immobile Zns

2 ion. In the absence of other impuritie
the concentration profile describing the distribution of Zn
GaAs is determined by a system of mass-transport equat
for interstitial zinc

]NZni

]t
5DZni

]2NZni

]x2
2bNZni

NVGa
; ~3!

with the boundary conditions

i) NZni
~x,t50!50,

ii) NZni
~x50,t !5N0 ;

for zinc in gallium sites

]NZns

]t
5DZns

]2NZns

]x2
1bNZni

NVGa
; ~4!

with the boundary conditions

i) NZns
~x,t50!50, ii) NZns

~x50,t !5Ns0 ;

for gallium vacancies

]NVGa

]t
5DVGa

]2NVGa

]x2
2bNZni

NVGa
; ~5!

with the boundary conditions

i) NVGa
~x,t50!5V1 , ii) NVGa

~x50,t !5V0 .

Here V1 is the concentration of vacancies existing in t
crystal before the diffusion of zinc,V0 is the concentration o
the vacancies, andN0 andNs0 are the concentrations of Z

i and Zns introduced from the surface during diffusion. Th
coefficientb is proportional to the probability of the recom
bination of a zinc interstitial with a gallium vacancy.

SinceDZni
@DZns

, an approximate solution of Eq.~4!

can be written in the form

NZns
~x,t !>bE

0

t

NZni
~x,t1!NVGa

~x,t1!dt1 , ~6!

which is determined completely by the solution of Eqs.~3!
and ~5!. In general, such a problem can be solved num
cally.

Let us analyze the analytic solution for several import
particular cases.

3. DIFFUSION OF ZINC UNDER THE CONDITIONS OF A
UNIFORM CONCENTRATION OF VACANCIES IN
THE SAMPLE ( NZn!NVGa

, NVGa
5CONST)

This case can be realized either by the technology
preparing the original GaAs crystal or by a preliminary tre
ment, during which a high concentration ofVGa is created;
the subsequent isothermal diffusion of Zn is carried out
lower temperatures. Under these conditions no signific
variation of the concentration of the vacancies occurs du
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the diffusion process,NVGa
5V15const(x,t). In this case the

solution of Eq.~3! can be obtained analytically:

NZni
5N0 exp~2bV1t !@12F~x/2ADZni

t !#. ~7!

The concentration of site zinc will then be

NZns
~x,t !>N0Js~x,t !, ~8!

where

Js512exp~2t/t i !F~a/At !20.5$exp~22a/At i !

3@12F~a/At2At !#1exp~12a/At i !

3@12F~a/At1At !#%. ~9!

Herea5x/2ADZni
, and t i51/bV1. The total concentration

of Zn atoms is

NS~x,t !5N0 exp~2bV1t !@12F~x/2ADZni
!#

1N0Js~x,t !. ~10!

Figure 3 presents concentration profiles described by
classical function erfc(x/2ADZni

t) ~curve 1!, the function
~curve 7! for interstitial zinc~curve2!, and the function~10!

FIG. 3. Concentration profiles:1— the classical complementary error func
tion erfc(x/2ADZni

t); 2, 3— profiles described by Eq.~7! for NZni
and~10!

for NS ; the diffusion timet/t equal 0.1~a! and 3.0~b!, respectively.
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for the total zinc concentration~curve3! for two values of
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the diffusion timet/t i : a — 0.1, b — 3. It isseen that at
small values of the time the influence of recombination
small, and all three curves almost coincide. WhenbVt!1,
we can write in an approximationJs;t/t i , and the time
factor forNS is

w~ t !>12~bV1t !
2. ~11!

This time factor leads to a faster descent on the profile as
diffusion time increases. Whent/t i.1, the most of the zinc
atoms are in gallium sites, and the profile ofNS drops more
rapidly than the classical profile. This is in good agreem
with the experiment, for example, in Ref. 5: at small tim
the profile almost coincides with erfc(x) and then become
highly precipitous and stepped. Such a description sh
that the shape of the profile is determined by the recomb
tion of zinc interstitials. In this case the diffusivity does n
vary. Our treatment shows that finding the diffusivity fro
the depthL* of the diffusing carriers is incorrect when
recombination process takes place: the value ofL* can be
considerably smaller than the diffusion lengthL05ADZni

t.
This led to the erroneous conclusion that the diffusivity
zinc depends on the concentration of this element prelimin
ily introduced in the crystal. The higher is the concentrat
of the preliminarily introduced zinc, the smaller is the num
ber of free vacancies, the weaker is the recombination of z
interstitials, and the greater is the value ofL* . The classical
complementary error function erfc(x) becomes the main
function in the distribution of zinc. This explains the resu
in Ref. 6: in an atmosphere of excess As, in which a lar
number of vacancies are introduced into the crystal, no
crease in the ‘‘diffusivity’’ occurs up to a concentration
;531018 cm23, and then an increase which is slower th
in the case of diffusion with a small concentration of vaca
cies is observed~Fig. 2!.

If the zinc doping level of the crystal is high~usually
greater than 1020 cm23), then there are very few free vaca
cies, and the profile of the distribution of the radioactive
introduced has the classical form of erfc(x), as was observed
in the experiment in Ref. 7.

In the case considered the quantity

t i51/bV1 ~12!

plays the role of the lifetime of the zinc interstitials, Zni ,
before they recombine with a gallium vacancy and go ove
the Zns state. A sharp drop occurs on the concentration p
file at times of the order oft i . This parameter can be est
mated approximately from the experimental data in Ref
and the diffusion length of Zni , L5ADZni

t i can be esti-
mated from the length of the concentration profile. For e
ample, for a diffusion temperature of 950 °C the diffusi
length is L;200 mm, and t i;12 h; for T051150 °C
L;180 mm, and t i51.5 h. Estimation of the diffusivity
DZni

from these data leads to the following resul
DZni

~950 °C!>9.2531029 cm2/s, DZni
~1150 °C!

>6.031028 cm2/s.
These values of the diffusivity lie within the spread

the diffusion parameters obtained in Refs. 1 and
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:

5D0 exp(2EA /kT)#. According to our data,
D054.0631023 cm2/s andEA51.37 eV.

On the other hand, the results presented in Ref. 6 mak
possible to estimate the diffusivity of zinc found in galliu
sites. In fact, under the conditions of Ref. 6 the concentrat
of vacancies in the crystal was high~according to our esti-
mates,NVGa

;1019 cm23), and the authors noted constan
of the diffusivity up to background zinc concentrations b
low 531018 cm23. The diffusion was carried out at 850 °C
andD510211 cm2/s. According to the estimates in our wor
and Ref. 9,DZni

~850 °C!>3.031029 cm2/s, i.e., it is more
than two orders of magnitude greater. This result is attribu
to the fact that under conditions for whichNZn!NVGa

the
lifetime of the interstitial zinc is small, it recombines near t
surface, and displacement of the concentration profile w
time occurs as a result of the slow diffusion of site zin
Therefore, it can be assumed that under the conditions
Ref. 6DZns

~850 °C!>10211 cm2/s, and that it decreases wit
decreasing concentration of vacancies. This accounts for
DZn(NZn) curves obtained in Ref. 6.

4. STATIONARY DISTRIBUTION OF VACANCIES

This case was realized in the experiments in Ref. 8.
fore the diffusion of Zn in GaAs at 500 °C, the samples we
preliminarily annealed at a higher temperature equal
800 °C for 10 min under the conditions of an elevat
AsH3 pressure. Since the diffusivity depends exponentia
on the temperature, the diffusion of Zn was not accompan
by any significant change in the profile of the vacanci
From Eq. ~5! we obtain the vacancy concentration profi
which was created by a preliminary anneal for a time
t5tan

NVGa
~x,tan!5V11~V02V1!@12F~x/2ADVtan!#. ~13!

The solution of the mass-transport equation~3! for Zni
and of ~6! for Zns and the determination of the total zin
concentration

NS~x,t !5NZni
~x,t !1NZns

~x,t ! ~14!

for the stationary distribution of the vacancies~13! shows
that in this case the zinc concentration profile is determin
by the recombination of zinc interstitials with gallium vaca
cies. The calculation shows that the profile of the diffusi
zinc mimics the profile ofNS at sufficiently large diffusion
times. Figure 4 presents the calculation of the vacancy c
centration profile on the basis of the parameters estima
from the data in Ref. 8. The circles represent experime
points on the profile measured in Ref. 8. The calculat
corresponds to the value of the diffusivity of the vacanc
DV(800 °C)57.5310216 cm2/s. We note that the diffusivity
of the vacancies is six orders of magnitude smaller th
DZni

. The reverse relationship, i.e.,DZni
,DV , was presumed

in many studies. Figure 4 also presents the plots ofNS that
we calculated for several successive moments in time. I
seen that the zinc atoms gradually fill the vacancy profile
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We note that the case just considered corresponds
concentration profile of type 3. The first and second typ
were obtained in the preceding section. Type 4 can be
scribed similarly to type 3 with the one difference that f
type 3V1 /V050.1, while for type 4V1 /V0!1 ~for example,
1022 in Ref. 10!.

Another reason for the fourth type of profile can be t
presence of large temperature gradients, which lead to
appearance of thermal-diffusion fluxes.20,21

5. CONCLUSIONS

The analysis performed has shown that the diffusion
Zn in GaAs can be described within our proposed recom
nation model: the diffusion of zinc in gallium arsenide
controlled by vacancies; 2! a highly mobile zinc interstitial
Zni can recombine during diffusion with a gallium vacan
and be converted into a relatively immobile site atom Zns ;
3! the probability of this process is proportional to the co
centration of vacancies and zinc interstitials; 4! the lifetime
of a zinc interstitial ist i51/bV1 and can be used to find th
diffusivity of Zni : DZni

5L2/t i (t i is the diffusion time at
which a sharp drop is observed on the concentration pro
andL is the length of that profile!; 5! when the concentration
of gallium vacancies is large (NVGa

@NZn), the zinc concen-
tration profile is determined not by the diffusion rate of t
zinc interstitial Zni , but by the probability of its recombina
tion and the diffusion rate of Zns ; in this case the profile o
the diffusing zinc mimics the profile of the vacancies.

FIG. 4. Calculated profiles ofNV ~1! andNS ~2, 3! based on parameter
calculated from the data in Ref. 8. Points — experimental data. Curv2
and3 correspond to different diffusion times:t3510t2.
599 Semiconductors 31 (6), June 1997
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of Zni and to determine its diffusion parameter
D0>4.0631023 cm2/s, EA>1.37 eV. These parameters l
within the measurement errors in Refs. 1 and 9. The dif
sivity of Zns depends on the concentration of vacancies a
when NVGa

>1019 cm23, DZns
~850 °C!>10211 cm2/s. The

diffusivity of the vacancies in GaAs is small:DV~800 °C!
>10216 cm2/s. It was previously assumed thatDV.DZni

.
It has been shown that the apparent dependence o

diffusivity of zinc on its background concentration is, in fac
related to the recombination process. The introduction
only one constant diffusivity is sufficient for describing a
four types of diffusional concentration profiles of Zn.
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Kinetics of the redistribution of an impurity in quasiperiodic structures appearing in

m-
heavily boron-doped silicon irradiated by boron ions
A. M. Myasnikov, V. I. Obodnikov, V. G. Seryapin, E. G. Tishkovski , B. I. Fomin,
and E. I. Cherepov

Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Siberian Branch,
630090 Novosibirsk, Russia
~Submitted November 8, 1995; accepted for publication October 24, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 703–707~June 1997!

The kinetics of the redistribution of an impurity between fragments of the quasiperiodic boron
distribution appearing in heavily boron-doped silicon as a result of irradiation by boron
ions followed by annealing are analyzed. It is established that the migration of boron accompanied
by capture of the impurity in zones with fixed positions in space takes place with a
conserved integral quantity of boron in the silicon regions containing quasiperiodic structures
during anneals at 900–1075 °C. It is shown that the stage of the formation of the
quasiperiodic distribution of the impurity in the range of times 10–240 min at 900 °C is similar
to the stage of the coalescence of a supersaturated interstitial solid solution. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01406-3#
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It was established in Ref. 1 that the annealing of samp
of heavily boron-doped silicon at 900 °C following irradia
tion by 10B1 ions with an energy of 180 keV in a 1016

cm22 dose results in the formation a quasiperiodic struct
consisting of five maxima on the concentration profiles
both boron isotopes in the region subjected to ion implan
tion. The formation of the quasiperiodic structure can be
vided hypothetically into two stages. In the rapid first sta
zones for the accumulation of boron appear. These zone
apparently associated with the spontaneous formation
boron-containing clusters. In the second stage there is a c
paratively slow process involving the accumulation of bor
in spatially isolated zones as a result of the passage of
mobile component of the impurity into the clusters.

The purpose of the present work is to analyze the kin
ics of the redistribution of the impurity between fragments
the structure in the slow second stage of final shaping of
profile of the nonuniform distribution of the impurity and t
investigate the stability of the oscillating boron distributio
with respect to heat treatment.

EXPERIMENT

The depth profile of the impurity in the samples w
investigated by secondary-ion mass spectrometry usin
Cameca-Riber MIQ-256 spectrometer. As part of the m
surements, the yield of30Si1, which was used to monitor th
constancy of the etch rate, was recorded along with
10B1 and 11B1 secondary ions. The primary beam of O2

1

ions had an energy of 13 keV. To eliminate the contribut
of the secondary boron ions emerging from the crater wa
the signal being analyzed was recorded from a central re
which amounts to 10% of the area scanned by the prim
ion beam.

In the experiments devised to investigate the thermal
bility of the quasiperiodic structures appearing on the bo
concentration profiles, samples prepared according t
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ployed in Ref. 1 served as the original specimens. Boron
introduced by diffusion into a plate of KE´F-7.5 silicon with
the ~100! orientation at 1150 °C so that a region of unifor
doping with a boron concentration of the order of 231020

cm23 would be created down to a depth of several micro
Then the implantation of10B1 ions with an energy of 180
keV in a 1016 cm2 dose was carried out using an HVEE-40
system. The irradiated plates were annealed at 900 °C for
to form an oscillating boron depth profile, and the origin
samples were cut from the plates thus prepared.

Control measurements of a set of original samp
showed that in the ion-irradiated region the concentrat
profiles of the two boron isotopes are quasiperiodic str
tures consisting of five maxima~Fig. 1a!, as was observed in
Ref. 1. It was also established that the spatial distribution
the boron isotopes obtained on different samples scar
differ, exhibiting disparities only in fine details, even fo
samples cut from different plates.

The original samples produced by the method descri
above were annealed at 950, 1000, 1075, 1150, and 120
for 30 min.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The investigations of the thermal stability of the qua
periodic structures shown in Fig. 1a revealed that the spa
positions of the maxima are conserved during heating in
temperature range 950–1075 °C. As the annealing temp
ture is raised~Fig. 1b!, the concentration profiles of the10B
and11B isotopes, which initially differed from one anothe
have a tendency to coincide. The conditions for irradiat
by the 10B isotope~the energyE and the doseD) were se-
lected in such a way that the integral amounts of the t
boron isotopes in the ion-irradiated region would be appro
mately the same (1.8631016cm22 for 10B and
1.8531016cm22 for 11B!. The thickness of this region, whic
is equal to about 900 nm, was determined in a control

60000-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Concentration profiles of boron isotopes~1 — 10B, 2 — 11B! in
silicon with an initial B concentration of 231020 cm23 following the im-
plantation of10B ions (E5180 keV,D51016 cm22) and annealing at vari-
ous temperaturesT ~°C! for various timest ~min!: a — 900 and 60; b — 900
and 601 1075 and 30; c — 900 and 601 1150 and 30.
tal
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periment involving the irradiation of plates of KE´F-7.5 sili-
con. The concentration of the implanted impurity of appro
mately 1016 cm23 at that depth corresponds to the sensitiv
threshold of the method with respect to the10B isotope.

The tendency for the profiles to coincide is evidence t
migration of the boron atoms takes place during the ann
ing, resulting in spatial mixing of the isotopes and their ca
ture in the regions in which the maxima in the boron dist
bution are located. The impurity-capture centers rem
effective at least up to 1075 °C. In the region to a depth
900 nm the integral number of boron atoms is not altered
within 10% as a result of the annealing at temperatures u
1075 °C.

When the annealing temperature is raised to 1150
~Fig. 1c!, the amplitudes of the four outer maxima decrea
sharply, while the amplitudes of the central maxima for t
two isotopes decrease slightly. Annealing at 1200 °C res
in complete disappearance of the quasiperiodic struct
These processes are accompanied by a decrease in the
gral quantity of the impurity in the region where the bulk
the implanted impurity was previously concentrated.

Figures 2 and 3 present the results of the treatment of
experimental data obtained in Ref. 1, which characterize
spatial redistribution of the boron atoms as a function of
annealing time at 900 °C. Figure 2 shows the process of
accumulation of boron atoms at the maxima of the oscillat
distribution. The increment of the total concentration of bo
isotopesDB in all five maxima as a function of time is sa
isfactorily described by the same dependence:

DBmax5A ln~ t/t1!1N, ~1!

where t is the time, t15600 s, andA and N are time-
independent parameters, which are characteristic of e
maxima. Figure 3 shows plots of the variation of the to

FIG. 2. Variation of the total concentrationDB of the B isotopes at the
maxima of the impurity distribution as a function of the annealing time
E5900 °C. The numbers of the curves correspond to the numbers of
maxima in Fig. 1a.
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concentration for both isotopes at the minima closest to
center of the structure, which satisfy the relation

DBmin5K exp~2lt !, ~2!

where K55.031020 cm23 and l55.231025 s21 for the
left-hand minimum, and K56.731020 cm23 and
l53.931025 s21 for the right-hand peak.

It is significant that following the redistribution of th
boron atoms observed in this experiment, their integral nu
ber in a region with a thickness up to approximately 900
remains constant to within 10%. It should be noted that
changes in the distribution of the impurity are observed
the bulk of the plate outside of this region, i.e., on the co
tinuation of the flat part of the original diffusional profile an
on its edges.

DISCUSSION

The experimental data obtained in Ref. 1 and in
present work show that the significant changes in the bo
distribution profiles analyzed by us at temperatures be
1075° occur only in the ion-irradiated region itself and in t
immediate vicinity of its nominal boundaries; i.e., they a
spatially localized. These processes take place in a sys
with isolated zones containing impurity-capture cente
which are apparently boron-containing clusters. During
annealing, boron flows into the clusters and escapes f
them.

As follows from Refs. 2–4, in the case of annealing
900 °C the relaxation of the subsystem of the nonequilibri
elementary defects introduced when the ions are implante
completed after a time far smaller than 10 min. It must
assumed that the impurity redistribution processes obse
in the time interval 10–240 min are determined mainly
the behavior of the components of the nonequilibrium imp
rity subsystem: the boron atoms in lattice sites and in irre

FIG. 3. Variation of the total concentration of the boron isotopes at
minima of the impurity distribution closest to the center as a function of
annealing time atT5900 °C. 1 — left-hand minimum,2 — right-hand
minimum ~see Fig. 1!.
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atoms in a bound state, apparently in precipitates.
If this impurity subsystem is regarded as a supersa

rated solid solution, it turns out that the above features of
redistribution of the impurity, taken together, fit well into th
theory of the coalescence of supersaturated solid solut
developed in Ref. 6. We see a diffusional exchange of ma
between grains characteristic of the coalescence stage, w
alters the size distribution of the grains and thereby result
the gradual elimination of supersaturation. The presence
several sites of preferential clustering results only in the f
that the size of the grains increases at the maxima of
structure, where the supersaturation with respect to the in
stitial component is accordingly eliminated. Conversely, d
solution of the grains, which results in the release of
impurity, occurs at the minima. The concentration gradi
appearing is smoothed by the diffusional transport of
impurity in analogy to what occurs in a homogenous solut
between individual grains.6

If the ensemble of precipitates existing at a given m
ment in time at a specific maximum of the structure is re
resented, as a consequence of the narrowness of their
distribution function,6 by a set of identical grains with a ra
dius equal to the mean radius of the precipitatesr p , then the
process of the accumulation of the impurity at the maxima
the structure can be reduced in an approximation to a q
sichemical reaction of the mobile componentB1 with capture
centers of radiusr p . The concentration of the capture cente
will then be determined by the mean number of precipita
Np present in the region of a specific maximum at a giv
moment in time.

In the approximation of a diffusion-controlled reactio
of a mobile component, the rate of variation of the conce
tration at the maximum is proportional to the size of t
interaction region, the concentrations, and the relative m
bilities of the reacting components:7

dBp
dt

54pDr p~ t !B1~ t !Np~ t !, ~3!

whereBp is the concentration of boron at the maximum
the structure,D is the diffusivity of the mobile component
r p(t) is the mean radius of a precipitate,B1(t) is the con-
centration of the mobile component, andNp(t) is the con-
centration of the precipitates. In accordance with Ref. 6,
variablesNp(t), r p(t), andB1(t) appearing in Eq.~3! satisfy
the relations

Np~ t !5
Q0

2sD
t21, ~4!

whereQ0 is the initial supersaturation with respect to th
mobile boron component, ands is a parameter, which char
acterizes the phase boundary between a crystal and a pre
tate;

r p~ t !5r c0S 49sD D 1/3t1/3, ~5!

e
e
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where r c0 is the critical radius corresponding to the initi
degree of supersaturation. SinceQ(t) at a given moment in
time is determined by the concentration of the mobile co
ponent, we also have

B1[Q~ t !5S 9s2

Dr c0
3 D 1/3t21/3. ~6!

Substituting~4!–~6! into ~3! and integrating from the begin
ning of the coalescence stage to the current moment in t
we obtain a logarithmic dependence similar to~1!

Bp~ t !2Bp05CQ0 ln~ t/t0!, ~7!

where t0 is the time of the onset of the coalescence sta
Bp0 is the concentration of the impurity in the precipitates
that time, andC is a numerical coefficient. It follows from
~7! that the slope of the plots presented in Fig. 2 is prop
tional to the initial supersaturationQ0. The initial supersatu-
ration in our case is assigned mainly by the profile of
implanted impurity. Therefore, a correlation should be o
served between the initial degrees of supersaturation ca
lated in accordance with~7! from the data presented in Fig.
and the experimental profile of the distribution of the im
planted impurity. As is seen from Fig. 4, in which such
comparison is made, this correlation is, in fact, observ
despite the highly approximate character of the treatm
performed above.

Thus, an approximate analysis of the process of the
cumulation of an impurity at the maxima of the structu
considered shows that this stage in the formation of a qu
periodic structure is similar, in general terms, to the pheno
enon of coalescence in a supersaturated solid solution of
ron atoms located at irregular positions in a silicon lattice

It was noted above that the variation of the concentrat
at the minima of the structure is regulated mainly by t
diffusional flow of the substance released from precipita
to nearby maxima, which act as absorbing walls for the m
bile component. As we know,8 the corresponding boundary

FIG. 4. Correlation of the concentrationN of implanted B~solid line! and
rate of increase in the impurity concentrationQ0 ~points! at the maxima of
the structure.
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space between two adjacent maxima has a solution, w
decays exponentially with time. Then the exponents in
experimental dependence~2! can be compared with the e
genvalues of that problem:

lm5m2
p2

h2
D ~m51,2,3, . . .!, ~8!

where h is the distance between the planes on which
boundary conditions are assigned. Taking a distance equ
the mean period of the structure, 95 nm, ash in an approxi-
mation, form51 we obtain an upper estimate for the diffu
sivity of the mobile boron component within the region pe
turbed by irradiation:

— D.5310216 cm2/s at the minimum to the left of the
central maximum,

— D.4310216 cm2/s at the minimum to the right.
The estimates obtained are in satisfactory agreem

with the available experimental data9–13 on the diffusion of
boron in silicon under conditions for which no dependen
of the shape of the impurity distribution profile on the co
centration of the latter is observed. The averaged tempera
dependence of the diffusivity of boron for the data in Re
9–13 gives the value 9.9310216 cm2/s for 900 °C.

It has generally been assumed that the diffusivity of b
ron atoms depends on their concentration in crystal-lat
sites. The agreement obtained above between the value
the diffusivities then indicates that in the regions of t
samples where the formation of the oscillating structure
curs the concentration of boron in the substitutional sites
reduced in comparison with the original doping level.

CONCLUSIONS

1. It has been established that the migration of bo
accompanied by capture of the impurity in zones with fix
positions in space takes place with a conserved inte
quantity of boron in the silicon regions containing quasipe
odic structures during anneals at 900–1075 °C.

2. It has been shown that during an anneal at a fix
temperature of 900 °C the increment of the boron concen
tion at the maxima of the quasiperiodic structure is satisf
torily described by a logarithmic time dependence in the
terval 10–240 min, while the decrease in the concentratio
the minima is described by an exponential dependence.
main features of the redistribution of the impurity fit we
into the theory of the coalescence of supersaturated s
solutions.

We wish to thank A. I. Baranov for a discussion of th
results of this study.
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Influence of impurity germanium on the properties of sulfur centers in silicon

as
M. S. Yunusov, M. Karimov, B. L. Oksengendler, and A. Yusupov

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Academy of Sciences of Uzbekistan, 702132 Ulugbek, Uzbekistan
~Submitted March 13, 1996; accepted for publication October 24, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 708–711~June 1997!

The influence of the germanium atoms inn-Sî P, Ge, S& on the parameters of the sulfur centers
is investigated. An increase in the concentrations of some centers associated with S atoms
and a small shift of their local levels is discovered. The detected effects are attributed to the
influence of elastic strains that are caused by the presence of Ge in silicon crystal-lattice
sites on the interstitial configuration of S. Elastic strain induces vibronic enhancement in such
Jahn–Teller centers. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01506-8#
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The influence of impurity Ge and other isovalent imp
rities in silicon on a number of properties of transition-me
impurities~additionally introduced into Si by diffusion!, viz.,
the diffusivity, the thermal decay of their electrically activ
centers, etc., was investigated in Refs. 1 and 2. As a re
these effects were attributed to the mechanical stre
caused by the straining of the crystal lattice due to the
ferences between the covalent and ionic radii of Si and
isovalent impurity. As the investigations of sever
researchers3–7 have shown, such stresses cause the cluste
of vacancies around each isovalent Ges impurity atom, the
formation of Ges1V, and complexes in silicon. In the opin
ion of those researchers, these effects influence radia
induced defect-formation processes. In our opinion, it is p
fectly natural to expect such strain fields to influence b
the details of defect formation and the energy spectrum
impurities with deep levels. We, therefore, investigated
influence of impurity Ge (NGe55310182531019 cm23) on
the parameters of S centers in silicon (n-Sî P, Ge, S&!.

It should be noted that the question of the states of S
the Si crystal lattice and the relationship between the exp
mentally observed, diverse energy levels and just these s
is extremely complicated. Therefore, despite the abunda
of experimental results on this subject, even today it is v
difficult to unequivocally say just which states of S are re
ized in Si and which energy levels they create. For exam
the existing literature describes a large number of S impu
centers in silicon with their respective energy levels:8–18

E15Ec20.13 eV, E25Ec20.27 eV,

E35Ec20.36 eV, E45Ec20.5 eV,

E55Ec20.18 eV, E65Ec20.31 eV,

E75Ec20.62 eV.

Some of the deep levels discovered, viz.,E3 andE5 in
Ref. 8,E2 andE4 in Ref. 12,E1, E3, E5, andE7 in Ref. 10,
E1, E3, andE5 in Ref. 11,E1, E2, E3, andE4 in Refs. 14 and
18,E3, E4, E5, andE6 in Ref. 15,E6 andE7 in Ref. 16, and
E1, E2, E4, andE6 in Ref. 17, were assigned to site states
the S atoms; theE4 and E6 levels were assigned to com
plexes involving interstitial Si atoms in Ref. 15; and theE3

level was assigned to a pair of S atoms or a pair consistin
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shown in Refs. 13, 14, 17, and 18 that, first, the concen
tion of the centers with the ionization energiesE3, E4, and
E6 is of the order of 10% of the total concentration of ele
trically active S centers in Si and that, second, the format
of these centers is not regular, i.e., a dependence of t
formation on the diffusion temperature and the postdiffus
quenching regime is observed.14,18

As we see, despite the numerous investigations of S
purity centers in Si, there is still no clear-cut unique mod
for them. Under these circumstances we started out from
following arguments. If the S centers are substitutional c
ters, the introduction of the internal elastic fields caused
the Ge atoms has a strong effect on the position of the lo
levels of such centers, although an increase in the solub
of S can be expected because of the appearance of vaca
induced by the elastic fields of the isovalent germani
atoms.19 Additional complications arise, if a S center is a
variant of an interstitial S state, since realization of the Jah
Teller or pseudo-Jahn–Teller effect is then possible.20 In this
case, the elastic strain arising from the Ge atoms not o
generates additional vacancies (V), but also causes so-calle
vibronic enhancement.20 The latter results, first, in displace
ment of the local levels and, second, in alteration of
solubility of such S centers.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The samples were doped with sulfur by thermal diff
sion at a temperature of the order of 1000 °C for 20 h f
lowed by rapid cooling (;250° C/min!. The original sample
used was ofn-type Sî P, Ge, S& with a resistivity equal to
10250 V•cm. At the same time, control samples
n-type Sî P&, which did not contain isovalent Ge, but ha
similar electrical parameters, were also doped with sul
The parameters of the deep levels were measured by d
level transient spectroscopy~DLTS!.21 The temperature de
pendence of the velocity of the charge carriers was de
mined by measuring gated windows with the measur
charge relaxation timest150.2220 ms andt252t1 after a
pulse for filling the deep levels with majority carrier
Schottky barriers, which were obtained by sputtering Au
ter removing the surface layers of Si saturated with S, ser
as rectifying contacts onn-type Si.

60505-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



3. EXPERIMENTA

TABLE I.
Type Parameters
Centers investigated

of sample of centers E1 E2 E3 E4

E, eV Ec20.13 Ec20.257 Ec20.36 Ec20.50
Sî P, S& N, cm23 331012 2.831012 ,1011 1.731012

sn , cm
2 2 5.4310214 2 5310215

Sî P, Ge, S& E, eV Ec20.13 Ec20.265 Ec20.37 Ec20.519
NGe.531019cm23 N, cm23 3.531012 3.831012 3.831012 431012

sn , cm
2 2 7.2310214 4.1310214 2.2310215
L RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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The results of the treatment of the DLTS spectra o
tained are presented in Table I. These results show tha
familiar spectrum of sulfur energy levels18 is observed in the
control samples ofn-type Sî P, S&. The presence of the G
and Si atoms leads, first, to an increase in the concentra
of S centers~especially of the centers with the energiesE3

andE4) and, second, to a small shift of the positions of th
energy levels.1! We note that a similar phenomenon was o
served in Si doped with Ge and Au,22 as well as Ge and
Mn.23 The mechanism underlying this phenomenon was
disclosed in the references cited. Returning to our case
note that while the S centers with an ionization ene
Ec20.36 eV in the samples without Ge have a very sm
concentration (,1011 cm23) when the diffusion temperatur
is 1000°C, the concentration of these centers in the sam
with Ge is significantly higher (;431012 cm23).

Let us analyze the results obtained from the standp
of the influence of Ge atoms on the concentration of f
vacancies and from the standpoint the strains appearin
the character of the Jahn–Teller distortions of the configu
tion of interstitial S, i.e., on the splitting of thep states in a
field of Td symmetry. We consider the system of kine
equations

dNV

dt
52k1NINV2k2NVNGe2NV /tV2k4NVNS

i ,

dNI

dt
52k1NINV2NI /t I ,

dNS
i

dt
52k4NVNS

i .

The initial conditions ~at t50) are: NV5NV
0 ; NI5NI

0 ;
NS
i 5(NS

i )0. HereNV , NI , NGe, andNS
i are the concentra

tions of vacancies, intrinsic interstitial Si atoms, Ge atoms
sites, and S atoms in interstices, respectively;NV /tV and
NI /t I are the probabilities of the loss of the vacanciesV and
the intrinsic silicon interstitialsI in sinks; andt the time for
cooling and the occurrence of all the quasichemical re
tions. Assuming that 1/tV!k2NV , we obtain

NI5NI
0 exp~2t/t I !.

Now, if @k1NI ,k4NS
i #,@k2NGe,1/tV#, we can write

NV5NV
0 exp@2~1/tV1k2NGe!t#.

Then, in turn, we can write
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52k4NV~NS!

0 exp@2~1/tV1k2NGe!t#,

which gives

NS
i ~ t !5~NS

i !02k4NV
0~NS

i !0 t̃ @2~12exp~2t/ t̃ !#,

where 1/t̃ 51/tV1k2NGe, and ki denotes the constants o
the respective quasichemical reactions. Thus, we have
kinetics for the concentration of interstitial sulfur atom
NS
i (t), which depend on the concentration of the Ge atom

Here it is assumed thatdNS/dNGe.0.
Let us now consider the question of the possible infl

ence of the isovalent impurity Ges on the electron spectrum
of the other impurities that dope the Si. Here the case
which the Jahn–Teller effect is seen must be distinguis
from the case in which it is not seen.

When the impurity atom does not exhibit the Jahn
Teller effect, the potential energy of the impurity atom wi
a captured electron in the elastic fieldV5V0(a/R)

3 of the
Ge atom has the form

V~q!5«~q!1V0S a

R1qD
3

,

where«(q)5«01(1/2)kq2 is the energy of the local cente
as a function of the displacement of the impurity atom (q)
from its localization center («,0), V0 is the elastic interac-
tion parameter,a is the interatomic distance,k is the elastic
constant of the center with the captured electron, andR is the
distance between the impurity center and the Ge atom.

Since

S a

R1qD
3

'
a3

R3S 123
q

RD ,
q̄56V0a

3/R4k; therefore, the local level rises, and its e
ergy becomes

«~ q̄ !5«01
k2

2 F6V0a
3

R4k G25«01
const

R8 .

The value of the constant in this equality is very sma
so that the large exponent onR renders the effect of the shif
appreciable only near the impurity atom. Thus, this effec
possible only at anomalously high concentrations of germ
nium. We note that such a level shift can be observed o
background of the temperature only if the following inequ
ity is satisfied: const/R8.kT ~Fig. 1a!.
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When an impurity atom exhibits the Jahn–Teller effe
and an electron is captured in the degenerate orbital,
potential energy of the impurity atom in the lattice has t
form

V~q!5
1

2
Kq22Gq,

so that the potential minimum is located at the po
q05G/k and the energy of the local level is lowered b
D«5G2/2K ~hereG is the vibronic constant, andK is the
elastic constant of the local center without the captu
electron20!. Allowance for the elastic interaction with
Ges gives a barrier between the Jahn–Teller minima equa

Q1DQ5
G2

2K
13V0

Ga3

KR4 5Q1
const

R4 ,

whereQ is the barrier between equivalent minima in t
adiabatic potential with allowance for the Jahn–Teller effe
andDQ is the additional barrier in the asymmetric adiaba
potential appearing under the action of fields due to the p
ence of Ge atoms in the silicon lattice. The condition
appreciable asymmetry in the positioning of the impurity
Q1DQ.kT ~Fig. 1b!.

The investigations in Refs. 24 and 25 show that for i
purities like S the Jahn–Teller effects are fully realistic sp
cifically for interstitial configurations. Therefore, the exi
tence of a spread of energies for a local electron level1!) is
apparently attributable to the interstitial configuration of t
sulfur impurity.

CONCLUSIONS

Thus, the experimental results obtained and the theo
ical arguments presented allow us to consistently link, wit
the same quasichemical approximations, the physicoche
cal phenomena, which occur in a material when an isova
impurity is introduced, and the electronic properties of
deep-level impurity, which is introduced into such a ma
rial.

FIG. 1. T2R phase diagrams, whereT is the temperature, andR is the
distance between an isovalent impurity atom and a nonisovalent defec
the cases in which the defect does not exhibit the Jahn–Teller effect~a! and
the defect exhibits the Jahn–Teller effect~b!. % — the lowering of the
electron level of the defect is observable,*— the lowering of the electron
level of the defect is obscured by the temperature fluctuations.
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velopment of Sciences of the State Committee for Scie
and Technology of the Republic of Uzbekistan.

1!In principle, this shift lies withinkT, but it is always in the direction of
deepening of the levels.
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Possibility of enhancing a photorefractive hologram using negative differential

conductivity

Yu. V. Miklyaev
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The possibility of utilizing negative differential conductivity for photorefractive recording is
considered. It is shown that the application of an external variable field of definite form to a crystal
makes it possible to avoid the formation of macroscopic strong-field domains and, at the
same time, to ensure enhancement of the hologram in the initial stage of reading. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01606-2#
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GaAs, CdTe, InP, etc. are employed, along with other ma
rials, in photorefractive recording. These semiconductors
exhibit bulk negative differential conductivity~NDC! in a
certain range of electric field strengths. For samples wit
sufficiently high concentration of free charge carriers t
phenomenon causes a Gunn effect and is widely use
generate microwave oscillations.1 High-resistivity ~with
strongly compensated impurity conduction! semiconductors
can also display NDC, but it can be caused not only b
decrease in the carrier drift velocityn(E) with increasing
field strength~Fig. 1!, but also by the fact that the cros
section for the capture of a carrier by an impurity center c
increase with increasing field strength.2 As was noted in Ref.
3, this phenomenon allows the appearance of growing sp
trap charge-exchange waves in addition to damped wa
As a result, slowly moving~recombination! domains form.

The recording of photorefractive gratings under the c
ditions of saturation of the carrier drift velocity at large va
ues of the external constant electric field was investiga
theoretically in Ref. 4. According to that work, zero diffe
ential carrier mobility permits an increase in the amplitude
a space-charge field grating.

In this paper we consider the possibility of enhancing
previously recorded photorefractive hologram as it is read
utilizing the phenomenon of NDC.

The treatment is based on a well-known model of ph
torefractive crystals,5 but with consideration of the nonlinea
character of the dependence of the electron drift velocity
the field strengthn(E) and the dependence of the mean lif
time of an electron in the conduction band on the fie
t(E). We represent the field in a crystal in the for
E5E01Escexp(iqx)1c.c., whereE0 is the external field, and
q is the spatial frequency of the space-charge field (Esc)
grating. Assuming thatEsc!E0 in the approximation of low
contrast in the interference pattern (m!1), by analogy with
Ref. 5 we can easily obtain the equation describing the
cording of a photorefractive grating

««0
n0ueu

]Esc

]t
2GEsc5F, ~1!

where
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12 iqnt1Dq2t

F52
m~n1 iDq !

12 iqnt1Dq2t
. ~3!

HereD is the diffusion coefficient~we assume thatD does
not depend onE), « and«0 are the dielectric constants of th
crystal and the permittivity of a vacuum, respectively,e is
the charge of the electron,Eq5eNa /(q«0«) is the saturation
field of the traps,Na is the density of the deep traps, an
n0 is the density of the conduction electrons.

The reading process corresponds to zero on the right
of Eq. ~3! ~uniform illumination,m50). The imaginary part
of the coefficientG specifies the rate of motion of the spac
charge grating along thex axis, and the real part gives th
damping~or growth! rate of the grating.

If a variable field with a frequencyV much greater than
the hologram recording reciprocal time is applied to the cr
tal instead of a constant field, the space-charge gratin
stationary. For the case of a variable field in the form of t
meanderE(t)5E0sgn(cos(Vt)), averaging Eq.~5! over the
period of the external field and disregarding diffusion~when
Da!n andDq2t!1), we can easily find the damping of th
grating

^G&5
]~nt!/]E1q~nt!2/Eq

11~qnt!2
. ~4!

As can be seen, when](nt)/]E,2q(nt)2/Eq , en-
hancement of the grating should be observed during read
However, when photorefractive holograms are recorded
semiconductors in an external field, the drift length of t
free carriersvt is comparable to or significantly greater tha
the period of the interference pattern, i.e.,qnt significantly
exceeds unity. Thus, in the case of NDC the enhancem
factor of the hologram will be considerably smaller than
noise gratings, in whichqnt!1. This will lead to the for-
mation of macroscopic strong-field domains and distortion
the hologram. Curves a and b in Fig. 2 are plots ofG(q) in
the case of positive and negative differential conductivity
the following values of the parameters~which correspond to

60808-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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a GaAs crystal!: Na5831021 m23, «513, a! nat513 mm
~Ref. 6!, t850, na8/na50.431025 cm/V ~Ref. 1!, b!
nb50.8na , nb8520.3na8 .

The formation of macroscopic domains can be avoid
by applying a variable field with a time dependence o
specific form. We assume that during its period the exter
field assumes values corresponding to enhancement

FIG. 1. Characteristic form of the dependence of the electron drift velo
on the electric field strengthn(E) for a gallium arsenide crystal.1

FIG. 2. Dependence of the dampingG(q)5(Ga(q)ta1Gb(q)tb)
3(ta1tb)

21Ga
21(0) of a grating on the spatial frequencyq of the grating

for various values of ta /tb : a — tb /ta50; b — ta /tb50; c —
tb /ta52.8; d — tb /ta52.4.
609 Semiconductors 31 (6), June 1997
d
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damping of the grating~Fig. 3!. We assume that for macro
scopic domains (qnt!1) erasing compensates for th
growth:na8ta52nb8tb , whereta andtb are the lengths of the
portions of the period of the external field corresponding
damping and enhancement of the grating, andna8 andnb8 are
the derivatives of the carrier velocity with respect to the fie
strength at these moments in time~Fig. 1!. When na.nb ,
erasing occurs more slowly for a grating withqnt.1, and
the grating is enhanced as a result. Figure 2 presents plo
the dependence of the mean damping in a period of the
ternal field G(q)5(ta1tb)

21(Ga(q)ta1Gb(q)tb) for vari-
ous values ofta /tb . The values ofGa andGb correspond to
the dampings of the grating in an external field in the form
a meander with the amplitudesEa andEb ~Fig. 3!. As we can
see, when the parameters have certain values~Fig. 2, curves
c and d!, enhancement of the gratings can be ensured
certain range of spatial frequencies~in whichqnt,10), and,
at the same time, the appearance of macroscopic dom
can be avoided.

1M. E. Levinshte�n, Yu. K. Pozhela, and M. S. Shur,The Gunn Effect@in
Russian#, Sov. Radio, Moscow~1975!.

2G. C. Valley, H. Rajbenbach, and H. J. von Bardebelen, inPhotorefractive
Materials, Effects, and Devices, Technical Digest of Topical Meeti,
Aussois, France, 1990, p. 29.

3R. F. Kazarinov, R. A. Suris, and B. I. Fuks, Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.7,
149 ~1973! @Sov. Phys. Semicond.7, 102 ~1973!#.

4Q. N. Wang, R. M. Brubaker, and D. D. Nolte, Opt. Lett.19, 822 ~1994!.
5N. V. Kukhtarev, V. B. Markov, S. G. Odulov, M. S. Soskin, and V. L
Vinetskii, Ferroelectrics22, 949 ~1979!.

6A. M. Glass, A. M. Johnson, D. H. Olson, W. Simpson, and A. A. Ba
man, Appl. Phys. Lett.44, 948 ~1984!.

Translated by P. Shelnitz
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FIG. 3. Time dependence of the external field strengthE0(t). The values of
Ea andEb correspond to positive and negative differential conductivity.
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Dielectric constant and ac conductivity of semi-insulating Cd 12xMnxTe semiconductors
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Plots of the temperature dependence of the dielectric constant and the ac resistance of the
compounds Cd12xMnxTe (0< x<0.7) are presented, and it is established from them that additional
polarization of the compound is caused by hopping charge exchange among structural
defects. The electron spin resonance and reflectance spectra of these materials are investigated. A
model describing the thermally activated increase in the dielectric constant of the
semiconductors is proposed. The main characteristics are determined, and a microscopic model
of the structure of the defects whose hopping charge exchange leads to an increase in the
dielectric constant of the compensated Cd12xMnxTe semiconductors is proposed. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01706-7#
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Dynamic effects caused by hopping charge excha
among defects that create deep levels in the band gap
appear at high defect concentrations.1 One such effect is the
temperature-activated increase in the dielectric constant
we discovered in Si crystals irradiated with doses of neutr
greater than or of the order of 1018 cm22 ~Ref. 2!. Hopping
electron exchange among the defects present in a cr
leads to the appearance of dipoles and consequently t
increase in the dielectric constant.3 In binary and ternary
compounds defects appear not only as a result of irradiat
but also during growth.4 Hopping charge exchange amon
them can also lead to an increase in the dielectric consta
the crystals.

In this paper we present a phenomenological mod
which describes the increase in the dielectric constan
high-defect-density semiconductors due to hopping cha
exchange among the defects, and report the results of m
surements of the dielectric constant and the ac conductiv
as well as the electron spin resonance~ESR! spectra, of
Cd12xMnxTe semiconductors, which enable us to propos
microscopic structural model of the defects among wh
hopping charge exchange occurs.

1. HOPPING CHARGE EXCHANGE AND THE DIELECTRIC
CONSTANT OF HIGH-DEFECT-DENSITY SEMICONDUCTORS

We start out the construction of the model from a crys
in which there are defects of one type that create deep le
in the band gap and whose charge states can take the v
‘‘0,’’ ‘‘ 1,’’ and ‘‘2.’’ Such defects are characteristic o
II–VI semiconductors.5

At low temperatures the bulk of these defects will be
the neutral charge state. As the temperature rises, hop
charge exchange among the defects begins. Hops take
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tanceR.N , whereN is the defect density. A dipole
appearing as a result of a hop has a dipole momentp5eR.
The probability of hopping charge exchange is defined,
cording to Ref. 7, by the expression

P~T!5c~aR!2
DE

kT
expS 22aR2

DE

kT D , ~1!

wherea is the rate of descent of the electron wave functi
in the potential well created by a defect,DE is the activation
energy for hopping charge exchange, which is related to
energy positions of the defect levels in the band gap and
Fermi level, andc is a coefficient, which is determined b
the phonon spectrum.

We assume that a defect can be in a nonzero charge
for a certain timet and then return to the neutral state. The
by analogy with Ref. 8, the density of the defects in t
charged states can be estimated in the following manner

N15N25
NP~T!t

aP~T!t11
. ~2!

In the absence of an electric field the hopping probabilities
different directions are equal. In an electric field with a
intensity E the hopping probabilities in the direction ofE
and in the opposite direction differ by the quanti
exp(6eRE/kT).

Thus, uncompensated dipoles appear in the bulk of
crystal. We obtain their concentration by multiplyingP(T)
in Eq. ~2! by sinh(eRE/kT):

Ndip5

NP~T!t sinhS eRTkT D
2P~T!t sinhS eREkT D11

. ~3!

61010-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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we determine the additional contribution to the dielect
susceptibility caused by hopping charge exchange among
fects:

xp5

NP~T!t sinhS eREkT D
F2P~T!t sinhS eREkT D11G

eR

«0E
. ~4!

In the case of weak fields Eq.~4! is simplified:

xp5
NP~T!te2R2

«0kT
. ~5!

When P(T)t!1, according to~2!, the productNP(T)t is
the total concentration of dipoles@in contrast to~3!, in which
the concentration of uncompensated dipoles is given#. We
then have

xp5
N1e2R2

«0kT
~6!

and xp coincides to within a factor of 3 with the quantit
specified by the Debye-Langevin formula9

x5
Ne2R2

3«0kT
, ~7!

which describes the dielectric susceptibility of a crystal w
N dipoles.

Thus, hopping charge exchange among multiply char
defects that create deep levels in the band gap should le
an increase in the dielectric constant in the presence o
external electric field.

In deriving ~4! and~5! we assumed thatt5const. In this
case the additional contribution toxp caused by hopping
charge exchange can be observed only for the frequen
f<2/t. However, the timest for different defects can differ
from one another. If they fall in the rangetmin<t<tmax,
xp should decrease above the frequencyf.2/tmax and then
vanish atf.2/tmin .

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Capacitors, in which plates of the materials investiga
with a thickness of 0.45 mm served as the insulator, w
prepared for the measurements of the temperature de
dence of the dielectric constant of the semi-insulating ma
rials Cd12xMnxTe (0<x<0.7). The capacitor plates wer
obtained by applying a current-conducting silver paste to
surfaces of the plates. The capacitance and the resist
were measured by an E7-14 digital immittance meter at
frequencies 0.1, 1, and 10 kHz. The accuracy of the meas
ments was60.1%. The temperature was varied from 80
450 K. The accuracy of the temperature measurements
60.5 K.

Figures 1 and 2 present plots of the temperature dep
dence of capacitors with Cd12xMnxTe insulators of various
composition. It is seen from the figures that at low tempe
tures the dielectric constant is equal to about 9 and coinc
with the value obtained from optical measurements in
infrared region of the spectrum.10 Table I presents the value
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of the activation energy for an increase in the dielectric c
stantDEC relative to the edge of the conduction band, whi
were determined from the plots of logC5f(1/T) for semi-
conductors of various composition. As the measurement
quency is increased, a decrease in the capacitance is
served, as follows from Eqs.~4! and ~5!.

FIG. 1. Plots of the temperature dependence of the capacitanc
Cd0.85Mn0.15Te for various measurement frequenciesf , kHz: 1— 0.1,2—
1, 3— 10.

FIG. 2. Plots of the temperature dependence of the capacitance of the
terials Cd12xMnxTe (0<x<0.7) for f510 kHz and various values ofx:
1— 0, 2— 0.15,3— 0.3,4— 0.5,5— 0.7.
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TABLE I. Activation energies for the dielectric constant (DEi
C) and the

conductivity (DEi
R) in the first (i51) and second (i52) stages of the

ials
d

Figure 3 presents plots of the temperature dependence
the resistance of a sample of Cd0.85Mn0.15Te. The resistance
displays a significant dependence on the measurement
quency, attesting to the hopping mechanism of charge tra
fer in it.6 According to Ref. 6, the dependence of the con
ductivity on the frequency in this case is described by th
expression

s5s0f
s, ~8!

wheres<0.8. The expression~8! is valid only in the tem-
perature ranges where the conductivity is determined by ho
ping charge exchange among defects of a single type. A
cordingly, the temperatures at which a drop in resistance
observed for all three measurement frequencies were
lected on theR(1/T) curves~see Fig. 3!. Figure 4 presents
plots of the dependence of the conductivity on the measu
ment frequency for materials of different composition, a
well as a plot of the dependences5s0f

0.8. It is seen from
Fig. 4 that the conductivity of all the materials investigate
depends on the measurement frequency, and the expones
in ~8! is smaller than 0.8 in all cases. The agreement betwe
the portions of the temperature dependences with increa

increase inC and s, as well as the band-gap widthEg for Cd12xMnxTe
semiconductors.

x DE1
C , eV DE1

R , eV DE2
C , eV DE2

R , eV Eg , eV

0 ,0.12 2 0.2560.05 0.2860.05 1.50
0.15 0.1260.03 0.1260.03 0.1460.03 0.1360.03 1.71
0.30 0.2760.05 0.2960.05 Not detected 1.90
0.50 0.2560.05 0.2560.05 in the temperature 2.19
0.70 0.6060.10 0.5760.10 range measured 2.40

FIG. 3. Plots of the temperature dependence of the resistance
Cd0.85Mn0.15Te for various measurement frequenciesf , kHz: 1— 0.1,2—
1, 3— 10.
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in the electric constant and the conductivity~Figs. 1 and 3!
and between the values of the activation energies for
creases in the capacitance (DEC) and the conductivity
(DER) ~Table I! and the existence of frequency dependen
of the capacitance and the conductivity can serve as evide
that all the processes enumerated above are determine
hopping charge among defects.

Defect densities of the order of 101921020 cm23 are
needed for such a significant increase in the dielectric c
stant ~to the values«.200, i.e., more than a tenfold in
crease! to occur because of hopping charge exchange.2 To
determine the concentrations of the defects present in
materials Cd12xMnxTe, we measured the ESR spectra
T577 K. The results of the measurements showed that
materials withx>0.15 produce a broad isotropic line, who
parameters, viz., theg factor and the linewidthDH, as well
as the concentrations of the defects responsible for its
pearance, are presented in Table II. It follows from the E
data that the Cd12xMnxTe semiconductors contain parama
netic centers, whose concentration can be sufficient for h
ping charge exchange among them to cause an increa
the dielectric constant.

The dielectric constant of CdTe at 77 K is approximate
three times greater than the value characteristic of mate
with x.0 at that temperature. This means that in CdTe th

of

FIG. 4. Frequency dependence of the conductivity of the mater
Cd12xMnxTe (0<x<0.7) for various compositions of the solid solution an
measurement temperatures:1— x50, T5358 K; 2— x50.15,T5278 K;
3 — x50.3, T5283 K; 4 — x50.5, T5328 K; 5 — x50.7, T5378 K;
dashed line — plot ofs5s0f

0.8.

TABLE II. Results of ESR measurements~77 K! in Cd12xMnxTe crystals.

x g DH, G N, cm23

0.15 2.0035 390 2.2231021

0.30 2.0050 215 4.4931021

0.50 2.0128 240 7.5831021

0.70 2.0152 220 1.0831022

612Zukowski et al.
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is also a large concentration of defects which begin to p
ticipate in hopping charge exchange at temperatures lo
than 77 K. It does not seem possible to say anything defi
concerning the value of the activation energy for the diel
tric constant. It can only be presumed that it does not exc
the value ofDE1

C for x50.15, i.e., 0.12 eV.
It is seen from Table I and Fig. 2 that the defects resp

sible for the additional polarization of CdTe at low tempe
tures were not discovered in appreciable numbers after
introduction of Mn in a concentrationx50.15. Since Mn
replaces Cd, it can be theorized that these defects are de
in the Te sublattice and that the introduction of Mn leads
variation of the position of their energy levels in the ba
gap and, consequently, in alteration of the«(1/T) curve.

Figure 5 presents the activation energies for hopp
charge exchange and the band-gap width, which was
tained from reflectivity measurements, as functions of
Mn concentration. As is seen from Fig. 5, the plot
Eg(x) is linear over the entire range of Mn concentratio
investigated, while theDE1

C(x) curve is not monotonic. The
value ofDE1

C increases with increasingx up tox50.30, then
remains unchanged up tox50.50, and finally increase
abruptly.

A similar dependence onx is also observed for the line
width of the ESR signal. Theg factor is likewise a nonmono
tonic function of x ~Table II!. An analysis of the results
obtained, primarily of the nonmonotonic variation of the a
tivation energiesDEC and DER, enabled us to develop
model for defects whose hopping charge exchange de
mines the dielectric constant and the ac conductivity of co
pensated Cd12xMnxTe semiconductors. The properties of t
defects are determined, first of all, by their microsco
structure, i.e., in our case by the number of Mn atoms
pearing in them, which can take discrete values from 0 to
depending on the value ofx. Therefore, it can be assume
that one Mn atom appears in the composition of a defect w
an activation energyDE150.12 eV whenx50.15. When
x50.3 or 0.5, two Mn atoms can appear in a defect w

FIG. 5. Activation energies for hopping charge exchangeDE1
C andDE2

C in
the first ~1! and second~2! stages of the increase in capacitance, as wel
the band-gap widthEg ~3! as a function of the concentration of Mn atom
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DE1.0.27 eV, and whenx50.7, three Mn atoms can appe
in a defect withDE1.0.60 eV. Defects of a second type
which appear in the first stage of the increase in the dielec
constant, can be impurity atoms or vacancies in the Te s
lattice.

Figure 6 presents the model of the structure of the
fects which can be responsible for the hopping char
transport processes in the materials Cd12xMnxTe
(0<x<0.7). The proposed model of the structure of defe
that differ with respect to the number of Mn atoms appear
in them can be used to account for the observed differen
in the variations of the band-gap widthEg and the activation

energy for hopping charge exchangeDE1
C with the Mn con-

centration~Fig. 5!. The value ofEg is determined for the
whole crystal and is a continuous function of the Mn co
centration. At the same time, the properties of the defects
local and are determined by the small group of atoms app
ing in their composition. Therefore, the properties of the d
fects should vary discretely together with the number of M
atoms appearing in them. Consequently, the dependenc
DE1 on x should be a nonmonotonic function. At values
x close to 0 each defect is an impurity atom or a Te vaca
at a site in the Te sublattice, which is denoted byD in Fig. 6,
and the activation energy for itDE1,0.12 eV. When
x.0.25, a Mn atom appears in the defect, andDE1.0.12
eV. At values ofx in the vicinity of 0.5 the defect contain
two Mn atoms. In this caseDE150.25. At values ofx in the
vicinity of 0.75 the defect includes three Mn atoms, and
activation energy is 0.60 eV.

This model accounts for the nonlinear variation of t
linewidth of the ESR signal and theg factor ~Table 2! with
the concentration of Mn. Each of the types of defects j
described should be characterized by its own parameters
the ESR signal. The signal from Cd12xMnxTe with different
Mn concentrations is caused by a combination of defects
several types. This leads to nonlinear dependences of thg
factor and the linewidth of the ESR signal on the concen
tion of Mn atoms.

CONCLUSIONS

Investigations of the dielectric properties of the terna
superconductor compounds Cd12xMnxTe (0<x<0.7) have
revealed a thermally activated increase in the dielectric c

s

FIG. 6. Model of the structure of defects.D — a vacancy or impurity atom
in a site in the Te sublattice.
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stant, which has a clearly expressed frequency dependence.
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A definite correlation has been established between the b
characteristics of this phenomenon and the Mn conten
these materials. We have proposed some models of the s
ture of the defects, whose hopping charge exchange lead
our opinion, to the increase in the dielectric constant of
semi-insulating compounds investigated.
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Anomalous distribution of iron atoms following the simultaneous implantation of Co 1

he
and Fe1 ions in silicon
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~Submitted March 13, 1996; accepted for publication October 25, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 719–721~June 1997!

An anomalous two-peaked depth profile of Fe atoms has been observed following the
simultaneous implantation of Fe1 and Co1 ions in Si at low ion current densities (j<10 mA/
cm2) and a 1:3 ratio between iron and cobalt ions in the beam. Such a profile is formed on
condition that the time of diffusion of the iron atoms to the sinks~the surfaces and the regions of
linear defects in the bulk of the sample! is shorter than the effective time for silicide formation.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01806-1#

The interest in compound silicides in microelectronicssecurely held in a water-cooled duralumin holder. T
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processing is attributable to their wide variety of physic
properties, which expand the areas for their utilization.
particular, the double orthorhombic silicideb-~Fe12xCox)Si

2 is interesting as a semiconductor with a variable~as a func-
tion of x) band gap. The possibility of forming such a com
pound by the successive implantation of Fe1 and Co1 ions
in Si with two-step thermal annealing after each implantat
step was demonstrated in Ref. 1. We demonstra
elsewhere2,3 the possibility of synthesizing a double silicid
by simultaneously implanting ions of different 3d metals in
silicon without any high-temperature treatment.

In the present work we studied the phase composition
ion-implanted films and the depth profiles of the implant
atoms that appear during the simultaneous implantation
Co1 and Fe1 ions in silicon~when the cobalt ions dominat
in the beam,x50.75) before and after heat treatment.

Plates of type E´KDB-10 single-crystal ~111! silicon
served as the starting material. The implantation of56Fe1

and 59Co1 was carried out simultaneously from a sing
source in an ILU-3 system at an energy of 40 keV and
integral dose of 2.531017 cm22. The ion current density wa
10 mA/cm2, and the ratio of the number of Fe1 ions to the
number of Co1 ions in the beam was 1:3. The samples we
l

n
d

f

of

n

e

sample temperature measured by a thermocouple did no
ceed 100 °C.

The thermal annealing was carried out atT5750 °C for
32 h in a stream of dry nitrogen.

The phase composition of the films obtained was de
mined from reflection electron diffraction patterns record
on an ÉMR-100 instrument at electron energies equal to
and 75 keV. Deeper layers were investigated by x-ray d
fraction analysis in parallel glancing beams~the angle be-
tween them wasa52°) using a DRON-3M diffractometer
Auger electron spectroscopy was employed to determine
elemental composition of the films synthesized and the de
profiles of the atoms.

Depth profiles of the elements in samples immediat
after implantation~before the ensuing treatments!, which
were obtained by Auger electron spectroscopy, are show
Fig. 1a. It is seen that the distribution profiles of the Co a
Fe atoms differ strongly, which is surprising, since th
atomic weights are close. Calculations of the distributio
according to a modified TRIM program for Fe1 and Co1

implanted in silicon with an energy of 40 keV, give near
coinciding profiles with the following parameters: a me
r

FIG. 1. Depth profiles of cobalt~1!
and iron ~2! atoms and their total
content~3! obtained by Auger spec-
troscopy: a — immediately after im-
plantation; b — after implantation
and thermal annealing at 750 °C fo
32 h.
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DR̄p.150 Å. While the distribution of the cobalt atoms
close to the theoretically expected profile, the distribution
the iron atoms is anomalous and has two clearly expres
maxima of different intensity; the first peak is located
direct proximity to the surface and the second peak is loca
at the boundary of the cobalt distribution in the bulk of t
sample. An analysis of the Auger spectra also demonstr
the presence of a thin carbon-containing film of thickne
10220 Å and a silicon oxide film with a thickness of sever
tens of Å in the near-surface region. Reflection electron
fraction analysis of a sample after implantation gives o
reflections from polycrystalline cubic cobalt disilicide. Th
remaining phases, including the iron-containing phase,
amorphous according to the electron diffraction data. T
x-ray diffraction patterns of a sample after implantation a
demonstrated the formation of only a cubic phase of CoS2.

In contrast to the experiments with the simultaneous
plantation of ions of two types, in the case of the bomba
ment of silicon in the same regimes by only Fe1 ~or Co1)
ions, no anomalous distribution or diffusion from the impla
tation region was observed.4,5 This fact points to the decisive
influence of the cobalt ions located in the implantation reg
on the anomalous distribution of the iron atoms~under the
present implantation regimes!.

Thermal annealing of the samples obtained at 750 °C
32 h led to significant alteration of the distribution profiles
the implanted elements~Fig. 1b!. Specifically, the profiles of
the Fe and Co atoms contract and move toward the surf
At the same time, there are no appreciable changes in
thickness of the carbon-containing and oxide films. The e
tron diffraction patterns of the annealed sample contai
lines corresponding to CoSi2 and Fe3O4 phases. At the sam
time, an analysis of the x-ray diffraction spectra shows t
the principal phases in the ion-implanted film after therm
annealing are CoSi2 andb-FeSi2.

A nonclassical implantation profile similar to the one
Fig. 1a for the iron atoms was also obtained in Ref. 6 f
lowing the implantation of only Ni1 ions in Si. Wuet al.,
attributed this effect exclusively to diffusion to sinks, whic
can be the substrate surface and the region of linear de
located beyond the normal distribution profile of the im
planted atoms. In the case of the simultaneous implanta
of ions of two types in silicon that we considered, we a
took into account the phase formation processes. Accord
to Ref. 7, the diffusion of Fe atoms to a surface~or to sinks
of another kind! is possible, if the following condition holds
for them during implantation:

td,tc ,

wheretd.a2/D is the diffusion time from the implantation
region to the sinks,a is the distance from the maximum o
the distribution of the primary implanted atoms to the sin
D is the diffusivity of the implanted atoms, andtc is the
characteristic time for complexation, i.e., the formation
the Fe–Si complex in our case. As a result of the low so
bility of 3d metals in silicon,8 the formation of secondary
phases~silicides! begins already after small implantatio
doses. Since the flux density of the Co1 ions in beam is three
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cobalt-containing particles~CoSi2) are dominant in the im-
plantation region during implantation. During this proce
they probably prevent the formation of stable nuclei of ir
silicides, i.e., they increase the effective time for silicide fo
mation with the iron atoms. Because of their high diffusi
rate in silicon,8 the bulk of the iron atoms go into the sink
i.e., the surface and the near-surface layer, as well as
region of linear defects in the bulk of the sample.9

When only iron ions are implanted in silicon or the im
plantation is carried out in a regime in which iron ions a
dominant in the beam, the effective silicide formation tim
for the iron atoms is significantly smaller, and the tw
peaked distribution does not form.

As has been reported,10 the linear defects anneal out a
ter thermal annealing atT.700 °C. Therefore, during pro
longed thermal annealing (750 °C! the Fe and Co atoms
migrate to the region of the granular CoSi2 film, which now
serves as a sink, producing additional cobalt disilicide a
forming iron silicide with the remaining silicon. Contractio
of the profile of the implanted atoms upon the formation
silicides after thermal annealing has also been observed
some other researchers.11,12 Judging from the total concen
tration of the metal, we can state that a continuous disilic
film consisting of CoSi2 andb-FeSi2 formed during such an
anneal.

We have observed an anomalous, two-peaked depth
file of Fe atoms following the simultaneous implantation
Fe1 and Co1 ions in Si at low ion current densities (j<10
mA/cm2) and a 1:3 ratio between the numbers of iron a
cobalt ions in the beam. Such a profile is formed on con
tions that the diffusion time of the iron atoms to the sin
~the surfaces and regions of linear defects in the interior
the sample! is shorter than the effective time for silicide fo
mation.

We wish to thank V. F. Makovski� for obtaining the
Auger electron spectra.
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Technical Program ‘‘Prospective Micro- and Nanoelectro
ics Technologies and Devices’’~Project No. 142/57/2!.
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Features of radiation-induced defect formation in p -type Si ŠB,Pt‹
M. S. Yunusov, M. Karimov, M. Alikulov, A. Akhmadaliev, B. L. Oksengendler,
and S. S. Sabirov

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Academy of Sciences of Uzbekistan, 702132 Ulugbek, Uzbekistan
~Submitted January 31, 1996; accepted October 25, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 722–723~June 1997!

The results of an experimental study of radiation-induced defect formation inp-Sî B, Pt& using
deep-level transient spectroscopy~DLTS! are discussed. The significant influence of the
initial presence of B and Pt impurities on the efficiency of the formation of radiation centers
~especially with an energyEn10.36 eV! is demonstrated. This phenomenon is attributed to the
presence of electrically neutral complexes consisting of an intrinsic interstitial atom and an
impurity atom inp-type Sî B, Pt&, which effectively dissociate duringg irradiation and thereby
influence the quasichemical radiation-induced defect formation reactions. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01906-6#

Several studies have focused on the electric and photo-
1–3

dopant Pt in the sample (NPt5const) ~Fig. 1a, curve1!.
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electric properties of Si^Pt&. Those studies have show
that platinum creates energy levels in the band gap
Ec20.26 eV,Ec20.53 eV, andEn10.34 eV. The effect of
platinum on the radiation-induced defect-formation p
cesses was found to be significant.1,3 However, the mecha
nism of the radiation-induced processes in Si^Pt& has not yet
been thoroughly elucidated.

The present research was performed onp-type silicon
grown by the Czochralski method with various concent
tions of B (NB5101521016cm23) and Pt
(NPt56310132631014cm23) impurity atoms. Platinum
was introduced intop-type Sî B& by thermal diffusion over
the course of about 10 h. To take into account the influe
of the heat treatment on the material, control samples
p-Sî B& were annealed in parallel at the diffusion tempe
ture. Schottky diodes were fabricated by sputtering Au a
Sb onto the samples to perform the DLTS measurement

Doped (p-Sî B,Pt&) and control (p-Sî B&) samples were
irradiated by60Co g rays with an intensity of 2500 R/s t
integral doses of the order of 109 rad. Comparing the DLTS
spectra of the irradiated samples with the literature dat4,5

we concluded that the observed local energy level
En10.25 eV should be assigned to a divacancy (V2), the
level at En10.36 eV should be assigned to the compl
V21Oi1Ci , where Oi and Ci are interstitial oxygen and
carbon atoms, and the level atEn10.44 eV should be as
signed to the familiar complex consisting of a vacancy an
boron atom,V1B. In addition, the efficiency of the intro
duction of these radiation centers is much higher in the
doped samples than in the control samples.

Figure 1 presents plots of the dependence of the con
tration of the radiation centers with an energyEn10.36 eV
on the concentration of B~a! and on the concentration of P
~b!. An analysis of the results presented in the figure reve
that the concentration of radiation centers with an ene
En10.36 eV decreases as the concentration of platinum
oms NPt increases at a constant concentration of B ato
(NB5const) ~Fig. 1b!. Nearly the same dependence of t
concentration of these centers on the boron concentra
NB is observed in the case of a constant concentration of
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However, the concentration of these centers is higher in
samples ofp-Sî B,Pt& than in a control sample ofp-Sî B&
containing a similar concentration of B~Fig. 1a, curve2!. In
the latter case the dependence ofN on NB is significantly
weaker. It follows from an analysis of these results that
efficiency of the introduction of radiation defects with a
energyEn10.36 eV is influenced mainly by the presence
the dopant Pt.

Thus, the following experimental results have been o
tained from investigating the effect ofg radiation onp-Si
^B& andp-Sî B,Pt&:

— the efficiency of the introduction of the observed r
diation centers~especially with an energyEn10.36 eV! is
higher in p-Sî B,Pt& than in a sample ofp-Sî B& that does
not contain platinum;

— the dependences of the efficiency of defect format
~especially for the defects with an energyEn10.36 eV! on
the concentrations of B and Pt are similar; i.e., the efficien
decreases with increasing concentrations of B and Pt, but
always higher in Si that contains platinum.

These nontrivial results could be explained by taki
into account the amphoteric nature of the Pt impurity ato
in silicon and the participation of the intrinsic interstitia
(I ) and the decomposition product of Pt1I , along with the
primarily generated vacancies (V) in quasichemical reac
tions. Let us examine the quasichemical radiation-indu
defect-formation reactions in Si on the basis of these ide

The system of kinetic equations for such a process w
have the form

d@V#/dt5l2k1@ I #@V#2k2@V#@Bi #2k3@V#@Pt#

2@V#/tV ,

d@ I #/dt5l2k1@ I #@V#2k4@ I #@Pt#2@ I #/t I ,

d@V21Ci1Oi #/dt5l2k2@V21Ci1Oi #2@V21Ci

1Oi #/tVCO,

where kj denotes the constants of the corresponding re
tions, and the last terms in the equations of the fo

61818-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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@A#/tA specify the probability of the loss of defects of typ
A in sinks. The interaction of vacancies with interstitial b
ron Bi is taken into account here. For the case of silicon
doped by platinum~@Pt#50!, i.e., forp-Sî B& and the steady-
state condition with respect toI (d@ I #/dt50), we obtain

@ I #5lt I , @V#~ t !5lTV~12e2t/TV!,

where 1/TV5k1lt I1k2@Bi #11/tV . If it is assumed that the
radiation-inducedV21Ci1Oi formed accumulates while un
dergoing virtually no dissociation~i.e., tVCO→`), we obtain

@V21Ci1Oi #5k2@CO#lTV$t1TV~e2t/TV21!%.

We see, therefore, that the rate of accumulation of
the stationary value~as t→`) of the concentration of
V21Ci1Oi decreases as the concentration of Bi increases.
This finding corresponds to experiment. The explanation
that site boron (Bs) serves as a sink for the intrinsic inters
tials I that displace Bs atoms from their sites in the crysta
lattice,6 which participate in the formation ofV1Bi radiation
centers. The remaining interstitialsI displace site oxygen
(Os) and carbon (Cs) atoms, which participate in the forma
tion of V21Ci1Oi . The other component of the Frenk
pair, i.e., the vacancy, takes part mainly in the capture
interstitial boron to formV1Bi and in the formation of
V21Ci1Oi . These processes compete with one another,
as the concentration of the originally present B decreases
efficiency of the capture of Bi by a vacancy decreases, whi
the efficiency of the formation ofV21Ci1Oi increases.

Let us now examine the case of@Pt#Þ0, i.e., the samples
doped with platinum.

a. Let us assume that during the doping of silicon by
its atoms interact predominantly with vacancies and fo

FIG. 1. Dependence of the concentration of radiation centersN with an
energyEv10.36 eV: a — on theboron concentrationNB for p-Sî B,Pt& ~1!
andp-Sî B& ~2!, b — on theplatinum concentrationNPt .
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complexes dissociate and thereby release additional va
cies, which participate in quasichemical defect-formation
actions. We can then show that

@V21Ci1Oi #5k2@CO#l T̃V$t1 T̃V~e2t/ T̃V21!%,

where 1/T̃V51/TV1k3@Pt#. It is clear that

@V21Ci1Oi # [Pt]Þ0

@V21Ci1Oi # [Pt]50
5

k1lt I1k2@Bi #11/tV
k1lt I1k2@Bi #11/tV1k3@Pt#

,1.

In other words, regardless of the concentration of B, the f
mation ofV21Ci1Oi is always suppressed.

b. Similarly, it can be postulated that during the dopi
of p-type Si by Pt, its atoms predominantly form complex
with interstitials, and that these complexes dissociate u
irradiation, providing additional interstitial atomic state
The latter participate in the quasichemical radiation-induc
defect-formation reactions and cause an increase in the
ciency of the formation ofV21Ci1Oi , regardless of the
concentration of B. For this case we have

@V21Ci1Oi # [Pt]Þ0

@V21Ci1Oi # [Pt]50

5
11tV~k2@Bi #1k1lt I !

11tV$k2@Bi #1k1lt I /~11k3@Pt#t3!%
.1.

We note that the results obtained can naturally be
plained only when this fact is taken into account.

Thus, in analyzing the radiation-induced, defe
formation processes in silicon containing transition eleme
particularly Pt, such important factors as the dominant f
mation of Pt1I during the doping and the active role of th
dissociation product of these complexes (I ) in the qua-
sichemical radiation-induced defect-formation reactio
should be taken into account.
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Schottky barrier breakdown in Si stimulated by exciton drift in a nonuniform electric

field at 4.2 K

A. M. Musaev

Kh. I. Amirkhanov Institute of Physics, Dagestan Scientific Center, Russian Academy of Sciences,
367003 Makhachkala, Russia
~Submitted February 6, 1996; accepted October 25, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 724–727~June 1997!

The results of the experimental discovery and investigation of the mechanism for stimulating the
breakdown of a Schottky barrier in silicon by photoexcitation in a strong electric field at
T54.2 K are presented. The influence of the photoexcitation intensity and the electric field
strength, as well as the relative time delay between them, on the barrier breakdown
mechanism is investigated. It is shown on the basis of an analysis of the results that Schottky
barrier breakdown is associated with narrowing of the width of the space-charge region
as a result of exciton drift in the nonuniform electric field and the recombination of electrons in
ionized impurity levels of the barrier. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!02006-1#

A reverse-biased Schottky barrier can lose its dielectricemitting diodes with a quantum energy\v.1.5eV.«G
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strength as a result of avalanche breakdown upon im
ionization of the semiconductor or as a result of the tunn
ing of electrons from the metal in a strong electric field.1 The
mechanisms and conditions for Schottky barrier breakdo
depend not only on the composition of the semiconductor
doping, and the methods used to fabricate the barrier,
also on external factors~temperature, pressure, magne
fields, etc.!. In a reverse-biased semiconductor with a lo
impurity concentration the charge carriers are created ma
by the generation of electron-hole pairs in the space-cha
region. In this case the fraction of the generation curr
becomes decisive at low temperatures, since the thermi
component of the tunneling current decreases.1

In this paper we present the results of an experime
study of the mechanism for stimulating Schottky barr
breakdown and the appearance of a nonuniform distribu
of the current in the electron-hole-plasma~EHP!/exciton sys-
tem in silicon in strong electric fields atT54.2 K. The in-
vestigations were performed on samples ofn-Sî P& with an
impurity concentration ND2NA.831012 cm23, which
were prepared in the form of rectangular parallelepip
measuring 4.631.130.8 mm with the@111# crystallographic
direction parallel to the long edge of the sample. The exp
mental setup and the configuration of the electric field a
the photoexcitation source relative to the crystallograp
axes of the sample are shown in Fig. 1. The sample and
photoexcitation source were placed directly in liquid heliu
to eliminate the incidence of phonon radiation from witho

To create contacts with the Schottky barriers, Au or
was deposited on opposite faces measuring 1.130.8 mm by
vacuum sputtering. After the sputtering step, the conta
were subjected to high-temperature treatment in a vacu
for the purpose of improving their electrical properties a
increasing their stability. The technological recommen
tions presented in Refs. 1 and 2 were observed in fabrica
the contacts. Uniform photoexcitation of the carriers w
performed on a 4.631.1 face using pulses from a source
monochromatic radiation based on GaAs infrared lig
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The duration of the photoexcitation pulses, which was eq
to 40ms, ensured the establishment of a stationary state w
respect to the concentrations of carriers and excitons. S
the cross section for the formation of excitons is very lar
the bulk of the nonequilibrium electron-hole pairs are bou
in excitons atT54.2 K. The maximum photoexcitation in
tensity corresponded to the generation of electron-hole p
in a concentration equal to;531014 cm3. The distribution
of the excitons in the sample was assumed to be unifo
since, because of the large diffusion coefficient, the electr
hole pairs generated in the thin near-surface layer filled
sample after a time;1026 s. The photoexcitation pulse
were accompanied by pulses of a constant electric field w
a duration up to 150ms, which were supplied to the samp
with a delay of 021.0 ms relative to the photoexcitatio
pulses. The pulse repetition rate was 3 Hz, which ensured
establishment of a temperature of 4.2 K in the sample be
the beginning of each pulse.

Figure 2 presents oscillograms of the current through
sample for various delay times between the electric fi
pulse and the photoexcitation pulse forE5const and
I p5const.

As can be seen from the oscillograms, a conduction c
rent pulse appears with a certain delay after each elec
field pulse is supplied. The delay timetB of the pulse de-
creases as the electric field strength is increased. WhetE
Þ 0, a characteristic feature of the time dependence of
conductivity is the appearance of a single primary curr
peak followed by the appearance of one of the followi
types of fluctuations: single pulses, relaxational fluctuatio
or random fluctuations. When the photoexcitation and el
tric field pulses are supplied simultaneously, there is no
lay between the peak and the ensuing fluctuations.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the breakdown d
time tB on the delay time before the supply of the elect
field pulsestE relative to the photoexcitation pulses fo
E5const andI p5const.

Figure 4 shows a typical current-voltage characteris

62020-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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~the current was averaged over the duration of the pul!,
which was obtained for rectangular pulses with a durat
equal to 10ms and a delay time before the supply of t
electric field pulsetE510 ms. The threshold breakdow
field EB depends on the photoexcitation intensityI p and on
the delay timetE of the electric field pulse relative to th
photoexcitation pulse. The threshold breakdown field
creases as the photoexcitation intensity is lowered and a
delay timetE is increased. BothS-shaped andN-shaped seg-
ments of negative differential resistance are observed on
dynamic current-voltage characteristic.

To account for the experimental results, the physi
processes taking place in reverse-biased and forward-bi
Schottky barriers must be considered. Figure 5 shows a s

FIG. 1. Experimental setup and crystallographic orientation of the sam
1 — sample;2 — photoexcitation source~a GaAs light-emitting diode!;
3— load resistance.

FIG. 2. Oscillograms of the current through the sample forE5800 V/cm, a
photoexcitation intensityI p50.8 rel. units, delays of the electric field puls
relative to the photoexcitation pulsetE510 ms ~a! andtE5200ms ~b!.
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matic representation of the band diagram of a sample w
Schottky barriers when an external electric field is appl
~a!, as well as the distribution of the electric field in
reverse-biased barrier at different times during the appl
tion of a field ~b!.

Pairs of carriers generated in the space-charge re
separate under the action of the field formed in the barrier
the bending of the bands in the semiconductor. During t
process, most of the electrons pass into the bulk of the se
conductor as a result of drift and diffusion, and the ho
pass into the metal. In addition, some of the photoexci
electrons recombine in ionized impurities in the space-cha
region.

In the bulk of the semiconductor, which is doped b
shallow impurities in the concentration range 101221016

cm23, most of the excitons are bound in isolated impur
atoms at low temperatures and low photoexcitation levels
dynamic equilibrium is established between the excitons
free carriers in the first few microseconds after the excit
pulse: free carriers bind to form excitons, and excitons d
sociate into free carriers. The formation of free carriers
governed not only by the dissociation of excitons, but also
their Auger recombination.3 This equilibrium determines the
standard concentrations of excitons (Nex) and free carriers
(ne) at an assigned temperature. The values ofNex and ne
decrease with time as a result of recombination, but the e
librium between them is maintained for a long time. Accor

e:

FIG. 3. Dependence of the breakdown delay timetB on the delay timetE
before supply of the electric field pulse for a photoexcitation intens
I p50.8 arb. units and an electric fieldE5800 V/cm.

FIG. 4. Current-voltage characteristic of a sample atT54.2 K. HereEB is
the threshold breakdown electric field.
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ing to experimental data, the lifetime of free excitons in S
;0.2260, and that of bound excitons is;300ms.4,5

At temperatures sufficient for the thermal generation
carriers with impurity levels, application of a reverse bi
leads to changes in the width of the depleted region in
barrier, the charge within the space-charge region, and
charge outside that region due to displacement of the
electrons. At low temperatures an applied reverse bias d
not expand the space-charge region and only alters
charge state of the barrier. Under the conditions of the p
toexcitation of electron-hole pairs and the establishmen
dynamic equilibrium between the excitons and free carr
in the base region of the sample, the applied electric fiel
located in the reverse-biased barrier. The distribution of
field appearing initially when the electric fieldE0 is applied
is shown schematically in Fig. 5b~solid line!.

The most probable mechanism that accounts for the
perimental results is based on narrowing of the width of
reverse-biased space-charge region to a value at which
electric field is critical for the appearance of interband i
pact ionization. Figure 5b shows the distribution of the el
tric field when its critical valueEB is achieved due to nar
rowing of the space-charge region~dashed line!. The
narrowing of the space-charge region is caused by the dri
free excitons in the nonuniform field of the barrier followe
by recombination of the electrons in impurity centers in t
space-charge region and transport of the free holes to
metal.

In a homogeneous semiconductor not subjected to ex
nal forces the spatial distribution of the excitons is det
mined directly by the excitation conditions, diffusion, an
their recombination times. The effects of the external for

FIG. 5. Band diagram of a sample with Schottky barriers in an exte
electric field ~a! and distribution of the electric field in a reverse-bias
barrier~b!: initial moment of application of the field~solid line!, time when
the space-charge region narrows to the critical value~dashed line!.
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fields, and exciton concentration gradients, as well as li
pressure and phonon drag, lead to exciton drift. Being e
trically neutral, excitons cannot drift in a uniform electr
field; however, in a nonuniform electric field unequal forc
act on the weakly bound electron and hole, and their res
ant force is, therefore, not equal to zero. Excitons are t
subjected to the following force, which tends to move the
into a region with a higher field strength:

F5e• l •dE/dx,

wherel is the Bohr radius of the exciton, anddE/dx is the
electric field gradient.

In silicon excitons are weakly bound and have a lar
spatial expanse. The Bohr radius of an exciton is mu
greater than the interatomic distances and amounts to 4

Exciton drift in the space-charge region followed by r
combination of the electrons in ionized donor impurities
also supported by the following experimental evidence:

– an increase in the exciton concentration in the b
region of the sample leads to a decrease in the breakd
voltage and the breakdown delay time;

– probe measurements performed with weak photoe
tation of the carriers demonstrate the presence of a high-
domain on the cathode of the sample;

– measurements of the current with a separated cath
contact~in samples with a barrier of large area! demonstrate
the nonuniformity of breakdown over the area of the barri
which is characteristic of microplasma breakdown with
calization of the current at isolated sites of small cro
section;6

– an experiment with doubled pulses shows that
breakdown delay timetB decreases as the temperature of
crystal lattice increases.

The values of the breakdown delay timetB correspond
to the barrier narrowing times and are governed by the d
of the excitons in the space-charge region and their diffus
in the base region. ThetB(tE) curve presented qualitativel
confirms that a decrease in the exciton concentration in
base region leads to an increase in the barrier narrow
time. An increase in the carrier concentration in the spa
charge region as a result of impact ionization leads to re
tribution of the voltage between the space-charge region
the base of the sample, which, in turn, leads to the imp
ionization of excitons. Confirmation of the ionization of e
citons in the electric field is provided by the fact that t
carrier concentration observed upon complete ionization
nificantly exceeds the concentration of the impurity cent
in the sample. In addition, the concentration of ionized c
riers depends on the photoexcitation intensity. The car
concentration was determined using the known values of
mobilities of electrons and holes in a weak electric fie
mn.mp553105 cm2/~V•s! at 4.2 K. The application of an
electric field up to 1000 V/cm without photoexcitation d
not result in the ionization of shallow impurity centers in th
sample. This is attributed to the large value of the ionizat
energy of a phosphorus impurity in silicon, which amoun
to ;39 meV atT54.2 K. The exciton binding energy dete
mined from the absorption and emission spectra is locate

l
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the range\vex.10214 meV. It is noteworthy that the
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1E. H. Roderick,Metal-Semiconductor Contacts, Clarendon Press, Oxford
~1980! @Russ. transl., Radio i Svyaz’, Moscow~1982!#.
threshold field and the sudden increase in concentration c

acteristic of impurity breakdown are not observed upon
impact ionization of excitons.

An investigation of the current instability mechanis
shows that the mechanism of Schottky barrier breakdo
which is detected is a source for the appearance of a hi
nonequilibrium state in an EHP/exciton system in a stro
electric field, which leads to fluctuations of the EHP dens
of the periodic or random type.
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2V. I. Strikha, E. V. Buzaneva, and I. A. Re´dzievski�, Semiconductor De-
vices with a Schottky Barrier@in Russian#, Sov. Radio, Moscow~1974!.

3B. M. Ashkinadze and F. K. Sultanov, Pis’ma Zh. E´ksp. Teor. Fiz.16, 271
~1972! @JETP Lett.16, 190 ~1972!#.

4R. B. Hamond and R. N. Silver, Appl. Phys. Lett.36, 68 ~1980!.
5W. Schmid, Phys. Status Solidi B84, 529 ~1977!.
6Z. S. Gribnikov, Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.11, 2111 ~1977! @Sov. Phys.
Semicond.11, 1239~1977!#.
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Influence of ytterbium on radiation-induced defect formation in silicon

n a
F. M. Talipov

Tashkent State University, 700095 Tashkent, Uzbekistan
~Submitted May 20, 1996; accepted October 25, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 728–729~June 1997!

The results of an investigation of the influence ofg irradiation on defect formation in ytterbium-
diffusion-doped silicon are presented. It is shown that the charge-carrier elimination rates
and the charge-carrier lifetime degradation constants in such samples are smaller than in samples
not doped with the impurity. The results obtained are attributed to the formation of
effective sinks for the radiation defects. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!02106-6#

Radiation-induced defect formation in silicon can be in- investigations of the transient processes occurring whe
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fluenced by doping it with rare-earth elements duri
growth.1,2 However, doping can also be accomplished
high-temperature diffusion.3–5 In contrast with doping during
growth, diffusion doping makes it possible to obtain a mo
uniform distribution of the impurity and to regulate its co
centration. At present, the literature contains practically
data on the influence of rare-earth elements introduced
silicon by high-temperature diffusion on radiation-induc
defect formation in it. Such research would be not only
scientific interest, but also of definite practical interest due
the possibility of more precisely regulating and stabilizi
the properties of silicon and silicon structures doped w
these impurities. For this reason, in the present work
studied the influence of the rare-earth element ytterbium
troduced by high-temperature diffusion on radiation-induc
defect formation in silicon.

Samples of phosphorus-dopedn-type silicon with a re-
sistivity r0565275 V•cm and a lifetime of the minority
charge carrierst0560265 ms were used in the investiga
tions. The diffusion of ytterbium in silicon was carried out
the temperature rangeTd51100–1200 °C in special quart
cells in an argon atmosphere from an ytterbium layer p
liminarily sputtered in a high vacuum. As a result of diffu
sion, the resistivity of the samples decreased tor0520225
V•cm, and the lifetime of the minority charge carriers d
creased tot0545255ms. Then the samples were irradiate
by g rays at 70 °C in the range of integral fluxesF51
3 10162531018 cm22. The variation of the resistivity and
the concentration of the majority charge carriers were mo
tored by measuring the Hall effect. The lifetime of the m
nority charge carriers was determined from the results

TABLE I. Characteristics of the samples.

Samples Td , r0, n0, t0, Kn , Kt ,
°C V°cm 1014 cm23 ms cm21 cm2

•ms21

Sî Yb& 1150 22.7 3.1 56 1.631025 1.4310213

23.0 3 57 1.131025 1.0310213

Sî Yb& 1200 20.0 3 50 1.031025 7.6310214

18.4 3.2 55 1.031025 7.1310214

Original 24.0 2 60 6.031024 3.0310213

Si

Note:All the samples hadn-type conductivity.
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sinusoidal signal of large amplitude is passed through
semiconductor structures.6 Radiation-induced defect forma
tion was evaluated from the variation of the carrier elimin
tion rate and the charge-carrier lifetime degradation const
The carrier elimination rate during irradiation (Kn) was de-
termined from the relation

Kn5
Dn

F
5

~n02n!

F
,

wheren0 is the initial carrier concentration,n is the carrier
concentration following irradiation, andF is the irradiation
dose. The charge-carrier lifetime degradation constant (Kt)
was determined from the relation2

Kt5
1

FS 1t 2
1

t0
D ,

wheret0 andt are the lifetimes of the minority charge ca
riers before and after irradiation.

Table I presents the experimental results obtained. I
seen that the values of the charge-carrier elimination ra
and charge-carrier lifetime degradation constants are sig
cantly smaller in the samples of Si^Yb& than in the original
~ytterbium-free! samples. It is noteworthy that the radiatio
induced defect formation rate decreases as the ytterbium
centration increases, i.e., the presence of ytterbium sig
cantly suppresses the rate of the formation and accumula
of radiation defects in silicon. A structural study of th
present samples on an E´VM-100 BR transmission electron
microscope using the two-step carbon replica technique
lowed by tungsten oxide contrasting revealed the format
of ytterbium impurity clusters with dimensions no great
than 0.3mm, which are two to three orders of magnitud
smaller than the values observed in the case of doping du
growth.1 These clusters apparently serve as sinks for
components of the Frenkel pairs formed duringg irradiation,
causing a decrease in the rate of radiation-induced de
formation.

We thank M. K. Bakhadyrkhanov for some useful di
cussions.

1Yu. A. Karpov, V. V. Petrov, and V. S. Prosolovich, Fiz. Tekh. Polupr
vodn.17, 1530~1983! @Sov. Phys. Semicond.17, 974 ~1983!#.

2V. A. Zaitov, Yu. M. Dobrovinski�, and V. M. Tsmots’, Fiz. Tekh. Polu-
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5D. É. Nazyrov, G. S. Kulikov, and R. Sh. Malkovich, Fiz. Tekh. Polupro-
vodn.25, 1653~1991! @Sov. Phys. Semicond.25, 997 ~1991!#.
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.14, 1102~1988! @JETP Lett.14, 1102~1988!#.
4M. K. Bakhadyrkhanov, F. M. Talipov, N. V. Sultanova, U. S. Dzhur
bekov, Sh. Sh. Shasaidov, A. S. Lyutovich, and A. A. Kasymov, I
Akad. Nauk SSSR., Neorg. Mater.26, 458 ~1990!.
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Photoluminescence of SiO 2 layers implanted with Si 1 ions and annealed in a pulsed

s.
regime
G. A. Kachurin, I. E. Tyschenko, K. S. Zhuravlev, N. A. Pazdnikov, V. A. Volodin,
A. K. Gutakovski , and A. F. Le er

Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Siberian Branch,
630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

W. Skorupa and R. A. Yankov

Rossendorf Research Center, D-01314 Dresden, Germany
~Submitted May 25, 1996; accepted for publication October 25, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 730–734~June 1997!

SiO2 layers thermally grown on Si are implanted with Si1 ions at energies of 100 and 200 keV
in a dose equal to;1017 cm22. Two types of pulsed anneals are employed: at 900–1200 °C
for 1 s and at 1050–1350 °C for 20 ms. Photoluminescence is observed in the visible and near-
infrared regions of the spectrum after implantation. In the initial annealing stages the
photoluminescence intensity drops, but after an anneal at 1200 °C for 1 s or at1350 °C for 20
ms, it increases sharply by tens of times. According to the data from Raman spectroscopy
and high-resolution electron microscopy, this corresponds to the formation of Si nanocrystals in
SiO2. The anneal times employed rule out the diffusion-controlled growth of Si
nanocrystals, but they could form as a result of the solid-phase crystallization of amorphous
inclusions. The correlation between the sharp enhancement of the luminescence and the formation
of Si nanocrystals attests to a quantum-size mechanism for its appearance. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!02206-0#

Silicon, the main material for microelectronics at presenttheir intensity, relaxation times, and excitation condition
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and in the foreseeable future, is sparingly used in optoe
tronics. The reason for this is the low probability of radiati
recombination due to the mismatch of the absolute extre
of the band structure ink space. The discovery of intens
visible luminescence in porous Si, which has been attribu
to quantum-size effects in silicon nanocrystals, opened
the way to the possible integration of electrical and opti
silicon devices in instruments that process optical inform
tion. The practical and scientific interest in Si nanocryst
prompted a deluge of research aimed at the developme
methods for producing them and at the study of their pr
erties. Visible photoluminescence was observed in sam
obtained by the oxidation of microcrystalline or amorpho
Si,1–3 the partial crystallization of amorphous Si,4 the pre-
cipitation of excess silicon in oxides,5–7 the sputtering of Si
layers in various media,8 and spark processing.9 Special ef-
forts were concentrated on obtaining Si nanocrystals us
ion implantation, which is regarded as the cleanest and m
controllable method.10–15

Despite such a great amount of research, the mecha
underlying the appearance of the visible luminescence is
incompletely clear even for porous silicon, which has be
studied for a long time.16 Along with the interpretation
within the quantum-size formalism, explanations based
the possible formation of chemical compounds, structu
imperfections, phase boundaries, etc. have been advanc16

The interpretative difficulties are due to the fact that differe
investigators observed the luminescence peaks in very di
ent portions of the spectrum from the ultraviolet to the inf
red ~IR! region, depending on the experimental conditio
The peaks also differed from one another with respec
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All this suggests that the nature of the centers and the me
nism for visible luminescence in silicon nanostructures c
vary. To determine them, the relationships between
atomic processes in the layers investigated and the lumi
cence parameters must be revealed. Pulsed anneals m
possible to monitor such processes with great precis
therefore, they were employed in the present work to achi
a better understanding of the reasons for the appearanc
luminescence in silicon nanostructures.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

SiO2 layers of thickness 500 nm were thermally grow
on Si~100!. The layers were implanted with Si1 ions at two
energies, viz., 200 keV in a 131017 cm22 dose and then 100
keV in a 631016 cm22 dose, with target temperatures fro
260 to220 °C. This provided a resultant concentration
excess Si of about 731021 cm23 at depths from 100 to 300
nm. Control samples, in which the doses at the same ene
were reduced by factors of 2.5 and 10, were also used. T
types of pulsed anneals were employed: with a duration
1 s at 90021200 °C in an argon atmosphere and with a d
ration of 20 ms at 1050–1350 °C~with a constant 600 °C
component! in a N2 atmosphere. After this treatment, th
samples were held in a forming gas at 400 ° C for 30 mi

Photoluminescence was excited at 300 and 78 K by
output from an Ar laser with a wavelengthl5488 nm and a
power of about 20 mW and was recorded by a cooled p
tomultiplier in the photon-counting mode. The spectra p
sented in this paper were normalized to the sensitivity of
instrumentation. The Raman scattering at 300 K was stud

62626-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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in a quasi-inverse recording geometry using thel5488 nm
line of an Ar laser, a double-beam spectrometer, and a co
multiplier in the photon-counting mode. Electron
microscopic investigations were performed using a JE
4000 EX high-resolution microscope. To reach the depth
teresting us, the top-most 100 nm of SiO2 were removed in a
1:8 solution of HF1H2O, and then the samples were used
the rear side for chemical jet etching.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The unirradiated SiO2 films did not exhibit photolumi-
nescence in the wavelength rangel555021000 nm. After
Si1 ions were implanted, luminescence appeared at ro
temperature over the entire range investigated even be
the pulsed anneals~Fig. 1!. Weakly expressed maxima wer
observed near 650 and 850 nm. The pre-anneal luminesc
vanished almost completely when the dose of Si1 ions was
lowered by an order of magnitude~Fig. 1!. Pulsed anneals up
to certain temperatures led to weakening of the photolu
nescence at all wavelengths~Figs. 1 and 2!. These threshold
temperatures were 1200 and 1050 °C for anneal times e
to 20 ms and 1 s, respectively. Raising the temperature
150 °C above these levels led to an extremely sharp incr
in the luminescence intensity~Figs. 1 and 2!. The maximum
at 8302850 nm was dominant. The visible light with short
wavelengths was maintained, but its intensity continued
decrease with increasing anneal temperature even afte

FIG. 1. Room-temperature photoluminescence of samples before~2, 5! and
after ~1, 3, 4! pulsed anneals for an anneal time of 20 ms and various an
temperatures, °C:3— 1050,4— 1200,1— 1350;5— the implantation
dose of the Si1 ions was reduced by an order of magnitude.
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threshold indicated above was surpassed. Figure 2 pres
the spectra recorded at 78 K in addition to the luminesce
spectra at room temperature. Cooling the samples enha
the luminescence by several fold over the entire spec
range investigated. The additional increase in the lumin
cence intensity seen in Fig. 2 at 600 nm is probably attrib
able to scattering of the exciting laser radiation in the c
ostat.

The Raman scattering data are presented in Fig. 3.
strong peak at 520 cm21 corresponds to scattering on long
wavelength longitudinal-optical phonons in single-crys
silicon and is produced by the substrate. Apart from the p
at 520 cm21, unimplanted SiO2 layers displayed only a ban
at 430 cm21, which is caused by the Si–O bonds. After th
implantation of Si1 ions, clearly expressed scattering a
peared near 480 cm21, which corresponds to the Si–S
bonds in amorphous silicon~Fig. 3, curve3!. A control
sample, for which the implantation dose was reduced b
factor of 2.5, did not exhibit such a pronounced peak,
additional scattering was noticeable at 4502490 cm21 ~Fig.
3, curve2!. Pulsed anneals at 1200 °C for 1 s and 1350 °C
for 20 ms led to weakening of the scattering at 480 cm21 and
to the simultaneous appearance of a band near 5002520
cm21, which could be caused by the formation of silico
nanocrystals.

Figure 4 presents the high-resolution electro
microscopic image of a portion of a sample after an annea
1350 °C over the course of 20 s and the microdiffracti
pattern of the same portion. The diffraction pattern is ch

al

FIG. 2. Room-~2, 4, 5! and nitrogen-temperature~1, 3! photoluminescence
of samples after anneals with a duration of 1 s. Anneal temperature, °C3,
4— 900;5— 1050;1, 2— 1200.

627Kachurin et al.
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acteristic of a polycrystal and attests to the presence
large number of silicon crystallites that are misoriented re
tive to one another~the point reflections are from the sub
strate!. It is seen from the electron-microscopic image th
there are at least two phases, viz., an amorphous matrix
taining crystalline inclusions measuring 2–6 nm. In mo
cases the interplanar distances in the crystals are clos
0.314 nm, i.e., the distance between the$111% planes in Si.
The total area of the crystallites occupies about 30% of
observation field, although there are regions where there
fewer crystallites. Microscopy of a transverse cut surfa
provides approximately the same results; therefore, it can
concluded that the nanocrystallites have comparable dim
sions in all directions. Even after pulsed annealing at
highest temperature used, structural defects are observ
the nanocrystals. If no crystallization had taken place,
croscopy would have revealed only darker regions measu
2210 nm and differing in contrast from the amorphous m
trix. In this case the diffraction pattern would be typical
the amorphous substance.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The most important experimental results can be form
lated concisely in the following manner. When a certain do

FIG. 3. Raman spectra from samples:1— unimplanted layer of SiO2, 2—
implantation of 40% of the total dose of Si1, 3— implantation of the total
dose of Si1, 4— after an anneal at 1200 °C for 1 s,5— after an anneal at
1350 °C for 20 ms.
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luminescence appears in the visible and infrared region
the spectrum with two weakly expressed peaks already
fore the pulsed anneals. As the temperature of the subseq
pulsed anneals is increased, the luminescence intensit
first decreases slowly, but then it increases sharply in a
row temperature range, and a pronounced maximum app
near 8302850 nm.

We assume that the luminescence observed before
pulsed anneals is associated with the formation of regi
with a Si excess up to the formation of inclusions of am
phous silicon. It follows from our results that high conce
trations of excess Si, rather than SiO2 defects, are needed fo
the appearance of the luminescence. Lowering the dos
Si1 ions by an order of magnitude led to the almost compl
disappearance of the luminescence~Fig. 1!; however, even
such diminished doses are sufficient for the repeated
placement of each atom in the layer investigated. In addit
the appearance of the luminescence correlates with the
mation of a band at 480 cm21 in the Raman spectra, which i
characteristic of amorphous silicon~Fig. 3!. This band prac-
tically disappears in response to a relatively small decre
in the dose~Fig. 3!. Finally, pre-anneal luminescence wa
previously noted in SiO2 subjected to implantation by larg
doses of Si1 in Refs. 13 and 14. In particular, it was pointe
out in Ref. 11 that the replacement of Si1 ions by Ar1,
B1, or Al1 ions leads to the disappearance of the lumin
cence in SiO2.

The abrupt increase in the photoluminescence inten
when a certain pulsed anneal temperature is reached is n
rally attributed to the formation of Si nanocrystals. This
indicated by the disappearance of the band at 480 cm21 in
the Raman spectrum, which is characteristic of amorph
Si, and the appearance of additional scattering near the p
at 520 cm21, which is characteristic of single-crystal Si~Fig.
3!. The observed red shift relative to 520 cm21 is a conse-
quence of a size effect and can be utilized to estimate
dimensions of the crystallites. Such estimates give a m
value of about 3 nm. This value agrees well with the hig
resolution electron- microscopic data, which directly confi
the formation of silicon nanocrystals~Fig. 4!.

Silicon nanocrystals can form either as a result of
diffusional transport of Si atoms to nuclei when a supersa
rated solid solution dissociates or as a result of crystalliza
of the amorphous inclusions already present. The pulsed
neals with durations of 1 s and 20 ms that we employe
restricted the possibilities of the diffusion-controlled grow
of Si crystals. According to Ref. 17, in the temperature ran
interesting us from 1100 to 1300 °C the diffusivity of Si
SiO2 equals 10216210215 cm2/s. In the case of the 20-m
regime the diffusion length is less than 0.05 nm, which
totally insufficient for the formation of the experimental
observed Si crystals. On the other hand, in the same 20
regime the solid-phase crystallization of amorpho
nanometer-scale inclusions requires rates equal to;150
nm/s, which are achieved in pure silicon already at;700 °C,
and during 1 s a Sicrystal grows by 3 ns at;550 °C.18 Thus,
the rates of solid-phase growth are fully adequate for
formation of nanocrystals from amorphous inclusions, b
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FIG. 4. High-resolution electron-microscopic image and microdiffraction pattern after the annealing of implanted SiO2 layers at 1350 °C for 20 ms.
we should ask why crystallization was still observed at far
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higher temperatures. According to the data in Refs. 17
19, the crystallization of Si is slowed significantly in SiOx
films with a 10–20% silicon excess relative to the compo
tion of SiO2, although separation into the oxide and incl
sions of amorphous silicon occurred even before annea
For example, anneals at 700 °C for 72 h or at 800 °C for
h were found to be insufficient for crystallization.17 After an
anneal at 900 °C for 30 min, the Raman spectrum revea
the presence of amorphous~480 cm21) and crystalline Si
~520 cm21).19 Only anneals at 1100 °C for 15–30 min led
complete crystallization of the Si inclusions.17,19 The reason
apparently lies in the high oxygen content, which is kno
to slow the solid-phase crystallization of silicon.20 Micros-
copy shows that the nanocrystals formed contain tw
boundaries or other defects~Fig. 4!, and the striking en-
hancement of the luminescence observed when the sam
are cooled to 78 K, which is almost uniform over the ent
spectrum, points to the presence of channels for nonradia
recombination even after high-temperature anneals.

The correlation between the formation of silicon nano
rystals and the sharp increase~tens of times! in the lumines-
cence intensity is a weighty argument in favor of t
quantum-size origin of the visible and IR radiation in t
present case. This does not necessarily mean direct elec
hole recombination, and many researchers have pointed
the important role of centers near the Si–SiO2

boundary.2,11–13,16As for the luminescence observed befo
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be verified. Its intensity is small and rapidly subsides up
moderate heating. Since the band width in SiOx can vary
from ;9 eV for x52 to 1.1 eV forx50, we can imagine
the existence, in principle, of centers which provide for
combination with radiation in the visible and near-IR r
gions. Nevertheless, the luminescence is clearly associ
with the depositions of excess silicon.

CONCLUSIONS

The implantation of Si ions with energies ranging fro
100 to 200 keV in doses at the 1017 cm22 level in SiO2 leads
to the appearance of visible and IR photoluminescence.
Raman spectra simultaneously display a band at 480 cm21,
which is characteristic of Si–Si bonds in amorphous silico
Subsequent pulsed anneals with durations equal to 1 s and 20
ms as the temperature is raised to 1050 and 1200 °C, res
tively, lower the luminescence intensity. However, tempe
tures above these values result in sharp, manyfold enha
ment of the luminescence. The data from electr
microscopy and Raman scattering attest to the formation
Si nanocrystals. The brevity of the anneals ruled out the p
sibility of the growth of nanocrystals according to a mech
nism involving the diffusive transport of Si atoms to nucle
but fully permitted the solid-phase crystallization
nanometer-scale amorphous silicon inclusions formed a
result of implantation. The sharp manyfold enhancemen
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Quantum efficiency of Schottky photodiodes near the long-wavelength edge
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The spectral dependence of the photoemission of hot electrons across a metal silicide-silicon
Schottky barrier at photon energies comparable to the barrier height is investigated. An expression
for the spectral dependence of the photoemission quantum efficiency is obtained in the
diffusion approximation using the Green’s function formalism for different values of the ratio
between the layer thickness (d) and the elastic (Lp) and inelastic (Le) mean free paths
for hot electrons. A strong influence of the value ofLe /d on the increase in amplitude and the
form of the spectral dependence of the quantum efficiency, which deviates significantly
from the Fowler dependence at increased quantum efficiencies, has been observed. Satisfactory
agreement between the theoretical and experimental spectral dependences of the quantum
efficiency is demonstrated for the silicides of Pt, Co, and Ge, making it possible to experimentally
evaluateLe and to optimize the technology for fabricating Schottky barriers for infrared
detectors in some cases. The reasons for the anomalously sharp increase in the photoemission of
hot electrons with increasing energy of the exciting quantum at energies close to the
potential energy of the Schottky barrier are discussed. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!02306-5#

1. INTRODUCTION
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A significant increase in the external quantum efficien
of metal silicide-silicon Schottky photodiodes in the infrar
~IR! portion of the spectrum was observed in a number
studies1–5 when the thickness of the silicide was reduced
tens of angstroms. This phenomenon, which is called ‘‘h
electron resonance,’’ was not exhaustively explained fr
the standpoint of Fowler’s theory4 and was subsequently in
vestigated in several theoretical and experimental studie5–7

It was established that the form of the spectral dependenc
the internal quantum efficiency (Yi) at quantum energie
close to the Schottky barrier height differs appreciably fro
the Fowler dependence. The physical parameters deter
ing Yi , its possible limit, and the form of the spectral depe
dence are still a subject of investigation.

The models of the photoemission of hot electrons~holes!
across a Schottky barrier5–7 assume that the single
transmission probability of a Schottky barrier can be d
scribed on the basis of the ballistic motion of hot electrons
the metal silicide layer, and that electrons reflected from
Schottky barrier pass into the bulk of the silicide and do
participate in photoemission. These assumptions lead to
expression for the quantum efficiency in the form of Fow
er’s formula multiplied by a correction factor, which take
into account the enhancement of the photoemission,

Yi5YFG~d,Le ,Lp ,YF!, ~1!

whered is the thickness of the metal silicide layer,Le is the
hot-electron inelastic mean free path,Lp is the hot-electron
elastic mean free path,
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YF is the Fowler internal quantum efficiency,C1 is the pho-
toemission coefficient,hn is the photon energy, andw0 is the
Schottky barrier height.

It follows from Refs. 5–7 that in the most interestin
case of largeYi the limit Yi→`, rather than the physica
limit

YT5
hn2w0

hn
, ~3!

is obtained upon the limiting transitionLe→` or d→0;
therefore, such an approach is justified only for thick silici
layers, where hot-electron resonance is weakly expres
Mooney and Silverman8 calculatedYi with allowance for a
large number of collisions of the hot electrons in the silici
layer. According to their results, whenLe→`, Yi→YT ,
which is the limit given by~3!. However, whend→0, as
previously,Yi→`. Here, as previously, it is assumed th
the single-transmission probability of a Schottky barrier
given in the form~2!. Actually,YF is the emission probabil-
ity averaged over the electron energy, andYi exhibits a non-
linear dependence on the single-transmission probability
the Schottky barrier. This situation makes it incorrect to
terchange the procedure for averaging over the energy
the procedure for calculating the transmission probability
an electron with a fixed energy across a Schottky barr
This point was disregarded in Ref. 8. The correct approac
to first calculate the probability for the emission of a h
electron with a given energyE, with allowance for all the

63131-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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transmission probabilityr(E) is given, as in Ref. 8, by the
expression

r~E!5
E2EF2w0

4EF
, ~4!

whereEF is the Fermi energy in the metal silicide.
The averaging over the energy is performed in the fi

step in the rangeEF,E,EF1hn.
The possible collisions are taken into account on

basis of a description of the motion of the hot electrons in
diffusion approximation. Such an approach is possible
cause of the small value ofYT and, consequently, the larg
number of electron collisions taking place at the bounda
of the silicide film ~which is of orderLe /d) and within it
~which is of orderLe /Lp). The general scheme for calcula
ing Yi on the basis of the arguments presented above
some individual consequences were briefly discussed in
9. In this paper we analyze the results of a calculation of
spectral dependence of the internal quantum efficiency
Schottky photodiodes on the basis of the diffusion model
we also compare these results with experiment.

2. MODEL AND CALCULATION RESULTS

We assume thatLe@Lp and restrict the discussion to th
case in which an increase in the quantum efficiency is
served, i.e, the caseLe@d. We also assume that the phot
emission of hot electrons takes place~in the case of the pho
toemission of holes, only replacement of the correspond
signs is necessary!. Let n(r ,t) be the number density of th
hot electrons with a certain energyE at the timet in the
vicinity of the pointr (x,y,z). The surface of the silicide film
lies in thex,y plane, and the thickness is measured from
surface (z50) to the Schottky barrier (z5d). We write the
continuity equation in the form

]n

]t
52

n

te
1DDn1 f ~r ,t !, ~5!

whereD5Lpv0/3 is the diffusivity of the hot electrons,v0 is
the velocity of the electrons on the Fermi surface, a
te5Le /n0 is the lifetime of the hot electrons before collidin
with cold electrons.

Here f (r ,t) is construed as the number of hot electro
with the energyE generated at the timet in the vicinity of
the pointr . We write the boundary conditions for~5! in the
form

H ]n/]z50, z50,

D~]n/]z!5nn0r~E!50, z5d.

~6!

~7!

The internal quantum efficiency for electrons with an ene
E is

Yi~E!5
2D*S~]n/]z!z5ddS

*Vf ~r ,t !dn
, ~8!

whereS is the area of the Schottky barrier, andV is the
volume of the metal silicide film

Averaging~8! over the energy gives the solution of th
problem for the quantum efficiency:
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The system of equations~5!–~7! for the stationary case
can be solved analytically using the Green’s functi
formalism.10 For the case of the uniform absorption of radi
tion in the silicide film, i.e., forad!1 (a is the radiation
absorption coefficient!, the expression forYi(E) has a simple
form,

Yi~E!5
L*

d Fcoth d

L*
1

D

L* n0r~E!G
21

, ~10!

whereL*5ALpLe/3.
Averaging of~10! over the energy according to~9!, we

finally obtain

Yi5
L*

d
tanhS d

L* D H hn2hn0
hn

2
4EF

hn
A Lp

3Le
tanhS d

L* D
3 lnF11

hn2hn0
4EF

A3Le
Lp

cothS d

L* D G J . ~11!

Before averaging over the energy,~10! coincides with the
analogous expression presented in Ref. 6. This serves a
ditional confirmation of the applicability of the diffusion
model in the problem under consideration.

A calculation ofYi in a Schottky barrier with platinum
silicide on the basis of the diffusion model was also p
formed in Ref. 11. Since a function describing the generat
of hot holes~a source function! was not introduced into the
continuity equation, only the disappearance of the lig
generated hot holes by ‘‘cooling’’ or emission across t
barrier was considered. The solution forYi(E) was obtained
only in the form of a series of products of several functio
containing integrals over the thickness of the silicide. T
complicated form of the expression obtained makes it di
cult to compare it directly with~10! and the data from othe
studies. However, for the very simple case of a Schot
barrier with a low transmission probability or weak elas
scattering after averaging over the energy, the expression
Yi gives the correct limiting transition (Yi→YT) for both
Le→` andd→0, as well as correspondence to the expe
mental data for a PtSi/Si Schottky barrier andLe.4000 Å.

Let us consider the limiting cases of Eq.~11!.
a! WhenLe→` or d→0,Yi→YT ; i.e. the probability of

photoemission approaches the theoretical limit.
b! When Lp→0 or Le→0, Yi→0; i.e., the probability

for the photoemission in a layer with very strong scattering
small.

c! For moderately thin silicide layers with
(LeLp/3)

1/2,d!1/a, Yi→(Le /d)YF ; i.e., the spectral de-
pendence ofYi maintains the Fowler form, and the absolu
value ofYi increases by a factor ofLe /d. In this approxima-
tion the result coincides with the data in Ref. 5.

Figures 1 and 2 present families of spectral curves of
internal quantumefficiency in (Yihn)1/25 f (hn) coordinates,
which are usually used to describe Schottky photodetect
The curves approach the linear Fowler dependence onl
small values ofLe or large values ofd. As Yi increases and
approachesYT , the curves deviate significantly from a linea
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dependence, especially at small values ofhn2w0. In addi-
tion, Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the strong dependence ofYi on
Le andd. There is also a dependence onEF ~a decrease in
EF from 5 to 1 eV increasesYi by about four fold!. The
influence ofLp as it varies in the range 5–1000 Å is weak
displayed.

In developing devices with Schottky photodiodes the
is interest not only inYi , but also in the external quantum
efficiency (Yex), i.e., the ratio of the number of photoele
trons ~or photoholes! emitted to the number of photons im
pinging on the photodiode. The usual goal is to maximize
average external quantum efficiency for an assigned s
trum

Yex5E
w0

`

Yi~hn!Yopt~hn!R~hn,T!d~hn!, ~12!

whereYopt is the probability of photon absorption, whic
takes into account the absorption in the silicide and the
tion of the optical trap, andR(hn,T) is the normalized
Planck radiation function of the object being recorded at
temperatureT ~this function can be assigned for a selecti
emitter!.

Without going into the procedure for optimizing~12!
here, we note that it permits determination of the thicknes
the metal silicide film, the value ofLe , and the parameters o
the optical trap that provide for the maximum value ofYex

for a concrete form of the functionR(hn,T). Knowledge of
this quantity makes it possible to quickly estimate the nu
ber of electrons in the signal accumulated in the poten
well of the Schottky barrier and to calculate the signal-
noise ratio of the photodetector. The results of the calcu
tion of Yopt for several types of optical traps were presen
in Ref. 9.

3. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION OF
RESULTS

The curves in Figs. 1 and 2 constructed on the basi
Eq. ~11! point out the absence of a linear dependence
(Yihn)1/2 on hn at small values ofhn2w0.

FIG. 1. Probability of the photoemission of hot electrons across Scho
barriers as a function of the energy of the absorbed photons for diffe
values of the inelastic collision lengthsLe , Å: 2— 2500,3— 2000,4—
1500,5 — 1000,6 — 500; 1 — the theoretical limitLe→`. Lp570 Å,
EF55 eV, d510 Å.
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Figure 3 presents experimental plots of the depende
of the internal quantum efficiency in (Yihn)1/2 5 f (hn2w0)
coordinates on a log–log scale for various me
silicides3,12,13 and germanium silicide.14 For the theoretical
limit we have a straight line with a slope equal to 1/2
accordance with~3!. All the other curves lie below the the
oretical limit and have a variable slope. A slope equal
unity, which reflects the Fowler form of the spectral depe
dence of the quantum efficiency, is obtained in a cert
approximation only in the range 0.06<(hn2w0)<0.2 eV
for metal silicides. The curve for germanium silicide is clo
est to the theoretical limit and has a slope close to unity
values of hn2w0 ranging from 0.02 to 0.06 eV. When
hn2w0>0.1 eV, nearly all the curves tend to a slope eq
to 1/2, which is characteristic ofYT(hn2w0). When photons
with an energy not much greater than the barrier hei
(1022<hn2w0<631022 eV! are absorbed in a Schottk
barrier, the slope of the plots becomes significantly grea
than unity, and the dependence for platinum silicide is nea
exponential. Such behavior of the internal quantum e
ciency does not follow from~11! or from the results of other
studies.5–9,11There are several possible reasons for the ra
increase in the internal quantum efficiency with increas
hn at small values ofhn2w0.

First, as the energy of the hot electrons increases,
probability of tunneling through the barrier increases, sin
the thickness of the barrier decreases with increasing ene
If the barrier has a triangular shape, its thickness decre
linearly ashn increases. This leads to an exponential dep
dence of the barrier transmission probability on the energy
the hot electrons.

Second, whenT Þ 0, there is nonzero population of th
energy levels in the silicide with energies above the Fe
level. The energy range of this ‘‘tail’’ extends from 2kT to
3kT, and the number of electrons with a given energy dro
exponentially with increasing energy. If it is assumed th
the cross section for the capture of photons by electrons d
not depend on the electron energy, an increase inhn will be
accompanied by an exponential increase in the numbe

FIG. 2. Probability of the photoemission of hot electrons across Scho
barriers as a function of the energy of the absorbed photons for diffe
values of the thickness of the metal silicided, Å: 2— 5, 3— 10, 4— 20,
5 — 50, 6 — 100, 7 — 200; 1 — the theoretical limitd→0. Lp570 Å,
EF55 eV, Le51000 Å.
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therefore, a rapid increase inYi . This increase will occur
until the energies of the absorbed photons increase so m
that hot electrons begin to be generated from the Fermi le

The character of the plots shown in Fig. 3 for PtSi/Si a
Si0.7Ge0.3/Si at small values ofhn2w0 can be qualitatively
explained on the basis of a second mechanism of injec
across the Schottky barrier. However, the data on CoSi2 can-
not be explained on this basis.

As was noted above, in the case of a not excessively
silicide layer, for which

~LpLe/3!1/2,d!1/a, ~13!

the plot of (Yihn)1/25 f (hn2w0) has a region of linearity,
whereYi→LeYF /d. In this region, knowingd, we can esti-
mate Le , i.e., the main parameter which provides for
increase in the quantum efficiency of Schottky barrie
When d530240 Å, the right-hand side of the inequalit
~13! holds only for small Lp and not very largeLe,
Le,103 Å. Assuming that these conditions are satisfied
our PtSi/Si Schottky barriers, we obtain

Le.8C2EFd, ~14!

whereC2 is the experimental value of the photoemissi
coefficient.

In the PtSi/Si Schottky barriers that we fabricat
d540 Å, andC250.3 eV21. AssumingEF58.5 eV, we ob-
tain Le5800 Å. Such a value ofLe is five times lower than
the value given in Ref. 13 for the PtSi/Si Schottky barrie
investigated in Ref. 15. This finding is possibly due to t
poorer degree of cleanness of the silicon surface before
creation of the Schottky barriers in our structures~and, thus,
the somewhat smaller internal quantum efficiency!.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The diffusion model of the emission of nonequilibriu
hot electrons across Schottky barriers has been used to o
the dependence of the internal quantum efficiency
Schottky barriers with metal silicides on the energy of t
quanta of exciting radiation for different values of the ra
between the thickness of the silicide film and the inelas
and elastic mean free paths. The solution of the diffus
equation~and the expression for the quantum efficiency! has
been obtained in an analytic form using the Green’s funct
formalism. When the ‘‘cooling’’ distances of the hot ele
trons are sufficiently large~i.e., whenLe /d@1), as the in-
elastic mean free path increases, the dependence of the q
tum efficiency on the photon energy deviates apprecia
from the Fowler dependence, increasing by severalfold in
region of the long-wavelength photosensitivity edge. Co
versely, variation of the elastic mean free path over a br
range has only a weak influence on the quantum efficien
Since the cooling distance is determined mainly by electr
electron collisions in the silicide layer, to increase the qu
tum efficiency at the long-wavelength edge, it is prefera
to fabricate the Schottky barrier on the basis of the silicide
a degenerate semiconductor rather than on the basis o
metal silicide. Quantitative agreement between the plots
the dependence of the internal quantum efficiency on
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difference between the photon energy and the Schottky
rier height (hn2w0) obtained is observed for the experime
tal PtSi, CoSi2, and GeSi Schottky barriers whe
hn2w0.kT. When hn2w0.kT, the experimental results
show a rapid~in some cases, nearly exponential! increase in
the quantum efficiency with increasinghn, which does not
follow directly from the model considered and is possib
due to the need to take into account the thermal spread o
electron concentration near the Fermi level in the silic
layer.
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FIG. 3. Spectral dependences of the quantum efficiency of Schottky ph
diodes formed by various silicides:2 — Si0.7Ge0.3/Si; 3 — PtSi/Si;154 —
CoSi2; 5— PtSi/Si;91— theoretical limit.
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The photoconductivity of Cd xHg12xTe (x50.220.3) with an aluminum

cts
thin-film coating
É. Yu. Salaev, É. K. Guse nov, and N. D. Isma lov

Institute of Photoelectronics, Azerbaidzhan Academy of Sciences, 370141 Baku, Azerbaidzhan

Atesh Tezer

TUBITAK, Marmara Research Center, 41470 Gebze, Turkey
~Submitted June 13, 1996; accepted for publication October 25, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 740–744~June 1997!

The results of an experimental investigation of the photoconductivity ofn- andp-CdxHg12xTe
3(x50.220.3) deposited on the surface of aluminum thin films are presented. The results
obtained are analyzed with allowance for the influence of the surface space-charge region and
the recombination process in it. The values of the rate of surface recombination and the
surface mobility of the charge carriers are determined from measurements of the photoconductivity
and the barrier photocurrent. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!02406-X#
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The unwavering interest in CdxHg12xTe single crystals
due to their widespread use in optoelectronics has stimul
comprehensive investigations of their physical properties,
cluding their microscopic properties. The study of the
properties and an ability to regulate the surface parame
are essential for creating photodetectors with superb ph
electric parameters. Surface-controlled photodetectors h
an increased photosensitivity, a lower noise level, an
smaller recombination surface than do ordinary photode
tors, which influence the characteristics of the devices.1 The
surface doping of CdxHg12xTe with Ag and Au from neutral
solutions, which is one of the methods for regulating t
surface state,2 causes a drop in the photosensitivity in t
short-wavelength region of the spectrum of CdxHg12xTe,
which is associated with an increase in the rate of surf
recombination. At the same time, an investigation of the p
toconductivity of CdxHg12xTe after various metals are de
posited on CdxHg12xTe single crystals by thermal vacuu
evaporation showed that the drop in photosensitivity in
short-wavelength region of the spectrum is caused not o
by an increase in surface recombination, but also, to a c
siderable degree, by a decrease in the surface mobility o
charge carriers. Aluminum stands out among the serie
metals used, since a considerable increase in the photos
tivity in the short-wavelength region of the spectrum is o
served when it is deposited on a CdxHg12xTe surface.

In this paper we present the results of a comprehen
study of the photoconductivity of CdxHg12xTe
(x50.220.3) single crystals when aluminum thin films a
deposited on a chemically etched surface by thermal vac
evaporation.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Single crystals ofn-type CdxHg12xTe (x50.220.3)
with Nd5120.1331015 cm23 and mn53263104 cm2/
~V•s! and p-type crystals of the same composition wi
Na532531015 cm23 and mp54.525.53102 cm2/~V•s!
were used in the experiments. The surface of the plates
subjected to chemical-mechanical polishing followed
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were created on each plate by the electrochemical depos
of indium. Aluminum films with thicknesses from 10 to 30
Å were deposited by thermal vacuum evaporation in a s
tem with a turbomolecular pumping system. The thickness
the aluminum film was monitored using an MII-4 interfe
ence microscope by measuring the metallization on a gla
plate located closer to the evaporation source than
sample. When aluminum was sputtered, the ohmic cont
on the sample were covered by a special mask, which p
vided a gap with a width of about 100mm between the
ohmic contacts and the aluminum gate. To form a cont
with the semitransparent gate, a silver strip measur
503300 mm2 was sputtered at the transverse center of
sample, and a steel wire spring was pressed against it.
magnitude of the surface band bending was determined f
measurements of the photoelectromotive force.3 The current-
voltage characteristics were measured at a frequency o
Hz, and the capacitance-voltage characteristics determ
by the resonance method were measured at the frequenc
the range 0.1–3 MHz. The remaining details of the expe
mental procedure were described in Refs. 4 and 5. All
measurements were performed at 77 K.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experiments reveal that after deposition of the a
minum films on the surfaces ofn- andp-CdxHg12xTe there
are significant changes in the spectral characteristics and
laxation kinetics of the photoconductivity. In comparison
the original data for a free CdxHg12xTe surface~Fig. 1,
curve1!, slight increases in the surface lifetimets and the
photosensitivity in the short-wavelength region of the sp
trum ss are observed as the thickness of the aluminum fi
increases~in the range of thicknesses 20–80 Å! ~Fig. 1,
curve2!. The increases ints andss continue to saturation a
film thicknesses at which the films exhibit appreciable co
ductivity ~thicknesses greater than 100 Å! ~Fig. 1, curve3!.
The largest increases in these parameters, up to 50 fold
x50.2820.3, are observed for uncompensated and wea
compensated samples, which have comparatively low va

63535-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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for the bulk carrier lifetimetn50.32621.031026 s. This
effect weakens considerably as the gap width of
CdxHg12xTe single crystal decreases. The factor by wh
the photosensitivity increases in the short-wavelength reg
of the spectrumKs5ss /ss

0 is smaller than the factor by
which the surface lifetime increasesKt5ts /ts

0 ~wheress
0

and ts
0 are the original values of the photoconductivity a

the surface lifetime of the charge carriers on the free surf
of the samples, andss and ts are the values for a surfac
with a sputtered aluminum layer!. For the strongly compen
sated samples withtn.1025 s the surface lifetimets re-
mains nearly the same, while the photoconductivityss de-
creases in most cases severalfold~sometimes 20 fold! ~Fig.
2, curve2! in comparison to the original value ofss for the
free surface. AsEg decreases, a decrease ints in comparison
with tn is observed. For the samples with a coating the
netics of the drop in the photocurrent at small levels of p
toexcitation correspond to a simple exponential law~Fig. 3a,
curve1!; as the level of pulsed illumination is increased,
fast component of the decrease in the photoresponse w
time constantts , which approachestn , appears. Additiona
constant illumination diminishests ~Fig. 3a, curve3!, but the
distribution of the photosensitivity in the short-waveleng
region of the spectrum is lowered to a considerably sma
degree~Fig. 1, curve4!.

It follows from the current-voltage characteristics of t
Al–CdxHg12xTe structures that the dielectric gap betwe
the metal and the semiconductor is tunneling-opaque to
charge carriers even when a bias voltage as large as 1 V is
applied. This allows us to use the capacitance-volt
method, which is used to analyze metal-insulat
semiconductor~MIS! structures with a thick insulator, to de
termine the surface parameters. The estimated value o

FIG. 1. Spectral dependence of the photoconductivity of Cd0.28Hg0.72Te
with tn51 ms at 80 K:1 — with a free surface;2–4 — with a surface
covered by an aluminum film of thickness:2— 50 Å (ts52 ms!; 3— 150
Å (ts510 ms!; 4— 150 Å (ts55 ms! with illumination.
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density of surface states isNss'1012 cm22. An analysis of
these characteristics for structures based onn- andp-type Cd

xHg12xTe points out depleting band bending atU50. This
is also indicated by the identical value of the saturation p
toelectromotive force (ws<60 mV for x50.28 at 77 K! in
the presence of the thermal background acting on these s
tures. The background radiation generation current can lo
the initial barrier heightws by 30–50 mV, and thus it can b
assumed thatws.0.1 V. However, the use of these values
ws andNss for the formation of a barrier according to th
Bardeen model does not provide a satisfactory explana
for the results obtained forn- andp-type CdxHg12xTe of the
same composition. In the case of metal–CdxHg12xTe struc-
tures, the violation of the stoichiometry in the surface lay
upon deposition of the metal due to the weakly bound m
cury atoms, whose vacancies create acceptor levels in
band gap,6 must be taken into account. Therefore, the fact
determining the heights of the barriers onn- and p-CdxHg

FIG. 2. Spectral dependence of the photoconductivity ofn-Cd0.27Hg0.73Te
with tn512 ms at 80 K:1— with a free surface (ts512 ms!; 2— with a
surface coated by an aluminum film of thickness 170 Å (ts512 ms!; 3—
spectrum of the barrier photoelectromotive force of an Al–Cd0.27Hg0.73Te
structure.

FIG. 3. Photoconductivity relaxation kinetics. a:1, 2 — for low and high
levels of pulsed illumination,3— in the presence of constant illuminatio
and a barrier photocurrent. b:1— for R051 MV, 2— for R050.3 kV in
an Al–Cd0.28Hg0.72Te structure.
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ing of the surface bands in the initial stage of deposition
the aluminum films is attributable to the formation of a tra
sition layer and restructuring of the system of surface sta
The problem of barrier formation calls for a special stud
therefore, below we shall consider only the results obtai
for aluminum layers of thickness 100–300 Å.

Let us analyze the observed features of the photocon
tivity with allowance for the photoconductivity of the surfac
space-charge region and the recombination occurring in
As was shown in Ref. 5, upon depletion the photoconduc
ity of CdxHg12xTe (x50.220.3) is localized in the surface
space-charge region and is approximated by the express

s~a!5eIh~11b!$mpsts@12exp~2a l !/~11a l !#

1@mpntnexp~2a l !/~11aLd!#%, ~1!

where I is the rate of the generation of electron-hole pa
mn andms are the bulk and surface mobilities of the char
carriers,b5mnn /mpn.mns /mps , a is the absorption coeffi-
cient, l is the width of the space-charge region,Ld is the
diffusion length for the minority charge carriers, andh is the
quantum efficiency of the internal photoeffect. In the regi
of intense absorption, where we have

ss5eIh~11b!msts , ~2!

ts
215tn

21@~11L2
t !/~11L2!#1S/Ld~11L2!, ~3!

where

L25Ld
21E

0

l

exp@2w~x!#dx,

L2
t 5Ld

21E
0

l

exp@2w~x!#tpt
21~x!dx,

and upon depletion

L25LeLd
21E

0

l

exp~2ws!/A2ws21. ~4!

If the surface band bending increases after depositio
the metal on the surface of the sample, then, as follows f
~3!, at small rates of surface recombinatio
@S,Ld(11L2)tn

21# and recombination in the space-char
region (L2

t ,L2), the surface lifetime of the charge carrie
ts increases. In this case, as is observed for weakly com
sated CdxHg12xTe samples, the photosensitivity increases
the short-wavelength region of the spectrum. For the sam
with a high degree of compensation of the carrier concen
tion and comparatively large values oftn , it is difficult to
achieve the conditionts.tn due to the restriction ofts by
the rates of surface recombination and recombination in
space-charge region. Consequently, as follows from~2!, for
these samples the decrease in the photosensitivity in
short-wavelength portion of the spectrum following fil
deposition can be caused by the smaller values of the sur
mobility ms of the charge carriers compared with the bu
mobility mv . Under the condition of localization of the pho
toconductivity in the space-charge region withms5mv and
ts5tv , the spectral dependence ofs(a) is identical to the
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force Us(a). Therefore, the lowering ofs(a) relative to
theUs(a) curve in the short-wavelength portion of the spe
trum is proportional tomn /ms . The surface mobility of the
charge carriersms523104 cm2/~V•s! was determined from
a comparison of theUs(a) ands(a) curves~Fig. 2, curves
2 and 3! using the valuemv563104cm2/~V•s! for n-Cdx
Hg12xTe.

When the level of pulsed illumination is increased
constant illumination is provided, the surface ban
straighten, causing the appearance of a fast component in
decrease in the photocurrent withts approachingtn . The
photosensitivity in the short-wavelength portion of the sp
trum should decrease by the same factor. However, as
bands straighten, the condition of localization of the pho
conductivity in the space-charge region is violated, and
contribution of the surface to the total photoconductivity d
creases. During this process,ms approachesmn , and this
accounts for the weak decrease ins(a) upon continuous
illumination. Thus, the observed decrease inss following the
deposition of an aluminum film on a sample is governed
the smaller values ofms compared withmn , rather than by
the rate of surface recombination.

To determineS it is convenient to use the relaxatio
curves of the photocurrent in an Al–CdxHg12xTe surface-
barrier structure ~Fig. 3a!. In the open-circuit regime
R0.Rv ~whereR0 is the resistance of the load, andRv is
the resistance of the space-charge region! the time constant
t15Rv•Cv ~where Cv is the capacitance of the spac
charge region!. In the short-circuit regime (R0!Rv) the
photocurrent increases with the time constantt25R0•Rv

and, after achieving a certain value, decreases with the
constantt r , which is related toS by the relation8

t r5Le~2ws
L!@~Spe1S* !A2ws

L#21, ~5!

where Spe is the rate of the emission of charge carrie
through the dielectric gap. In our caseSpe!S* . After deter-
mining the values ws

L57, t r5431025 s, and
Le5631025 cm, from~5! we findS*5500 cm/s, so that, in
fact,S*!Ldtn

21(11L2)563104 cm/s.
Taking into account~4! and~5!, we can write Eq.~3! in

the form ts
215tn

21@(11L2
t )/(11L2)#1t r

21 , from which
it follows that ts can increase only under the condition th
the second term is much smaller than the first, and the
combination rate in the space-charge region decreases a
surface band bending increases@(11L2

t )→1#. This conclu-
sion is valid, if the tunneling effects in the space-charge
gion are disregarded, as was done in Ref. 8.

However, for CdxHg12xTe with narrow-gap composi
tions these effects can predominate at low temperatures.
ure 4 presents plots of the dependence of the short-cir
photocurrent on the bias voltage in the structure. It can
seen that in a reverse bias the photocurrent in a struc
based on a strongly compensated sample withNd.1013

cm23 decreases. A similar drop in the photocurrent was
served in an MIS structure based onp-type Cd0.2Hg0.8Te
with Na5331015 cm23 in Ref. 9 and was attributed to th
tunneling of charge carriers via impurity centers in the spa
charge region. As an analysis shows, this mechanism is

637Salaev et al.
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acceptable forNd.1013 cm23. In addition, no decrease i
the photocurrent is observed for thep-type CdxHg12xTe
sample withNa5531015 cm23 within the range of bias
voltages indicated in Fig. 4.

The features observed are explained well on a qualita
level by the fluctuation theory for barrier structures,10 which
states that in strongly compensated materials the tunnelin
charge carriers in the space-charge region can be facilit
by the formation of pinholes, i.e., fluctuational accumu
tions of ionized donors and acceptors, which lead to lo
narrowing of the barrier. The tunnel currents restrict the
crease in the barrier height and the surface lifetime. T
factor becomes stronger as the gap width of the mate
decreases. For example, for CdxHg12xTe with x50.2
3(Eg.0.1 eV! and tn5331026 s even a decrease in th
surface lifetime to 531027 s is observed after an aluminum
layer is deposited. In our opinion, this accounts for the c
stancy or lowering ofts for strongly compensated samples
CdxHg12xTe (x50.220.3) after an aluminum layer is de
posited on their surface.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The photoconductivity features observed forn- and
p-type CdxHg12xTe with a thin aluminum coating are inte
preted well within a model which takes into account t

FIG. 4. Dependence of the short-circuit photocurrent on the applied
voltage in different structures:1 — Al–n-Cd0.27Hg0.73Te with Nd51013

cm23, 2— Al–p-Cd0.3Hg0.7Te with Na5531015 cm23.
638 Semiconductors 31 (6), June 1997
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recombination occurring in it. For uncompensated a
weakly compensated samples withtn50.33102621.0
31026 s the bending of the surface bands increases after
deposition of an aluminum thin film. As a result of the sm
rate of surface recombination (S;100 cm/s!, this results in
an increase ints and enhancement of the photosensitivity
the short-wavelength portion of the spectrum. No increas
ts is observed for the strongly compensated samples w
tn.1025 s. This is attributed to the significant tunneling an
tunneling-recombination processes in the space-charge
gion. The values of the surface recombination rate and
surface mobility of the charge carriers have been determi
from the results of combined measurements of the photoc
ductivity and the barrier photoelectromotive force for t
two types of CdxHg12xTe samples under the conditions
localization of the photoconductivity in the surface spac
charge region. It is shown that the smaller values of
surface mobility compared with the bulk mobility can lead
a strong~up to 20-fold! decrease in the photosensitivity i
the short-wavelength portion of the spectrum.
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Temperature dependence of the photoluminescence of porous silicon

be-
P. K. Kashkarov, E. A. Konstantinova, S. A. Petrova, V. Yu. Timoshenko,
and A. É. Yunovich

M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted June 26, 1996; accepted for publication October 25, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 745–748~June 1997!

The photoluminescence of porous silicon in the temperature range from 300 to 400 K is
investigated. It is shown that the experimental results are explained well on the basis of a model
of the radiative recombination of excitons in silicon nanostructures. According to numerical
estimates obtained by comparing the experimental and calculated curves, the exciton binding
energy is;0.2 eV. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!02506-4#
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The properties of luminescent porous silicon have b
vigorously investigated in the last few years~see, for ex-
ample, the reviews in Refs. 1–4!. It has been found that on
of the most important features of porous silicon is the ex
tence of a nanostructure in the form of a net of silicon wi
or partially isolated regions~fractals!. The smallest dimen-
sions of these fractals are of the order of 1–3 nm,1 which is
sufficient for the realization of an appreciable siz
quantization effect.2,3 The latter, as has been assumed
most studies, alters the optical properties of porous silic
shifting the optical absorption edge toward larger quant
energies. However, there is no such clarity with respec
the luminescence, particularly the photoluminescence~PL! in
porous silicon. Although many researchers believe that
radiative recombination of charge carriers takes place i
modified second quantization of the band structure of por
silicon,1,2 there are many different opinions regarding t
details of the recombination mechanism. The possibility
the direct recombination of free electrons and holes,2 the
binding of the latter in excitons that annihilate with the em
sion of optical quanta,1,4 and radiative recombination on su
face states of the nanostructure1 have been considered. I
addition, it has been theorized in several papers that the m
contribution to the luminescence of porous silicon is ma
by optical excitation and excitation relaxation in a molecu
coating of fractals.1,3,4

One of the important characteristics of the luminesce
of porous silicon, knowledge of which would permit a choi
between different models, is its temperature dependence.
so-calledS band of PL in the visible region of the spectru
observed when the temperature of porous silicon is lowe
below room temperature has been investigated in m
studies.1,4–9However, the data obtained and their interpre
tion are very contradictory. The only general conclusion
perhaps, that the PL intensityIPL increases when the tem
peratureT is lowered from 300 to 200–150 K. When porou
silicon was cooled further, some investigators observe
drop in IPL ,

5,6 which was attributed to a decrease in t
population of the exciton singlet state and an increase in
population of the metastable triplet state.6 In other studies,
when T was lowered further, either no decrease inIPL
occurred,8,9 or it was observed atT,70 K.10 Some of the
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tween the samples used. In fact, it was established in
work11 that as the characteristic dimensions of the poro
silicon nanostructure decrease and the original PL b
shifts toward shorter wavelengths, the influence of the te
perature on the PL intensity, as well as on the spectr
decrease sharply. Another factor which influences the te
perature variations of the PL can be the presence of def
which participate in nonradiative recombination.

The dependence of theS line of PL on the temperature
as the latter is increased above room temperature was stu
in Refs. 5, 9, and 12. However, it is difficult to correct
interpret these results, since the porous silicon was heate
air. Changes in the surface coating of the nanostruc
which influence the PL are very likely in that case.1 In fact,
it has been reported that when freshly prepared porous
con is heated above 500 K, the PL intensity drops irreve
ibly as a result of the loss of the hydrogen coating.1,3 Similar
effects probably occurred in the studies cited above in
form of a residual decrease inIPL ~Ref. 5! or its temperature
hysteresis.12

Thus, there are presently no reliable data on the cou
of IPL(T) at temperatures above room temperature. At
same time, such information could be useful for identifyi
the PL mechanisms. For example, it was claimed in t
theoretical studies13,14 that excitons with binding energie
Eexc can exist in nanometer-scale silicon wires. For wires
square cross section with a sided from 1.5 to 3.1 nm the
value of Eexc varies from 140 to 70 meV, respectively.14

Radiative transitions between exciton levels cause the P
porous silicon. Appreciable values ofEexc permit excitons to
exist at room temperature and can determine the therma
quenching.

The present work is devoted to an experimental inve
gation of the dependence of the PL of porous silicon wh
the temperature is raised from 300 to 420 K. The data
tained are analyzed on the basis of a model of the radia
recombination of excitons in quantum wires of a porous s
con nanostructure.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Samples of porous silicon on ap-type Si substrate with
a resistivityr510 V•cm and a surface having the~100! ori-

63939-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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entation were investigated. Electrolytic anodization in
HF–C2H5OH:H2O mixture ~1:2:1! at a current density
j530 mA/cm2 over the course oft510 min was used. Be
fore the experiments were begun, the samples were store
air for several months.

Immediately before the PL measurements, the por
silicon samples were subjected to prolonged vacuum tr
ment~at a residual pressureP5102321024 Pa! and heating
atT5450 K. Such preliminary treatment made it possible
stabilize the adsorbed coating on porous silicon, wh
variation can have a significant influence on the PL.1 During
the treatment employed, the weakly bound water molecu
in particular, are removed.15 The latter can influence the re
combination process in porous silicon under opti
excitation.11,16

In the PL measurements excitation was effected by
output from an argon laser with a wavelengthl5488 nm
and an intensityI 050.1 W/cm2. As was previously estab
lished in Ref. 17, significant heating of the porous layer d
not occur at such an excitation intensity. The experime
were carried out in a vacuum atT53002420 K.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measured PL spectra of porous silicon at sev
fixed temperatures are presented in Fig. 1. It is seen tha
PL spectrum of porous silicon atT5300 K is characterized
by a broad band with a maximum atlm.760 nm~curve1!.
As the temperature is raised, the PL intensity decreases,
slight displacement~by ;10 nm! of the band toward shorte
wavelengths is observed. The changes of porous silicon
served in the PL were completely reversible and reprod
ible in subsequent heat-treatment cycles.

According to the model proposed in Ref. 11, the P
band of porous silicon is the result of the superposition of
emission from nanostructures of different sizes. For simp
ity we assume that the porous layer investigated is a se
wires with transverse dimensions of the order of several

FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectra of porous silicon.T, K: 1— 300,2—
340,3— 370, 4 — 420.
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nometers. This corresponds to the type of substrate tha
used and the regime for obtaining porous silicon, in wh
the porous layer has a highly porous coralloidal structur18

Then, to within the error determined by the specific sha
and orientation of the silicon wires,19 each energy~wave-
length! in the PL spectrum corresponds to a definite w
diameterd. If the binding energy of the excitons in the sil
con wires is taken into account, then, in accordance with R
14, the wavelengthsl15700 nm andl25850 nm corre-
spond to luminescence from wires withd152 nm and
d253 nm, respectively.

Figure 2 presents plots of the dependence of the PL
tensity on the reciprocal temperature in semilogarithmic
ordinates forl1 andl2. A sharper temperature dependen
is observed forl2, i.e., for nanostructures with the large
diameterd2. Qualitatively, this corresponds well to smalle
values ofEexc and can be explained within a model of exc
ton recombination. However, theIPL(1/T) curves cannot be
approximated by exponential laws with the activation en
giesEexc calculated in Ref. 14. In semilogarithmic coord
nates the slopes of the corresponding straight lines are
consistent with experiment. It is also difficult to attribute th
differences between the experimental plots ofIPL for l1 and
l2 to the recombination of free charge carriers or radiat
recombination in defects.

To quantitatively analyze the experimental data o
tained, let us consider a system of intersecting silicon wi
under the conditions of weak continuous excitation. We
sume that there are two subsystems of noninteracting ch
carriers, viz., free electrons and holes with a pair concen
tion n and excitons with a concentrationN. We can then
write the kinetic equations

dN/dt5Cn2AN2N/t r ,

dn/dt5g2Cn1AN2n/tnr , ~1!

FIG. 2. Plots of the dependence of the photoluminescence of porous si
on the reciprocal temperature for the wavelengthsl15700 nm ~1! and
l25850 nm~2!. Points — experimental data, curves — results of calcu
tions according to~4! with the fitting parameterstnr50.07ms, Eexc150.2
eV ~1!, andEexc250.18 ~2!.
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carriers in excitons and thermal decay of the latter, resp
tively, g is the rate of the generation of electron-hole pa
andt r andtnr are the times for radiative exciton annihilatio
and the nonradiative recombination of electron-hole pa
respectively.

In ~1! the contribution of the excitonic processes to t
excitation of charge carriers upon the absorption of ligh
ignored in accordance with Ref. 14.

Under steady-state conditions (d/dt50) we obtain

g5n/tnr1N/t r . ~2!

We presume Boltzmann statistics,

n/N5exp~2Eexc/kT!. ~3!

From ~2! and ~3! we obtain

N5gt r /@11~t r /tnr!exp~2Eexc/kT!#. ~4!

Let us use~4! to analyze the experimental dependence of
PL on the temperature. We assume thatIPL;N;g. The lat-
ter is in good agreement with our data17 and the literature
data,1,4 indicating a linear dependence of the PL intensity
the excitation level up to 1 W/cm2, at which photoinduced
heating is already significant. Then, according to Ref. 14,
radiative recombination times ford1 and d2 are equal to
t r1570 ms and t r25170 ms, respectively, and depen
weakly on the temperature. We note that the literature d
not offer any unequivocal and reliable data fortnr ; there-
fore, it is a fitting parameter in our description.

Figure 2 presents curves calculated from Eq.~4!. The
best fit between the calculated curves and the experime
points was achieved fortnr50.07 ms, Eexc150.2 eV ~for
l1), andEexc250.18 eV ~for l2). The values for the latte
exceed the values of the exciton binding energies obtaine
Ref. 14:Eexc1.0.1 eV andEexc2.0.07 eV. In our opinion,
there are two possible reasons for such a disparity. First,
seen from~4!, the presence of an activation barrier to non
diative recombination with an energyEa of the form
tnr;exp(Ea /kT) makes a contribution to the thermal P
quenching. Second, the exciton binding energy in the sili
wires will be greater, if the difference between the dielect
constants of the wire material and the surrounding em
space is taken into account.20 According to our estimates
based on the calculations in Refs. 14 and 20, the latter fa
causes an increase in the binding energy by a factor of 1.5
which is consistent with the results of the calculation in t
641 Semiconductors 31 (6), June 1997
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final choice between the two possibilities presented abo
Nevertheless, we note that the good agreement between
experimental points and the curves calculated within the
citon model supports the latter possibility.

Thus, the dependence of the PL of porous silicon in
temperature range from 300 to 420 K has been investiga
experimentally in this work. The results obtained attest
behavior of the thermal PL quenching that is more comp
cated than a simple thermal-activation law and can be
plained within an exciton model of the luminescence of p
rous silicon.

This work was supported as part of the Physics of So
State Nanostructures Program~Project No. 1-064!.
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Use of a low-temperature emitter in investigating the spectral characteristics of infrared

photodetectors

V. V. Vasil’ev, Yu. P. Mashukov, and V. N. Ovsyuk

Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Siberian Branch,
630090 Novosibirsk, Russia
~Submitted July 8, 1996; accepted for publication October 25, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31 749–752~June 1997!

A method for determining the cutoff wavelengthlc of the photosensitivity spectrum of an
infrared photodetector by measuring two photosignals obtained from two blackbody sources of
radiation at different temperatures is examined. It is shown that it is expedient to use
blackbody sources at low temperatures forl.10214 mm. The photosignal of an element of a
p-type CdxHg12xTe photodiode array withx50.225 is measured for a blackbody, whose
temperature is varied in the range 150–450 K. The values oflc for several temperature ranges
are calculated from a comparison of the experimental and theoretical curves. The
corrections tolc associated with the deviation of the real photosensitivity spectrum from the
ideal spectrum are calculated. Arguments regarding the selection of the optimum
temperature ranges for the emitters are advanced. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!02606-9#
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tion in the mid-IR region ~5–14 mm! have become
widespread.1 When the photosensitivity of such devices
measured, it is necessary to deal with the following facto
a! the small value of the area of an individual element; b! the
appreciable disparity between the doped region and the
tocarrier collection area; c! the possible mutual influence o
the elements on one another.

Exact measurements of the photoelectric characteris
of such structures using a monochromator is often diffic
because of the complexity of the equipment and becaus
the small value of the radiated power falling on an individu
element. Consequently, it has also become common to
ploy a blackbody directly, without a monochromator, for
radiation. In particular, a simple method was proposed
Ref. 2 for determining the wavelength of the photosensitiv
edge using two emitters at different temperatures. A spe
feature of the work just cited is that the photosensitivity w
investigated using a blackbody, whose temperature was
ied over a broad range, including values below room te
perature. The use of a low-temperature emitter to investig
long-wavelength photodetectors with a photosensitivity e
at lc;10 mm and longer wavelengths has definite adva
tages. At a sufficiently low temperature, at which the em
sivity maximum is located at a wavelength longer thanlc , a
sharper dependence of the photosignal onlc is observed.

To determinelc it is convenient to take the ratio be
tween the photosignals at two emitter temperatures. Sev
parameters can then be eliminated: the area of the phot
tector, the reflection losses, and the quantum efficiency.
ratio of the two photosignals at two emitter temperatures a
function of lc is plotted in Fig. 1. It was assumed in th
calculations that the photoresponse is proportional to
number of photons having a wavelength shorter thanlc , and
this number was determined by integrating Planc
formula:3,4
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where c1851.8836531023 mm3/s•cm2 and c251.43879
3104 mm•K.

We see that the plots in Fig. 1 are sufficiently sharp
determinelc very accurately, especially at reduced tempe
tures. However, the actual accuracy depends on how clo
the particular spectral dependence of the power-current
sitivity corresponds to the ideal dependence and on how
curately the measurements can be performed. To perform
corresponding analysis, we consider Figs. 2 and 3, wh
present the data from measurements of one of the elem
of a 2364 photodiode array fabricated on ap-type
CdxHg12xTe substrate withx50.225, in whichn2p junc-
tions were formed by ion-implanting boron.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Figure 2 shows the true spectral power-current sens
ity characteristic, which differs significantly from the ide
curve. The measurements were performed at a sample
perature equal to 78 K. Figure 3 presents the experime
dependence of the photocurrent on the emitter tempera
as well as several theoretical plots, which were construc
under the same assumptions as the curves in Fig. 1. In a
tion, it was assumed that the reflection losses amoun
30%, that the carrier collection area is equal to the area
the p2n junction (50370 mm2), that the emissivity of the
blackbody isa50.95, and that the effective angle of sight
2ueff515°. The measurements were performed in a nitrog
cryostat, whose working volume accommodated a sampl
model of a blackbody, and a device for displacing the pro
The blackbody was made from brass and had a radia
surface with a diameter of 8 mm, which was blackened
the adhesive BF-2 mixed with porous graphite. The hea
used was a copper-wire winding, which was glued to
blackbody by the same adhesive to achieve better ther

64242-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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contact. Since the surface of the sample was at an angw
relative to the axis of the emitter, the irradiance should
determined using the expression

sin2ueff5sin2u•cosw, ~2!

whereu andw are the angles shown in the inset in Fig.
Two positions of the blackbody relative to the sample w
used: a far position (2ueff515°) and a near position
(2ueff549°). In Fig. 3 either the experimental values of t
photocurrent for the far position or appropriately recalcula
values for the near position are plotted. The near position
the source was employed for more exact measuremen
low temperatures.

A movable cooled shield was positioned between
emitter and the array element for use in the measuremen
the photocurrent. The lower limit of the measurable pho
current values was;1310210 A. The temperature of the

FIG. 1. Theoretical plots of the ratio between the photosignals of an i
photon photodetector for a perfect blackbody at two temperatures as a
tion of the cutoff wavelength of the photodetector:1— 250 and 150 K;2—
350 and 250 K;3— 450 and 350 K.

FIG. 2. Spectral dependence of the power–current sensitivity~1! for one of
the elements of a 2364 array onp-type CdxHg12xTe with x50.225, spec-
tral dependence of the quantum efficiency taken for the calculations~2!, and
ideal spectral dependence of the quantum yield.
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blackbody was measured using a copper-constantan the
couple soldered to it, whose other end was placed in liq
nitrogen.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Let us compare the theoretical curves shown in Fig
with the experimental curve. Since we know from Fig. 2 th
lc510mm, we make the comparison for just that curve. T
fact that the experimental curve is above the theoreti
curve over its entire course can be attributed to a photocar
collection area that is larger than presumed. If the differen

TABLE I.

T, K Np /Ni

150 0.705
200 0.720
250 0.741
300 0.767
350 0.792
400 0.811
450 0.828

al
c-

FIG. 3. Dependence of the photocurrent of one of the elements of a ph
diode array on the emitter temperature:1–4 — calculated plots,5 — ex-
perimental plot; a — near position of the emitter; b — far position. The
measurement setup is shown in the inset:1 — sample stage,2 — sample,
3— regulated probe,4— movable shield,5— emitter,6— PTFE thermal
insulator,7— cold screen,8— one of three glass windows in the cryosta
9— objective lens of a binocular microscope.
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collection area is 45% greater than the area of the do
region. This value is too small for there to be overlap b
tween two neighboring elements. However, additional m
surements show that there is, in fact, some optical coup
between the array elements: the sum of the photocurrent
two elements located next to one another was somew
smaller when they were switched on simultaneously th
when they were switched on separately. At the same ti
there is no inverse conducting channel coupling these
elements.

The determination oflc from curves1–3 in Fig. 1 gives
the valueslc511.0, 9.7, and 10.2mm, respectively. The
spread amounts to 1.3mm or 13% of the measured value. I
our opinion, this result is sufficiently satisfactory, if it
taken into account that there is a whole series of factors
promote the appearance of errors: the large dynamic rang
the measured quantity, the possible dependence of the e
sivity of the source on the wavelength and the temperat
and the possible instability of the properties of the photo
ode.

Let us evaluate the error inlc associated with the dif-
ference between the real and ideal spectral dependence
the basis of Fig. 2, we introduce the quantum efficien
h(l). Since the photocurrent is proportional to the numb
of photons and the quantum efficiency, and the numbe
photons is, in turn, proportional tol ~for the same radiated
power!, we can write

h~l!5k
I p~l!

l
, ~3!

wherek is a certain coefficient, which is determined from t
normalization condition. We normalizeh(l) to unity at the
maximum ~Fig. 2!. Multiplying h(l) by Planck’s function
and calculating the corresponding integral, we obtain
number of photoelectrons. We next calculate the numbe
photoelectrons in the ideal case, i.e., under the assump
thath(l)51 for l,lc and 0 forl.lc (lc59.8mm!, and
then we take the ratio of the number of photoelectrons
tained in the former caseNp to the number of photoelectron
obtained in the latter caseNi ~see Table I!. It is seen that as
the emitter temperature is lowered, the disparity between
results for the ideal and real spectral dependences incre
Consequently, if we would construct the curves in Fig. 1
the real spectrum, they would be above the curves dra
and the values oflc determined from the experimental da
in Fig. 3 would consequently be higher. To calculate
correctionDlc we proceed in the following manner: 1! we
determine the slope of the curve selected in the vicinity
lc510 mm from Fig. 1, f 85 (D logM/Dlc); 2! we deter-
mine the logarithm of the ratio between the values for
respective pair of temperatures,d logM; 3! we determine
Dlc5 (D logM/f8). The calculations give the following val
ues forlc with allowance for the correction instead of th
former values: 11.2, 10.0, and 10.8mm for curves1–3 in
Fig. 1, respectively.

Let us consider the choice of the optimum temperat
range in the method for determininglc under consideration
The condition for the maximum of the derivative of the num
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serve as the optimality criterion. This derivative is equal
the integrand in Eq.~1!, for which the maximum is deter
mined by Wien’s law:3

lmax•T5a8, ~4!

wherea853669.73mm•K.
Thus, in our case the corresponding temperature is e

to about 370 K. However, as the calculations show, the re
tive variation of the number of photons, i.e., the quant
(1/Q(lc))(dQ(lc)/dlc), increases continuously as the tem
perature decreases from the value just indicated, so tha
dependence onlc is displayed increasingly more clearly
Therefore, it is apparently reasonable to lower the tempe
ture below the value indicated until new restrictive facto
such as the small amplitude of the effective signal, the
pearance of false signals from other parts of the cryostat,
influence of the form of the true spectral dependence, and
presence of appreciable photosensitivity beyond the ed
begin to operate~we recall that at an emitter temperature
150 K only 0.3% of all the photons correspond to the ran
l,10 mm!. It is perfectly possible that the best value
lc that we obtained for curve2 in Fig. 1, which covers the
temperature range 250–350 K, confirms the foregoing st
ment.

CONCLUSIONS

It can be concluded from the analysis performed and
experimental data that the determination oflc by the method
used in this work does not give us any guarantee that we
obtain a high absolute accuracy, which can be estimate
60.5mm in the vicinity of;10 mm. In fact, the very con-
cept oflc for a real spectrum is not fully defined. Howeve
utilization of the simple design of a model of a perfect
blackbody located within the cryostat and the simplicity
the measurement method are remarkable. The method
certainly be very effective in measuring a large collection
elements~an array, a matrix!, and the relative accuracy wil
already be far higher (;60.1 mm!. As in Ref. 2, there
should, of course, be two emitters with different tempe
tures and a device for mechanically displacing them.

We thank A. Suslyakov for measuring the photosensit
ity spectrum, as well as for some useful discussions.
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Laser-stimulated displacement of the p2n junction boundary in direct-gap GaAsP

structures

G. A. Sukach

Institute of Semiconductors Physics, Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences, 252028 Kiev, Ukraine
~Submitted July 31, 1996; accepted for publication October 25, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 753–756~June 1997!

Displacement of thep2n junction boundary in direct-gap GaAsP structures exposed to intense,
strongly absorbed laser radiation was observed experimentally. It is shown that this
phenomenon is caused primarily by the diffusion fluxes of zinc ions from thep-type region into
then-type region, which are manifested as fields of thermoelastic stresses created by
significant temperature gradients. The dependences of characteristics ofp2n junction
displacement on the laser irradiation parameters are established. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~97!02706-3#

Regulation of the parameters of semiconductor devicesphase into the preliminarily annealedn-type GaAs12xPx . In
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after their fabrication is of great current interest because
the requirements imposed by modern micro- and optoe
tronics, particularly, on the quality of their rectifying boun
aries (p2n junctions! and nonrectifying ~low-resistivity
ohmic! contacts. The processes and mechanisms involve
the displacement ofp2n junctions, which are generally fab
ricated by isothermal diffusion, in external thermal, electr
optical, and radiation fields has been the subject of m
studies~see, for example, Refs. 1–4!. One common feature
of all these studies is that thep2n junctions were displaced
in stationary ~gradient-free! temperature,1 photon,2 and
radiation3 fields. The driving force for displacement of th
p2n junction was generally the original dopant concent
tion gradient.1–5 In addition, the displacement of ap2n
junction caused by external stationary fields took place al
the dopant gradient.

In our opinion, the investigation of the processes a
mechanisms involved in the displacement ofp2n junctions
in external gradient fields created, in particular, by expos
the semiconductor structure to strongly absorbed laser ra
tion would be more interesting. In this case a qualitativ
new situation can arise due to the large number of possi
ties for regulating the parameters of a semiconductor st
ture.

Our goal was to experimentally study the processes
mechanisms involved in the displacement ofp2n junctions
in external fields created by a temperature gradient and
thermoelastic stresses associated with it.

SAMPLES, METHODS, AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We investigated experimental samples of GaAsPp2n
junctions grown by a hybrid chloride technology6 on
n-type GaAs substrates with ann-type GaAsP intermediate
layer of variable composition and ann-type layer of
GaAs12xPx (x.0.3520.38) of constant composition an
with a total thicknessd.10mm. The tellurium concentration
in them (Nd) corresponded to the electron dens
n0522431017 cm23. A p2n junction was created at
depth ofw0.2.5mm by the isothermal diffusion of the ac
ceptor impurity zinc~with a concentrationNa) from the gas
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order that the space-charge region would be located pred
nantly in thep-region, the structure was doped in such
manner that the surface concentration of zinc in the con
region would not exceed 431018 cm23 and the hole concen
tration would bep0.12231018 cm23 in the bulk and
would decrease top05n0 at the p2n junction boundary.
The surface area of the sample was 0.3530.35 mm2.

The source of the temperature gradient was the sec
harmonic of aQ-switched neodymium laser~the output
wavelength wasl50.53 mm, the pulse duration was
tp540 ns, and the absorption coefficient wasa>105

cm21). The entire sample surface was irradiated in the dir
tion perpendicular to the plane of thep2n junction by a
photon flux that does not cause destruction of the surfac
the material~the energy in a single pulse wasE&1022

J/cm2). To eliminate the influence of the electric field of th
potential barrier on the dopant diffusion processes,
p2n junctions were subjected to laser irradiation und
short-circuit conditions.

The profile of the dominant impurity in thep-region,
which contains information on the depth of thep2n junc-
tion, was investigated by analyzing differential capacitan
voltage characteristics (dC/dV characteristics! and by the
two-frequency method for measuring the capacitance o
reverse-biased diode at the difference frequency.7,8 Control
experiments were performed to determine the position of
p2n junction using the oblique section technique and sc
ning electron microscopy.

Figure 1 presents the concentration profile of the do
nant impurity in the high-resistivity p-region
(Na*5Na2Nd.p0) before and after laser irradiatio
(E5231022 J/cm2) of a GaAsPp2n structure. For clarity
the distances were measured from the upper surface o
epitaxialp-layer. The figure contains a schematic repres
tation of the characteristic zinc-doping front, which consi
of a high-speed high-concentration part and tw
‘‘plateaus.’’5 The position of thep2n junction was deter-
mined from the point of passage from the space-charge
gion to the completely compensated region, i.e, the ra
descent on the impurity profile, which changes into a strai

64545-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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drop ~in Fig. 1 it is marked by vertical arrows!. It is seen that
after irradiation byK5100 pulses, thep2n junction is dis-
placed into then-region over a distanceDw50.55060.002
mm ~from a depth ofw052.25mm!. In addition, after laser
irradiation, an increase was observed in the steepness o
Na* (w) curve~variation of the energy had little effect on th
shape of the profile!, andNa* decreased only slightly on th
portion of the curve corresponding to saturation. Figure
presents plots of the dependence of the magnitude of
displacementDw on the energy and number of irradiatio
pulses. A linear relationship betweenDw andE, as well as a
linear dependence ofDw onK, which becomes sublinear~at
K.100), are observed. We note that a tendency for mo
of the p2n junction in the same direction~into the
n-GaAs12xPx layer! was observed in all cases.

FIG. 1. Distribution profiles of zinc before~a! and after~b! the irradiation of
a p2n junction by a laser pulse. Irradiation regime:l50.53 mm,
E5231022 J/cm2, tp5431028 s, K5100. Solid lines – typical distribu-
tion of zinc ~1! and tellurium~2! in the original samples.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the magnitude of the displacement of thep2n
junction into then-region on the number of laser irradiation pulses f
E5231022 J/cm2 ~1! and on the pulse energy forK520 ~2!.
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The constancy of the sign and the linear character of
Dw(E) curve are evidence that the mechanism for displa
ment of thep2n junction upon laser irradiation remains th
same over the entire range of variation of the energies~up to
disintegration of the materials!. It is known that in the range
of energies that do not lead to disintegration of a semic
ductor material, laser irradiation is accompanied by the
herent generation of active hypersonic waves, a plasma,
fects of the vacancy and interstitial types, lowering of t
potential barriers, charge exchange involving impurity
oms, and heating. However, in our case either one partic
mechanism is predominant, or a set of mechanisms act in
direction.

Since thep2n junctions were irradiated in the shor
circuited state, the main external factors determining th
displacement are gradient, fields, mechanical fields~due to
the thermoelastic stresses!, or temperature fields~the factors
of an electrical nature are reduced to a minimum!.

The irradiation of a semiconductor structure by an
tense photon flux from the region of characteristic absorpt
leads to the creation of a nonuniform density of point defe
of the vacancy and interstitial types in the bulk of the ma
rial, which always leads to distortion of the crystal structu
and the appearance of internal mechanical stresses in a
tinuous solid with limited possibilities for expansion. Such
situation promotes anomalous sharp acceleration of the
purity diffusion processes.9 The generation of hypersoni
waves also acts in this direction. The impurity atoms diffu
under the action of the mechanical forceFG of plastic
deformation,10,11

FG5
4

3

12n2

~122n!2
G~V i2V0!¹~bT!, ~1!

wheren is Poisson’s ratio,G is the shear modulus,V0 and
V i are the elementary volumes of the host and the impur
respectively,¹ is Poisson’s operator,b is the coefficient of
linear thermal expansion of the semiconductor material,
T is the temperature.

On the other hand, under nonuniform heating caused
enormous temperature gradients, forces which transport
purity atoms from hot to cold sites appear in a solid. T
appearance of thermal diffusion of an acceptor alumin
impurity deposited on ann-Si surface in a temperature
gradient field was observed in Ref. 12. The expression
the thermal force (FT) acting on an impurity atom has th
form11

FT52
1

3
V0C^s0 /s i&¹T, ~2!

whereC is the specific heat of the material, and^s0 /s i& is
the averaged ratio between the photon scattering cross
tions on the host and the impurity, respectively.

Here it should be noted that the physical formalisms
which thermodynamic and strain-induced factors act on
impurity atom are identical.

The rate of motion of impurity atoms in fields created
thermoelastic stresses or a temperature gradient5,11
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depends on the ratio betweenFG and FT . In ~3! D is the
diffusivity.

Estimates ofFG andFT using ~1! and ~2! showed that
for the parameters of the laser pulses presented above
absolute value of the elastic deformation force always
ceeds the thermal force. Therefore, the direction of flow
the dopant depends on the sign of the differenceV i2V0.

Let us analyze the data on the variation of the Zn dis
bution profile after laser irradiation~Fig. 1!. Since, on the
one hand, the diffusion fluxJ is related to the dopant con
centrationN by the direct proportionality5

J5VN ~4!

and, on the other hand, it is seen from~1!–~3! that
V;gradT, i.e., in the region where the largest values ofN
and gradT are attained, the rate of motion of the accept
~zinc ions in gallium sites, i.e., ZnGa

2 ) is maximal. Therefore,
as the integral flux of laser radiation increases, an increas
the steepness of theN* (Dw) profile will be observed~see
Fig. 1!.

Let us consider the mechanisms for the displacemen
a p2n junction observed when a nonuniformly dope
GaAsP structure is laser-irradiated by strongly absorbed l
in comparison to the results of a numerical analysis of
processes occurring in a uniformly doped semiconduc
upon pulsed heating.11

In our case the ionic radius of the ZnGa
2 acceptors is

somewhat greater than the covalent radius of the Ga atom13

i.e., V i.V0. Therefore, the ZnGa
2 ions will move in the di-

rection of the temperature gradient. Numerical evaluati
showed that the temperature gradient, which reaches va
of 105 K/cm ~Refs. 11 and 12!, is located at a distanc
l 05(4lr21C21tp)

1/2<0.1 mm from thep-GaAsP surface.
This inequality is enhanced when the sharp temperature
pendencel;T2m, wherem5122 ~Ref. 14!, is taken into
account. Consequently, the ZnGa

2 ions move from thel 0 plane
under the action of the summed forceFG1FT , first, toward
the surface of the semiconductor structure, where they for
heavily doped surfacep1-layer1) and, second, into the sem
conductor structure, where they promote diffusion of the z
profile and, therefore, displacement of thep2n junction
from the surface into then-region of the GaAsP structure.

Since the concentration of zinc interstitials~Zni
1) in the

p-region of a GaAsP structure is two or more orders of m
nitude smaller than the concentration of ZnGa

2 ions,5 their
contribution to the total flux can be neglected. However,
note that since the ionic radius of Zni

1 is smaller than the
covalent radius of Ga,13 the Zni

1 front moves against the
direction of the temperature gradient, and this impurity d
fuses toward thel 0 plane. This point is especially importan
for the second plateau on the zinc profile, which is caused
a dissociative diffusion mechanism.5 In this case the zinc
interstitials which penetrated far into then-region of the
GaAsP structure in the fabrication stage diffuse toward
p2n junction in a considerably weaker temperature gra
ent. As they move toward the surface, they encounter
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and thereby promote movement of thep2n junction into the
n-region, although to a considerably lesser degree than
the ZnGa

2 ions.
As for the movement of the other dopant, viz., telluriu

~TeAs
1 or TeP

1 ions!, whose concentration is constant acro
the entire thickness of the GaAsP structure in the origi
samples and remains unchanged (Nd.231017 cm23), its
ionic radius is greater than the covalent radii of As~1.21 nm!
and P~1.10 nm!.13 Therefore, tellurium diffuses in the direc
tion of the temperature gradient. The motion of the telluriu
ions toward thep-surface scarcely makes any contributio
~becauseNZn@NTe) to the specific junction resistance. Th
motion of tellurium away from thel 0 plane and toward the
n-GaAsP region is manifested most profoundly near
boundary between then- and p-regions. Such a situation
leads to only slight displacement of thep2n junction toward
the p-surface of the semiconductor structure~because of the
small magnitude of theT gradient in the vicinity of the
p2n junction!. It also promotes a slight increase in the min
mum concentration of the dominant impurity detected on
boundary between the space-charge region and the com
sated region after laser irradiation~which is marked by ver-
tical arrows in Fig. 1!. SinceNZn@NTe in the p-region and
since there is a difference between the temperature grad
in the regions where the diffusion processes associated
these impurities are most strongly displayed, the flux of z
ions is considerably stronger than the flux of tellurium ion
As a result, thep2n junction boundary should move into th
n-GaAsP region, as is observed experimentally~see Figs. 1
and 2!. In this case an increase in the temperature and
thermoelastic stresses causes the diffusivities of the imp
ties to significantly surpass those not only for the station
case, but also for the case of the diffusion of these impuri
in a liquid ~by three to four orders of magnitude9!.

An estimate of the rate of motion of zinc ions in a fie
of elastic stresses gaveV.14 cm/s. We note that in the
theoretical study11 the maximum value of the rate of migra
tion of impurity copper atoms wasV.180 cm/s. However,
according to the results of the numerical calculations in R
11, the velocity dropped with increasing distance from t
region of the maximum temperature gradient. Thus, the
perimental values ofV that we obtained closely fit the mode
of the thermoelastic interaction of the impurity atoms w
the semiconductor lattice.

Movement of thep2n junction boundary into the bulk
of then-GaAs12xPx region was observed in Ref. 3 followin
the irradiation of direct-gap structures by a stream of f
neutrons, which penetrated the semiconductor material w
practically no attenuation. However, the physical mec
nisms of the motion of thep2n junctions in these two case
are different. In the case of neutron irradiation the main r
son for the movement of thep2n junction is the uniform
generation of gallium vacancies throughout the entire v
ume of the semiconductor structure. Such a situation p
motes the migration of ZnGa

2 ions under the effect of the
concentration gradient and the ion fluxes associated with
intrinsic electric field. In the case of laser irradiation b
strongly absorbed light, there is an exponential decreas
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therefore, in the concentration of the vacancies created b
particularly of gallium. Therefore, the contribution of th
mechanism associated with the generation of gallium vac
cies weakens~about 1010-fold at a depth ofw052.25mm! as
the geometric boundary between thep- andn-regions is ap-
proached.

Thus, it can be concluded on the basis of this resea
that the main mechanism underlying the motion of ap2n
junction during irradiation by strongly absorbed light is a
sociated with the thermoelastic stresses, which provide
anomalously accelerated diffusion of the zinc ions dur
plastic deformation. The phenomena discovered have d
onstrated the possibility of obtainingp2n junctions with a
series of assigned properties.

1!This is evidenced by the decrease in the surface cracking resistance
laser irradiation of a GaAsPp2n junction measured on test structures.
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The increasingly more stringent quality requirements forlevel centers are examined in detail: isothermal capacita
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semiconductor materials and devices are stimulating
provements in both fabrication and purity control metho
Together with the standard methods~neutral-activation and
spectral analysis!, in recent years the capacitive method
semiconductor purity control on the basis of deep-level c
ters has been rapidly advancing. Neutron-activation
spectral analysis make it possible to identify impurities ir
spective of whether or not they are electrically active. Th
methods are destructive. The capacitive method make
possible to identify deep-level centers, i.e., lattice imperf
tions which directly influence the parameters of a semic
ductor. The capacitive method is highly sensitive, and
devices withp-n junctions or Schottky barriers it is nonde
structive.

Successful application of the capacitive method of se
conductor purity control requires a knowledge not only
the possibilities but also the physical foundations of
method and procedures for performing the measurem
themselves as well as analyzing the results of the meas
ments. These questions are the content of this monogr
Chapter 1 examines the physical foundations of the meth
trapping and thermal emission of electrons and holes in
space-charge region and capacitance and current relax
accompanying charge exchange on a deep level. The p
ciple of identification of deep-level centers on the basis
the temperature-dependence of the thermal emission tim
substantiated. Chapter 2 is devoted to measurements.
experimental methods of relaxation spectroscopy of de
649 Semiconductors 31 (6), June 1997 1063-7826/97/0606
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relaxation and DLTS, the constant capacitance meth
double isothermal capacitance relaxation and double DL
the isothermal current relaxation method, and current DL
The applicability of the DLTS methods is analyzed. T
principal measurement setups are described: a setup wit
analog bridge and a setup with a digital bridge. Chapte
gives a series of nonstandard examples of the applicatio
the method. It is shown that the range of applicability of t
method can be expanded by thermal and radiation activa
of the impurities. Chapter 4 examines the characteristic f
tures of the identification of deep-level centers in lo
resistivity semiconductors, taking account of the effect o
strong electric field, and in high-resistivity semiconducto
taking account of the effect of the impedance of the dio
base. The regions of applicability of the capacitance and c
rent methods are compared for a diode with a high-resisti
base. A contact-free method of identifying deep-level cent
in semiconductor materials is examined in an Appendix.

The proposed monograph is the first such work in wor
wide literature concerning this question. It is intended fo
wide range of specialists concerned with the developm
and investigation of semiconductor materials and device

The English language edition of this book has been p
lished in St. Petersburg.

A Russian language edition will be published in 1997

Translated by M. E. Alferieff
64949-01$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



ANNOUNCEMENT
Dear Readers,

An international scientific seminar on the subject ‘‘Fundamental aspects of ultrathin insula-
tors for silicon-based semiconductor devices’’ will be held in St. Petersburg on August 4–8,
1997.

The purpose of the seminar is to discuss the latest progress in the physics and chemistry of
ultrathin insulators~oxides, nitrides, and oxynitrides! based on silicon, silicon carbide, and
Se–Ge compounds.

The seminar is sponsored by the NATO Science Committee.

Contacts:

Eric Garfunkel
Rutgers University
Piscataway, NJ 08855-0849
USA
Tel: 1-908-445-2747
Fax: 1-908-445-5312
E-mail: garf@rutchem.rutgers.edu

Aleksandr Yakovlevich Vul’
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute
194021 St. Petersburg, Politekhnicheskaya 26
Tel: 7-812-247-91-07
Fax: 7-812-247-58-94
E-mail: vul@vul.ioffe.rssi.ru
650 650Semiconductors 31 (6), June 1997 1063-7826/97/060650-01$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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